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CHAPTER 1
Do	You	Really	
Need	Strength	

Training?

I have always been a big believer in the benefits of 
strength training. I’ve always performed better, felt 
stronger and suffered from fewer running related  

injuries when I added strength training to my weekly  
routine. Back in my high school days I had to fight some 
major battles just to get my strength training in. My run-
ning coach discouraged me (actual tried to forbid me) from  
engaging in strength training. He told me it would decrease 
my running performance. Being a bit of a rebel in those 
days I chose to ignore him and continue with my strength 
training. Don’t get me wrong - I’m not endorsing the idea 
of disrespecting the coach! I’ve been coaching athletes for 
many years and fully understand the importance of a good 
relationship between coaches and athletes, but sometimes 
you just need to take a stand for what you feel is right and 
what benefits you the most.

Not only did I have to fight my coach but I also had 
problems gaining access to the weight room. In those days 
the weight room was reserved almost exclusively for football 
and other power athletes. I still remember to this day walk-
ing into the weight room and encountering hostile stares 
from the football players and coaches. They really believed 
that distance runners didn’t belong in the weight room.
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 Well, things have changed a lot since then. Strength 
training is no longer reserved for body builders and foot-
ball players. Runners can benefit greatly from a properly 
designed strength-training program. In fact, most runners 
will never reach their peak level of performance without 
strength training. 

Popular training routines of the past and even some  
today have ignored and continue to ignore the proven  
benefits of strength training. Many coaches and athletes 
have avoided strength training because of the mistaken be-
lief that any increase in muscle mass will slow them down 
or decrease their endurance. Current research has proven 
that to be untrue. Strength training is a vital component 
of any runners training regime. There is a lot of data out 
there on how strength training affects distance runners; 
much more than I could list here, but, in 2008 a group 
of researchers looked at all of the available scientific data 
on the relationship between strength training and distance 
running. The researchers concluded that “resistance train-
ing likely has a positive effect on endurance running or 
running economy...coaches should not hesitate to imple-
ment a well-planned, periodized concurrent resistance and 
endurance training program for their distance runners.”1

Benefits	of	Strength	Training 

There are many ways that strength training benefits you 
as a runner. Some of them are obvious, such as improving 
your strength and power while others, such as increased 
stride length (air time), decreased ground contact time, im-
proved running economy and injury prevention may not be 
quite so apparent. Here are the primary ways that strength 
training improves your running.

1 The effects of resistance training on endurance distance running performance 
among highly trained runners, a systematic review.  J Strength Cond Res. 2008 Nov;22(6):2036-
44
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Injury	Prevention

The most common running injuries are related to over 
use. The repetitive stresses of running places great de-
mands on your muscles, ligaments, tendons and joints. 
Nothing will totally prevent the occurrence of injuries, but 
adding strength training to your workout schedule will pro-
vide a strong defense against many overuse injures. When 
injuries do occur, an improved level of strength will de-
crease the severity of injuries and reduce the recovery time.

Strength training protects your body from injuries in 
several ways. The muscles fibers themselves are strength-
ened which will help prevent muscle pulls and tears. Mus-
cle mass is also increased. The additional muscle mass will 
help provide support to your joints, which are absorbing 
much of the impact of running. In addition, all of your con-
nective tissues, which include ligaments and tendons, are 
made stronger. This will help you avoid strains, sprains 
and tendonitis.

Increased	Power

In physics, power is defined as “the time rate of doing 
work”. In terms of running, power is a function of speed 
and strength. More simply put, power is a measure of how 
quickly and efficiently you can use the strength of your 
muscles to produce the forward momentum of your run-
ning stride. If you have more power you will be able to run 
faster and longer using less effort and energy.

 During a typical running stride you have a very small 
window of time in which to generate the force necessary 
to propel you forward. The push off phase of the running 
stride is the point at which this forward motion is gener-
ated. For a sprinter, this happens in about 0.1 seconds. 
For a marathon runner it is between 0.3 and 0.5 seconds. 
To increase running speed and economy, it is necessary to 
maximize the force produced without increasing the time 
required to produce the force. This is what improving your 
power will do for you.
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In order to increase the power of your stride, you 
must increase both basic strength and explosive strength.  
Basic strength training will increase the size of your mus-
cle fibers, providing a base for the subsequent explosive 
strength training and help prevent injuries. The explosive 
strength training will improve the ability of your muscles to 
generate a higher level of strength, in a short period of time, 
which will give you a substantial increase in power.

Increased	Speed

In order to maximize your running speed you must 
maximize both stride length, or more appropriately, air 
time, and stride rate. If either of those are at a less than 
optimal level you will not be running at your best possible 
pace. Stride length is a subject that generates a lot of con-
troversy. You will read and hear conflicting advice on stride 
length. Some coaches will tell you to maximize your stride 
length while others tell you a short stride length is more ef-
ficient. I have spent many hours videotaping and analyzing 
the strides of various runners, from beginners to elite class 
runners. From this analysis, I have found that, without a 
doubt, over striding is the most common form flaw among 
runners. 

I think the confusion lies with the definition of stride 
length. Many runners have the mistaken belief that a long 
stride means reaching out in front of their body with giant, 
loping strides. A long and efficient running stride is not 
related to giant strides with your legs. It is much more re-
lated to flight time or the time you spend in the air versus 
on the ground. You want to eat up a lot of ground with each 
stride without using unnaturally long leg strides. For most 
runners a shorter, compact stride with quick and light foot 
strikes and very short ground contact time is the most ef-
ficient type of stride. The trick is to maximize stride rate 
and air time naturally. If you try to unnaturally force a long 
stride, you will over stride by landing on your heel in front 
of your body, which will cause a braking action that will 
slow you down and possibly cause injuries.
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A naturally long stride has the following mechanical 
components:
• A smooth, low to the ground stride

• Very little vertical motion

• Quick, light and efficient foot action

• A stride rate of 90 or more full strides per minute

• A flat footed or just slightly ball of your foot first 
ground contact directly under your center of gravity

• Efficient use of the energy return or elasticity of your 
leg muscles to produce power

• Strong focus on maintaining and using your forward 
momentum to generate speed and forward motion

General and explosive strength training is one of the 
primary keys to developing the explosive strength and pow-
er required by these form elements.

Improved	Running	Economy

One of the most reliable predictors of running perfor-
mance is the velocity at which you can run at your VO2 
max level. VO2 max is basically a measure of the maximum 
amount of oxygen that your body can process. In the past, 
VO2 max was the standard measure of potential running 
performance. Runners with the highest lab measured VO2 
max, were expected to have the best performances. We now 
know that the velocity or speed at which an athlete can 
sustain while running at their VO2 max level is a more reli-
able predictor of performance. The reason for this is that 
your velocity at VO2 max or vVO2 max takes running econ-
omy into consideration. 

If two runners with identical VO2 max levels are running 
together, the athlete with the most efficient running stride 
or running economy will be running faster. That is because 
the runner with the highest level of running economy will 
be able to generate more velocity with the same VO2 max 
level.
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You can improve your running economy by increasing 
your running power and the ability of your leg muscles to 
store and quickly return energy. Think of it in terms of 
a rubber band. When you run, your muscles are rapidly 
stretching (storing energy) and contracting (releasing ener-
gy). If you quickly stretch and release a weak rubber band 
it won’t fly very far. A strong rubber band would fly much 
further. Your muscles are very similar. A strong, highly 
conditioned muscle will much more efficient and powerful 
than a weak, untrained muscle. 

Arguments	For	and	Against

If you want to engage in a rather uncomfortable conver-
sation during your next party or social gathering you might 
want to consider bringing up the subject of politics. That’s 
almost sure to get a lively and sometimes violent debate go-
ing. If you are a glutton for punishment and want to reach 
the same heights of debate with a group of runners, just 
voice your opinion on strength training and running. You 
will soon be in a no-holds-barred discussion on the pros 
and cons of strength training for runners. 

I’m sure you can already tell that I think strength train-
ing is a critical part of any training program – but others 
obviously disagree. Is running and strength training a good 
fit? I’m convinced it is, but I like to present both sides of 
the issue and let you decide. So here are the most common 
debates concerning strength training and the arguments 
voiced by both proponents and opponents of strength train-
ing for runners. Take a look and decide for yourself.

Does	Strength	Training	Improve	Your		
Endurance?

Opponents of strength training say no. They say that 
only long slow distance running will improve your muscu-
lar endurance. Strength training only improves the strength 
and power of your muscles, not their endurance.
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Surprisingly enough, there is agreement on this point. 
Strength training proponents agree that strength training 
and plyometrics do little to directly increase your endur-
ance. They think that endurance may be increased indirect-
ly through running economy, but agree that pure cardio-
vascular endurance is not significantly affected. However, 
proponents of strength training also point out that endur-
ance is not the primary goal of strength training.

Advantage on this one goes to the opponents. Even 
most current research agrees that cardiovascular endur-
ance and strength training don’t go hand in hand.

Does	Strength	Training	Improve	Your	VO
2
max?

Just as with endurance, the opponents say that strength 
training will not increase your VO2 max or your body’s abil-
ity to deliver and use oxygen to produce energy aerobically. 
Only running – both long slow distance and shorter in-
tense training – will improve your VO2 max. A French study 
from 2002 agreed that concurrent strength and endurance 
training had no performance enhancing effect on VO2 max.

Proponents agree on this one also! What’s going on 
here; is there any debate? You bet there is – read on. But 
there isn’t a debate on this point. Both the proponents and 
scientific research agree that strength training and plyo-
metrics don’t do a whole lot to improve your VO2 max. But, 
again, the proponents remind us that is not the purpose of 
strength training.

Advantage again to the opponents. Strength training 
does not make any significant improvements in VO2 max.

Does	Strength	Training	Improve	Your	Running	
Economy?

Running economy is a measure of how efficiently you 
run. There is no debate among the two groups about the 
value of running more economically. What is in debate is 
whether or not strength training will improve your run-
ning economy more than pure running. Opponents say 
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that your time is much better spent by running more miles 
rather than taking time for strength training. If you want to 
become more efficient as a runner you should spend more 
time running. Not only does additional running make you 
more efficient but it also makes further improvements in 
your VO2 max, lactate turn point and endurance.

Now the disagreements start. Proponents of strength 
training for runners say that strength training and plyo-
metrics will make big improvements in your running econ-
omy. They say that the explosive strength and power gained 
through strength training will decrease your ground con-
tact time, increase your stride length, make your muscles 
more elastic – so they return more energy, improve your 
neuromuscular conditioning and make you a more eco-
nomical runner. Nearly all current research agree with the 
proponents of strength training. 

There have been numerous studies in recent years that 
have proven the running economy increasing benefits of 
strength training and plyometrics. A 2008 study2 con-
ducted in Norway solicited the services of 17 well trained 
distance runners. Eight of the runners performed a com-
bination of strength training and running while the other 
9 performed only endurance training. The group that per-
formed strength training increased their running economy 
by 5% and even more significantly, they improved their time 
to exhaustion at maximum aerobic speed by a whopping 
21.3% without any increase in VO2 max.  The endurance 
only group showed no improvement in either category. 

Another recent study, this one from Australia, investi-
gated the effects of plyometric training on running economy. 
This one, which used 15 highly trained distance runners, 
came up with similar results. They found that 9 weeks of 
plyometric training made significant improvements in run-
ning economy.3

Advantage to the proponents. It appears crystal clear 
that strength training does improve your running economy.

2 Maximal strength training improves running economy in distance runners, Med Sci 
Sports Exerc.2008 Jun;40(6):1087-92

3 Short term plyometric training improves running economy in highly trained middle 
and long distance runners, J Strength Cond Res. 2006 Nov;20(4):947-54
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Does	Strength	Training	Make	You	More	Injury	
Resistant?

Opponents believe that while injuries can’t be elimi-
nated, they can be avoided, without the use of strength 
training, by making gradual increases in both your train-
ing volume and intensity of training. They also believe that 
most running injuries are caused by high intensity run-
ning, which can be avoided by doing more long slow dis-
tance training and less high intensity training.

Proponents think this is a no-brainer. How can strength 
training not help prevent injuries? Strength training im-
proves the strength of your bones, tendons, muscles and 
connective tissues – so it must help prevent running inju-
ries. Again, experts and research tends to agree with the 
proponents. A 2006 study4 concerning stress fractures in 
female Marine Corps recruits concluded that the incidence 
of stress fractures would be reduced by frequent lower body 
strength training. Another study from Stanford University 
found that long distance runners with illiotibial band syn-
drome have weak hip abduction strength in their affected 
leg, which could be solved with lower body strength train-
ing.5

Advantage again to the proponents. Coaches, experts 
and researchers all agree that strength training will help 
you avoid many running injuries.

Will	Strength	Training	Fight	Fatigue?

Strength training opponents point out that running fa-
tigue is due to metabolic conditions such as acidosis, po-
tassium build up and central nervous system fatigue. Only 
improving your lactate turn point, VO2 max and endurance 
will fight the effects of metabolic fatigue.

Proponents of strength training concede that there are 
metabolic causes of fatigue that are best fought off with 
endurance, lactate turn point and vVO2 max training. But 

4 Epidemiology of stress fractures and lower extremity overuse injury in female 
recruits, Med Sci Sports Exerc. 2006 Sep:38(9):1571-7

5 Hip abductor weakness in distance runners with illiotibial band syndrome, Clin J 
Sport Med, 2000 Jul:10(3):169-75
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they also say that there are other causes of running fatigue 
including neuromuscular fatigue, reduced running econo-
my and a decrease in stride length. 

It has already been shown that strength training will 
improve your running economy. Strength training will also 
improve your neuromuscular conditioning by activating 
more muscle units. A recent study conducted by research-
ers at the University of Madrid, looked at the stride length 
issue. In the Madrid study, 18 highly trained distance 
runners were assigned to one of 3 groups. Group A per-
formed 8 weeks of periodized strength training; group B 
did 8 weeks of non-periodized strength training and group 
C was a control group that did no strength training. After a  
fatiguing running bout it was found that group A showed no 
decrease in stride length, group B showed a 1.22 centime-
ter decrease in stride length and the control group B had a 
3.05 centimeter decrease in stride length. The researchers 
concluded that running specific strength training will mini-
mize stride length loss during exhaustive distance running, 
with periodized running specific strength training being the 
most efficient method.6

Advantage to the proponents. The research seems 
to back up the proponents claim that running specific 
strength training will help maintain your stride length and 
fight the effect of fatigue during races.

Does	Strength	Training	Improve	Your	Race	
Performance?

Opponents of strength training claim that the most im-
portant variables in running performance are endurance, 
lactate threshold and vVO2 max. They say that only running 
will improve those variables and any other type of training 
is a waste of time. You would be better served by running 
more than by taking up your valuable running time with 
strength training.

Proponents again concede the point that endurance, 
lactate turn point and vVO2 max are best improved by run-

6 Running specific periodized strength training attenuates loss of stride length dur-
ing intense endurance running, J Strength Cond Res, 2008 Jul:22(4):1176-83
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ning. But they also say that the improvements made to 
your running economy, injury resistance, speed and power 
make strength training a critical part of your training. What 
does the research say? It agrees with the proponents and 
it has for quite some time. A study conducted in Finland 
in 1999 investigated the effects of concurrent explosive 
strength training and endurance training on performance 
levels. The 9 week study concluded that explosive strength 
training improves your 5K running time by improving your 
muscle power and running economy.7

What about the time spent with strength training? Does 
it interfere with or decrease the results of your running 
workouts? In a practical sense, proponents say no. A run-
ning strength training workout can be completed in min-
utes per day. But even if strength training took up a signifi-
cant portion of your training time, proponents claim it won’t 
interfere with your running workouts. Another more recent 
Finish study from 2007 backs up this claim. This study 
investigated the effects of concurrent strength and endur-
ance training on 25 participants.  The 25 participants were 
split into two groups. Both groups maintained the same 
total training volume, but one group replaced 19% of their 
endurance training with explosive strength training. The 
study found that the explosive strength group improved 
their neuromuscular conditioning and running economy 
without any decrease in maximal aerobic capacity despite 
the nearly 20% reduction in endurance training.8

Advantage here to the proponents. Scientific data sup-
ports the proponents’ view that strength training does im-
prove your race performance.

The	Bottom	Line	–	Are	Running	and	Strength	
Training	a	Good	Fit?

I think that there is a clear cut decision here. The pro-
ponents win – strength training and running are a good 

7 Explosive strength training improves 5K running time by improving running economy 
and muscle power. J Appl. Physiol, 1999 May;86(5):1527-33

8 Concurrent endurance and explosive type strength training improves neuro-
muscular and anaerobic characteristics in young distance runners, Int J Sports Med. 2007 
Jul;28(7):602-11
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fit. I admit to being biased. I have always been a supporter 
of strength training for runners. But I have tried to pres-
ent the arguments and evidence in a fair manner. Scien-
tific research supports the proponents winning arguments. 
Research also supports the first two arguments concern-
ing endurance and VO2 max, which were won by the oppo-
nents. But the proponents of strength training have never 
argued those points. They have never claimed that strength 
training directly improves cardiovascular endurance or 
maximum aerobic capacity. That isn’t the point of strength 
training. The goal of strength training for runners is to im-
prove your running economy, injury resistance, running 
strength and power. In my mind there is no question that it 
does a good job of accomplishing those goals and improv-
ing your performance as a distance runner.

Don’t ignore the many benefits of strength 
training� Improved running strength has a  
direct affect on your injury resistance,  

running economy, speed and power� It also 
indirectly improves your endurance and stamina
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Bear	Naked	Strength	Training	is	Best

 It’s not that I don’t like strength training equipment. A 
well equipped gym gives you a lot of valuable training tools 
to improve your muscular strength and endurance. It’s just 
that there are a few problems that I see with strength train-
ing equipment when it come to distance running training. 
First of all, gaining access to all that equipment means you 
need to go to a fitness center, commercial gym or a school 
gym to perform your strength training, unless you have 
your own fully equipped home gym. And that brings me 
to the second problem - cost. Building and outfitting your 
own home gym can run into huge costs. Strength train-
ing equipment isn’t cheap! Finally, as a distance runner, 
your running workouts take up a good deal of your training 
time. That makes it even more difficult to find time to get to 
the gym for your strength training sessions.

Well, I have good news. You need no strength training 
equipment to perform any of the exercises in this book. 
You use only your own body weight to supply the needed 
resistance for strength training. Not only is that method 
cheaper and more convenient, but it is also much more 
functional in nature. When using your own body weight 
you are performing strength training that engages your 
core muscles, uses more muscles for each exercise and is 
much more functional in nature. It strengthens the specific 
running motions that your body goes through during train-
ing and racing. So, it’s time to get back to nature and go 
bare , oops, I mean bear naked with your strength training.
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CHAPTER 2
Concurrent	
Strength	and		
Endurance		
Training

There are a couple of great debates among athletes 
when it comes to combining strength training and 
distance running. The first is should you be doing 

any strength training at the same time you’re engaged in 
active distance running training? The second is, if you do 
perform concurrent strength and endurance training, what 
sequence should you follow? Should you do your strength 
training before or after your run? Should you do it on the 
same day as a hard workout or do it on an easy run or rest 
day? 

There are many runners and coaches out there that be-
lieve it’s inappropriate for a runner to do strength train-
ing concurrently with endurance training. They think that 
strength training should only be done during off times or 
times when you aren’t actively doing training runs. They 
are convinced that concurrent strength and endurance 
training will result in a decrease in the benefits of your en-
durance training. I disagree.

I think that not only will concurrent strength and en-
durance training not interfere with your running perfor-
mance, it will do just the opposite. I believe that concur-
rent strength and endurance training will improve your 
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running performance more than endurance training alone. 
The strength training will build and maintain the muscle 
elasticity and power that is so critical in developing your 
running economy and speed.

Who do you believe, me or the opponents of concurrent 
strength and endurance training? Well - I would suggest 
doing two things. Take a look at what science tells us and 
try it for yourself. 

What does science say about concurrent strength and 
endurance training? It’s all good. There have been many 
studies that back up the claim that doing strength and en-
durance training at the same time has a positive effect on 
your training.

One recent investigation on cross country skiers in Fin-
land1 found that “...concurrent explosive strength and en-
durance training in endurance athletes produced improve-
ments in explosive force associated with rapid activation of 
trained leg muscles. The training also led to more economi-
cal sport-specific performance.” The researchers went on to 
say “The improvements in neuromuscular characteristics 
and economy were obtained without a decrease in maxi-
mal aerobic capacity, although endurance training was re-
duced by about 20%”.

In other words the subjects of this study got faster 
and more economical while maintaining their level of VO2 
max. What’s really interesting about these results is that 
the subjects maintained their aerobic fitness despite re-
placing 20% of their endurance training with explosive 
strength training. One of the primary arguments against 
strength training for runners is that it might take away 
from your endurance training time. First of all, I disagree 
that strength training will decrease your running training 
time. Your strength training program takes only about 15 
to 20 minutes two or three times per week, but this study 
shows that even a whopping 20% decrease in training time 
has no adverse effect.

The first Finland study used cross country skiers as 

1 Concurrent endurance and explosive type strength training increases activation 
and fast force production of leg extension muscles in endurance athletes, J Strength Cond 
Res. 2007 May;21(2):613-20
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their test subjects and they expanded their conclusions to 
include all endurance athletes. You may be asking if they 
would come up with the same answers when specifically 
targeting distance runners. The answer to that question is 
yes. 

That same group of researchers performed a similar 
study2 on young distance runners and reached the follow-
ing similar conclusion. “The concurrent explosive strength 
and endurance training improved anaerobic and selective 
neuromuscular performance characteristics in young dis-
tance runners without decreases in aerobic capacity, al-
though almost 20% of the total training volume was re-
placed by explosive strength training for eight weeks.”

The Finland studies don’t stand alone. A group of scien-
tists at the University of California at Santa Cruz performed 
separate experiments on a study group of 20 women. These 
researchers concluded that “The results suggest that syn-
ergy rather than interference between concurrent strength 
and aerobic endurance training, support prescription of 
concurrent endurance and strength training...”3

The above studies used mostly college age athletes in-
volved in off season running. How about concurrent train-
ing during your competitive season. A group of research-
ers at the School for Sport and Exercise Science in New 
Zealand investigated that subject. They said “We conclude 
that high-intensity resistance training in the competitive 
phase is likely to produce beneficial gains in performance 
for most distance runners.”4

There have been many studies on this subject; more 
than I have room to list here. But researchers at the Uni-
versity of Connecticut kindly did the job for me. They looked 
at all the available literature on concurrent endurance and 
strength training. It came as no surprise that they report-
ed “After critically reviewing the literature for the impact 
of concurrent training on high level runners, we conclude 

2 Concurrent endurance and explosive type strength training improves neuro-
muscular and anaerobic characteristics in young distance runners, Int J Sports Med. 2007 
Jul;28(7):602-11

3 Concurrent training enhances athletes strength, muscle endurance and other 
measures, J Strength Cond Res. 2008 Sep;22(5):1487-502

4 Effect of high intensity resistance training of performance of competitive distance 
runners, int J Sports Physiol. Perform. 2006 Mar;1(1):40-9
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that resistance training likely has a positive effect on en-
durance running performance or running economy.”5

I hope you’re now as convinced as I am about the ben-
efits of concurrent endurance and strength training. If not 
or if you’re from Missouri, why not give it a try and find out 
for yourself.

5 The effects of resistance training on endurance distance running performance 
among trained runners:a systematic review, J Strength Cond Res. 2008 Nov:22(6):2036-44

Performing your strength training and endurance 
workout at the same time will help you, not hurt 

you� Science has proven that concurrent strength 
and endurance training will improve your anaerobic 

and neuromuscular fitness without compromising 
your aerobic capacity�

Do your strength training in the same session and 
after your running workout to maximize your  

performance enhancing benefits�
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Combining	Running	and	Strength	
Training

Hopefully there’s now very little doubt in your mind 
about the value of concurrent strength and endurance 
training. How about the sequence you follow? Does it mat-
ter whether you run or strength train first? Does it make 
any difference what day you do your strength training. Yep 
- I think it does! The most important consideration in de-
termining the best sequence to follow is what your primary 
goal is. What is it that your trying to accomplish? Are you a 
distance runner, a body builder or a power lifter? Of course 
we all know the answer to that - you’re a distance runner. 
If you’re not you should close this book immediately and 
go hit the gym. If you were a body builder or power lifter 
your most important workouts would involve strength and 
muscle building. 

In your case, as a distance runner, you are most con-
cerned with improving your running performance. Your 
most important workouts are your running workouts. Your 
strength training workouts are important to support your 
running but your primary training revolves around your 
daily running.

Since your running is the most important phase of your 
training you want to make sure your body, mind and mus-
cles are fresh and strong when you perform your runs. For 
that reason common sense is clear that you should always 
perform your running workouts first.

What about science? Does science agree with common 
sense? It almost always does and this is no exception. In 
2005 a group of researchers at the National Center of Medi-
cine and Sciences in Sports in Tunisia recruited the help 
of  48 males sport students to investigate the affect of intra 
-session concurrent endurance and strength training se-
quence on aerobic performance and capacity. Not only did 
these researchers confirm that adding strength training to 
endurance training improves both aerobic capacity and en-
durance performance, they also concluded that “Improve-
ment in endurance performance and aerobic capacity was 
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significantly greater when, in the same session, the endur-
ance training preceded the strength training rather than 
the other way around or if each of the training methods 
was performed separately.”6

Common sense, experience and scientific evidence is all 
clear. If you want to maximize the benefits of your strength 
training you should do it within the same session and af-
ter your running workout is complete. How about doing 
your strength training on an off day? At first glance that 
strategy makes a lot of sense. You would have more time 
for strength training on an off day and it wouldn’t interfere 
with your running at all. Or would it? Always remember 
the importance of rest and recovery in your training rou-
tine. Your recovery days are when your muscles not only 
get some needed recovery  but also rebuild in strength. 
Without that recovery time you are robbing your muscles 
of strength and power. For that reason I don’t recommend 
doing strength training on off days or recovery days. The 
stress of the strength training could interfere with the re-
covery/strengthening process and decrease your running 
performance levels. Here are my recommendations for 
combining running workouts and strength training.

Run Strength Recommendation

Rest/Off Day No Strength

Easy/Moderate Endurance Run Strength After Run

Tempo/Lactate Threshold Run Strength After Run

Speed/Interval Training Strength After Run

Hill Training No Strength

Long Runs No Strength

Races No Strength

Does this mean that you should be doing strength 
training after every hard workout? Not at all. Two strength 
workouts per week, separated by at least 48 hours between 
sessions, are all you need for nearly all distance running 
goals. There is one exception to that rule. If your primary 
goal is weight loss, I think you should be performing three 

6 Effects of intra-session concurrent endurance and strength training sequence on 
aerobic performance and capacity, Br.J Sports Med 2005;39:555-560
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strength sessions per week to maximize your lean body 
mass gains. Some advanced competitive runners might be 
able to benefit from three strength sessions per week to 
build a good strength base early in their periodized training 
plan but should switch to no more than two later in their 
plan to avoid over training or over reaching problems. The 
following table summarizes my suggestions for the number 
of strength sessions per week most appropriate for your 
goal.

Goal Strength Training Frequency

General Fitness Two Times Per Week

Weight Loss Three times Per Week

Recreational Running Two Times Per Week

Competitive Running -  
Early Season

Two to Three Times Per Week

Competitive Running -  
Late Season

Two Times Per Week

Injury Prevention Two Times Per Week

Strength	Training	Periodization

Periodization, in its simplest terms, is the breakdown 
of your training schedule into periods or “blocks” in which 
the emphasis is placed on one or two performance areas. 
Nearly every running plan uses some sort of periodization 
scheme. An effective distance runners strength training 
plan should also follow a logical, progressive sequence. 

There are many different strength training periodization 
schemes. The most commonly used is a gradual change 
from a high number of repetitions and low weight to a low 
number of repetitions and a high weight. This seems a sen-
sible method because it allows your muscles to strengthen 
gradually with the lower weights before hitting them with 
the heavier weights, which give you the most strength 
gains. This method is an appropriate scheme for general 
fitness gains. However, runner’s needs are different from 
someone interested in general fitness or body building. A 
runner must prepare their body for the specific strength 
and power needed for top running performance. The type of 
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periodization scheme I suggest for distance runners follows 
a similar, gradual increase in intensity, but also progresses 
from general strength training to running specific power 
and finally to maintenance.

There are five areas of emphasis in this scheme. Each of 
these areas of emphasis are worked on for a specific length 
of time or “cycle”. The length of each cycle will depend upon 
the overall length of your training cycle. A cross-country 
runner who is preparing for an upcoming season will have 
a training cycle of one year. In this instance, each cycle will 
be fairly long. Most of today’s distance runners train on a 
year round basis. Fitness and recreational runners have 
similar training needs every week of the year. Most compet-
itive runners are entering races frequently throughout the 
year. That makes shorter, repeated training cycles a more 
efficient and effective method for most of today’s runners.

General	Strength	Training

General strength training involves more basic exercises 
that are performed on a stable base, incorporate multiple 
large muscle groups and are usually bi-lateral in nature. 
For example a standard two leg squat is a good example of 
a general strength training exercise. The squat is performed 
bi-laterally or using both sides of your body. It is executed 
on the flat ground or stable base and uses multiple large 
muscle groups - your thigh and hamstring muscles.

Running	Specific	Strength	Emphasis

Running specific strength exercises use motions that 
are more running specific and are normally uni-lateral in 
nature. The progression from a standard two leg squat 
would be moving to a single leg bench squat in which your 
body position and movements are more running specific. It 
is now a uni-lateral exercise - you are focusing on one side 
of your body or one leg. The platform has become slightly 
less stable because you are balanced on one leg with your 
other leg elevated behind your body.
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Running	Specific	Movement	Emphasis

As you progress to the running specific movement phase 
of your strength training you add in more running specific 
motion. A good progression from the single leg bench squat 
would be to move on to a one leg squat to stride up. You are 
now adding in even more running specific motion and more 
instability. You are progressively building your strength to 
more and more running specific levels and preparing your 
body for the power training to follow.

Running	Specific	Power	Emphasis

In this stage you begin to incorporate power training 
through the use of plyometrics. Plyometrics are high in-
tensity exercises in which your muscles first go through a 
lengthening or  eccentric contraction followed immediately 
by a concentric or shortening contraction. Bounding, jump-
ing and hopping exercises are all examples of plyometrics 
movements. Plyometrics improve your power or your abil-
ity to very quickly generate strong contractions. An impor-
tant part of developing your running power is training your 
muscles to become more efficient at using their ability to 
store and release elastic energy, much like a spring or rub-
ber band. Plyometrics are a great way to improve that elas-
ticity of your muscles.

A logical progression from the one leg squat to stride up 
would be to begin one leg hops in place or single leg forward 
hops.

Maintenance

In the first four stages you are following a progression 
that takes you from general strength training to high in-
tensity plyometrics. Once you have built your fitness and 
strength to that level you move into the maintenance stage. 
In this stage, which can last from several weeks to several 
months, depending upon your specific running goals, you 
move into the maintenance stage. In this stage you perform 
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a combination of all four types of training with emphasis on 
the type of training that you need at the time. For example, 
if you feel like your base of strength is lacking you would 
concentrate on general strength exercises. If your base is 
strong but your running specific motions aren’t up to par 
you would focus on running specific strength. If your speed 
and power aren’t what they should be you should focus 
on plyometrics. Your maintenance stage is a true multi-
training stage. You should always include some exercises 
from all four stages, with focus on your most needed type 
of training, throughout your maintenance stage.
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CHAPTER 3
The	Eight	Rules	
Of	Strength	
Training

The concept of rules sometimes carries a somewhat 
negative connotation. Just the term “rules” seems 
a bit oppressive. But, there are times when rules 

can help you. You could dive right in and begin perform-
ing your strength training exercises without following any 
guidelines and probably gain some benefit. On the other 
hand you may make some mistakes that could prove costly 
in terms of performance or injury. 

To help you avoid problems I have developed eight rules 
of strength training that will maximize the efficiency of your 
strength training while minimizing the chances of suffering 
from an injury. As I said, I don’t really like the word “rules” 
because it sounds so stern and unyielding but in this case 
I really think it fits. Strength training is a great tool for im-
proving your running performance, injury resistance and 
fitness level, but if not done correctly you may not reap 
its full benefits and could even suffer from setbacks. If 
you follow these eight “rules” or if you prefer - “guidelines” 
of strength training you will safely improve your running 
strength, increase your power, run more efficiently and be-
come a more injury resistant runner.
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Mechanics	First,	Intensity	Second

Before you add heavy resistance or intensity to a 
strength training exercise be sure that you are using the 
proper mechanics. Improper form will decrease the efficien-
cy of the exercise and can increase the risk of injury.

Once you are sure you are using proper mechanics you 
can safely increase the resistance, raise the intensity or de-
crease the stability base of the strength exercise. The first 
few times you do an exercise do them very slowly and un-
der full control. If the exercise requires a highly unstable 
surface, support yourself by hanging onto a wall, fence or 
pole until you are comfortable with the motion. If you are 
doing a highly dynamic exercise, work through the motions 
and movements in slow motion a few times before doing 
them full speed. 

The skill you gain through following this rule will make 
the exercise much more efficient and safer to perform.

“Patients is a virtue”� That’s an axiom that 
works well with Bear Naked Strength Training� 

Make sure you have your strength training  
mechanics perfected before you begin to add  

resistance, intensity or instability to the  
exercise� One strength training mistake could put 

you out of running commission�
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Rule	of	Balance

This rule of balance has nothing to do with your equilib-
rium. Muscle balance refers to the strength or endurance 
of one muscle or muscle group in comparison to another 
muscle or muscle group. The rule of balance means that 
each opposing muscle group (i.e. the muscles on the front 
versus the back of a body segment or the muscles on the 
right side versus the left) should exercised at a level to keep 
them at an appropriate balance. 

In the early days of resistance training it was thought 
that each muscle group should be developed proportion-
ally or exactly the same. More recent research has shown 
that there is a different ratio that should be maintained for 
different muscle groups. An example is the front and back 
of your thigh. The muscles involved are your quadriceps 
muscles on the front of your thigh and your hamstrings on 
the back. If your hamstring muscles were as strong as your 
quadriceps muscles there would be an improper pull on 
your knee joint. Your quadriceps muscles should actually 
be approximately one and one half times as strong as your 
hamstrings to maintain the health of your knee. This is 
actually a common cause of knee, hip and back problems 
among distance runners because running tends to overde-
velop their hamstring muscle group

For most of us it is not necessary to undergo any ex-
tensive muscle testing to determine muscle balance. Just 
make sure to exercise opposing muscle groups. Do not ex-
ercise one muscle group and ignore the opposing group. As 
a distance runner you should be sure you are doing suffi-
cient training to develop your quadriceps muscle group by 
including knee extension exercises in your routine.

Below is a list of general guidelines for ratios between 
opposing muscle groups. Keep in mind that this is a gen-
eral guideline only; they are not exact ratios and may not 
be the appropriate ratio for everyone. The ratios refer to the 
amount of power each group can produce. For instance, 
the ratio between the quadriceps and hamstrings is 3:2. 
This means that for every two pounds that your hamstrings 
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can move, your quadriceps should be able to move three 
pounds.

• Ankle - Plantar flexion/dorsiflexion - (calf muscle/front of low-
er leg) 3:1

• Knee - Extension/flexion - (quadriceps/hamstrings) 3:2

• Elbow - Flexion/extension - (biceps/triceps) 1:1

• Shoulder - Flexion/extension - (front of shoulder/back of 
shoulder) 2:3

Rule	of	Goal	Oriented	Training

You would never take off on a road trip without know-
ing where you were going. If you don’t know where you’re 
going you will never get there. The same reasoning applies 
to your strength training program. 

Before you begin training you need to achieve some 
clarity in what you are trying to do. Then you can choose 
the exercises and training program that will get you there.

Always do your strength workouts with a plan in mind. 
That plan can be as basic and generalized as supporting 
your running or as focused and specific as preventing run-
ner’s knee. Just be sure you always have a goal in mind. 
It will give your workouts purpose and keep you moving in 
the right direction.

Rule	of	Specificity

Most strength training exercises and programs are 
multi-purpose. For example, the general runners plans 
in this book will help improve your speed, power, running 
performance, running economy, injury resistance and fit-
ness. But they are generic in nature. They will do a good 
job of improving all those areas but the don’t focus on any 
one of them. It’s like being a jack of all trades but a master 
of none. 

That type of program is perfect for general training but 
if there is a specific phase of your training you’re trying to 
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improve you should choose exercises that focus on that 
specific phase. If you want to concentrate on preventing 
shin splints (There is a generic shin splint plan provided in 
this book) you should focus on exercises that strengthen 
the muscles  that stabilize your foot and ankle. If you want 
to improve your proprioception or balance you should con-
centrate on the exercises that work your balance and pro-
prioceptive skills.

This rule also applies to how you perform your strength 
training. Standard strength training performed by fitness 
enthusiasts, bodybuilders and team sport athletes usually 
involve keeping your body stable and unmoving while mov-
ing a weight or other form of resistance through a specific 
range of motion. That type of strength training isn’t ideal 
for you as a runner. When running you are moving your 
body through a range of motion while applying force to the 
unmoving ground - just the opposite of standard strength 
training. To meet the rule of specificity most of your run-
ning strength exercises should follow that same running 
specific motions.

While there are some standard strength training exer-
cises in this book, most of the workouts I have included 
are body weight based and are dynamic and functional in 
nature. As an illustration of the difference between stan-
dard strength training and more functional strength train-
ing look at a common exercise - the leg press. In a stan-
dard leg press you are sitting in a reclined position and 
pressing your feet and legs against a plate with resistance. 
The plate is moving, not your body. The running version 
of a leg press is a simple squat in which you press your 
legs against the stationary ground. Your body is moving 
dynamically and functionally rather than being static. This 
makes the running version much more efficient at improv-
ing your running strength. As an added bonus you can do 
your workouts at the track or in the park with little or no 
additional equipment. After all - wouldn’t you rather spend 
your time at the track than in the gym!
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Rule	of	Periodization

Top performance in any athletic event requires improve-
ments in several areas of performance. Each area of per-
formance has its own particular methods of training. It is 
difficult, if not impossible to train all the areas at one time. 
You probably already follow a periodized training plan for 
your running workouts. As a distance runner you must 
improve your VO2 max, vVO2 max, lactate turn point, foot 
speed, power, running economy and event specific perfor-
mance. You meet all of those needs by performing a variety 
of different types of workouts at different points in your 
training cycle. Efficient strength training requires a similar 
type of progressive training program. 

Periodization, in its simplest terms, is the breakdown of 
your training schedule into periods or “blocks” in which the 
emphasis is placed on one or two performance areas.  

There are many different strength training periodization 
schemes. The most commonly used is a gradual change 
from a high number of repetitions and low weight to a low 
number of repetitions and a high weight. This seems a sen-
sible method because it allows your muscles to strengthen 
gradually with the lower weights before hitting them with 
the heavier weights, which give you the most strength 
gains. This method is an appropriate scheme for general 
fitness gains. However, runner’s needs are different from 
someone interested in general fitness. 

A runner must prepare their body for the specific 
strength and power needed for top running performance. 
So, I have developed my own periodization scheme specifi-
cally for runners. This scheme is similar to a standard pe-
riodization plan in the sense that it follows a progression. 
The difference is in the type of progression. This distance 
runners strength scheme progresses from general, static 
exercises to dynamic, running specific exercises. It also 
progresses from using a very stable base to working with 
an unstable base.   Progressing to an unstable base will 
help you develop both a powerful core and a strong pro-
prioceptive ability. 
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 Running	Strength	Progression

You may not know it but you’ve been following progres-
sive program your entire life. Before you learned to run you 
had to learn to walk. Before walking you had to  figure out 
how to stand. In other words you progressed from stand-
ing, a very static position on a stable base to running, a 
very dynamic movement with a lot of instability. In this 
strength training program I suggest following the same pat-
tern. 

Your first exercises should be those that are performed 
on a stable base and are static in nature with little motion 
or movement. As you become strong in the static exercises 
you should begin to progress to those with more and more 
dynamic, running specific movements. At the same time 
you should progress from working on a very stable base to 
more and more instability. A good example of this progres-
sion is the very popular squat exercise. In this book I have 
included a full progression of the squat exercise beginning 
with basic squat exercises. 

The most basic squat exercise is a standard two leg 
squat. You are on the ground, a very stable base and are 
performing only one simple motion.  In the basic squat ex-
ercises, this progresses to a one leg bench squat in which 
you begin in a slightly less stable running position and you 
begin to add in additional functional motion. It progresses 
further with the addition of stride up and power up moves 
that add even more running specific motions and instabili-
ties.
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Strength Training Progression
Phase Stability Movements

One Stable Surface Multi Joint Movements 
With constant Ground 

Contact
Two Small Amount of 

Instability
Running Specific Move-
ments With Constant 

Ground Contact
Three Moderate Amount 

of Instability
Running Specific Move-
ments With Some Jump-
ing/Plyometrics Move-

ments
Four Highly Instable Running Specific Motions 

With many Jumping/Plyo-
metrics Movements

Rule	of	Rest	and	Recovery

During bouts of intense strength training the muscles 
you use incur very small micro-tears in their fibers. During 
rest those muscle fibers rebuild and become stronger. This 
cycle of breaking down and repair of the muscle contrib-
utes to your strength and fitness gains. It is necessary to 
rest the muscle for around 36 to 48 hours for full recovery 
to take place.

For resistance training activities you should rest each 
muscle being exercised for 48 hours. To do this you can 
alternate between upper and lower body. For instance you 
may work the upper body on Monday, Wednesday and Fri-
day; and the lower body on Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-
day. You can split it up any way you want, as long as each 
muscle gets 48 hours rest between sessions. Some athletes 
will exercise the entire body in each session with at least 48 
hours between sessions.

As a distance runner I would suggest doing your entire 
body on the same day so you are able to spend more time 
running, your first love, and less time strength training.
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Rule	of	Variety

When you perform the same strength exercise, in the 
same way, at the same intensity, all of the time, your muscle 
“learns” the motion. When your muscle learns an exercise, 
it becomes more efficient at the motion. Becoming more ef-
ficient is good for skill events such as hitting a baseball or 
shooting a basketball. In terms of resistance training it is 
not good. You will not get the strength gains that you would 
like out of muscle that has “learned” an exercise.

You must continually “shock” your muscles with new 
exercises, motions or intensities in order to keep up the 
efficiency of the exercise. You should change the intensity, 
motion, technique, volume or body position often.

Adding variety to your workout will also keep you from 
becoming bored with your routine and will help keep you 
motivated.

Rule	of	Consistency

The rule of consistency is an important rule to follow if 
you want to enjoy long-term benefits. Consistent training 
will allow you to make progressive improvements in your 
performance and fitness levels. Consistency is especially 
important for beginning runners because it encourages 
exercise to become part of your everyday routine. Lack of 
consistency is a leading cause of the abandonment of an 
exercise program. Consistent strength training is also im-
portant for more advanced competitive runners because of 
the need to keep a high level of elasticity and power in their 
muscles.
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CHAPTER 4
Warm	Up	and	Cool	

Down

Runner’s love to run. Performing drills usually 
aren’t high on their enjoyment list, so warm up 
and cool down routines aren’t usually high on a 

distance runners priority schedule. Even though warming 
up and cooling down isn’t the most enjoyable part of run-
ning training, a proper warm up and cool down is a nec-
essary part any training program; your strength training 
routine is no exception.

A warm up is well worth the small amount of time you 
spend to properly prepare your muscles. A pre workout 
warm up will increase the blood flow and oxygen delivery 
to your muscles, raise the temperature of your muscles to 
peak operating level and increase the flexibility, elasticity 
and range of motion of your muscles. A pre workout warm 
up is also necessary to elevate your heart rate so your heart 
is primed to deliver energy producing oxygen to your mus-
cles.

How about a cool down? Are cool down exercises impor-
tant? Yep - they sure are. When you’re running or perform-
ing strength training your muscles act like blood pumps. 
The constant squeezing action of your muscles helps push 
your blood through your vast network of arteries, veins 
and capillaries. If you stop working out suddenly with 
no cool down, your blood will “pool” in your muscles and 
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veins causing swelling, pain or even dizziness. Cool down 
stretches also play an important role in maintaining proper 
flexibility and range of motion in your joints and muscles 
which will further improve your performance and decrease 
your risk of injury. 

The	Basics	of	Warm	Up	and	
Cool	Down	Exercises

Your warm up and cool down routines are basically a 
form of flexibility training. Things were much less compli-
cated 30 years ago when I was a high school athlete just 
learning the basics of running. The science of running was 
just getting started back then and knowledge was some-
what limited. Today there are many dedicated researchers, 
scientists and coaches that are constantly refining training 
methods. Stretching and flexibility is one of the fields that 
have grown more complex in recent years.

Back in my early days the only accepted practice was to 
participate in static stretching both before and after train-
ing runs and races. Static stretches are exercises in which 
you stretch your muscle using body weight or opposing 
muscle groups and hold a gentle stretch for 20 to 30 sec-
onds. This type of stretch does a good job of elongating the 
muscle and increasing both flexibility and range of motion. 
In the early days it was thought that this type of stretch 
was necessary to prevent injuries, maintain range of mo-
tion and improve performance. Examples of a static stretch 
are; hamstring stretch, quadriceps stretch, calf stretch and 
butterfly stretch.

There are actually two different types of static stretch-
es. The most common static stretches are sometimes re-
ferred to as static passive stretch (SPS). When you are in 
a relaxed position and are using your own body weight to 
hold the stretch you are performing SPS. The other type 
is a combination of dynamic and active stretching called 
static dynamic stretch (SDS) in which a static or station-
ary stretch position is held using the force of an opposing 
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muscle group. For example if you are lying on your back 
and you pull your straight leg up as far as possible using 
only your quadriceps muscle without assistance from body 
weight you are performing an SDS on your hamstrings.

Active Dynamic Stretches (ADS) are true dynamic 
stretches in which you are moving your muscles through 
full, exaggerated motions that mimic the motions of run-
ning. Examples of ADS are high knees, heel kicks and 
lunges.

As I mentioned earlier, for years SPS was the only game 
in town. You always performed SPS both before and after 
a workout or race because it was believed that SPS would 
prevent injury and improve performance. Today things 
have changed. The most recent research is proving that 
chronic SPS does very little to prevent injuries. An inves-
tigation conducted by Rob D. Herbert and Michael Gabriel 
at the University of Sydney found that static stretching be-
fore or after running does not provide considerable protec-
tion from injury or muscle soreness. There are other recent 
studies that agree.

Not only does chronic static stretching not provide a lot 
of injury resistance but it also may decrease your level of 
performance. A 2007 study by IM Fletcher and R Anness 
at the University of Lufton in the United Kingdom showed 
that static passive stretching included in a warm up de-
creased sprint performance. This is probably due to a de-
crease in muscle elasticity and reduced muscle activation 
prior to ground contact time. In simpler terms it is like over 
stretching a rubber band. Just as an over stretched rubber 
band loses its ability to return energy, your muscles lose 
elasticity and their ability to return stored energy. Muscle 
elasticity is not just important to sprinters. Distance run-
ners depend upon muscle elasticity to maintain or improve 
their running economy and power.

The Fletcher/Anness study also showed that active dy-
namic stretching performed as part of a warm up did not 
adversely affect muscle elasticity or sprint performance 
and is the more appropriate pre event stretching method. 
Dynamic stretching has also been shown to be a more ef-
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fective pre run routine because it increases the blood flow 
to your muscles, lubricates joints and decreases muscle 
tightness.

Does this mean you should never perform static stretch-
ing? Absolutely not – Static stretching remains an important 
part of your training routine. Static stretching is still one 
of the best ways to increase range of motion and maintain 
flexibility. What has changed is when you should do them. 
The best routine to follow is to perform dynamic stretch-
ing after a cardiovascular warm up run but before your 
training run, strength workout or race. Then do your static 
stretching routine after your workout to maintain flexibil-
ity. If you perform your strength training immediately after 
your running workout you won’t really need to repeat the 
warm up drills but should still perform your post workout 
static stretching to maintain flexibility and range of motion. 
If you do your strength training more than 30 minutes after 
your run, I would suggest repeating at least a portion of 
your pre workout warm up drills before strength training.

The habit of pre workout static stretching has 
become such an ingrained part of training, it may 

be a hard habit to break� Make an effort to change 
your habit and do only dynamic stretching before 

your workout� Save the static stretching for after 
your session� You will perform better and be more 

injury free�
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Dynamic	Warm	Up	Drills

Dynamic warm up drills and exercises are active func-
tional exercises in which you move your limbs through their 
full, natural and functional range of motion. You are not 
forcing your range of motions outside of what is required 
to perform your chosen sport of running. These are basic 
level dynamic drills. Always warm up with 3 to 5 minutes 
of brisk walking or easy running before you do these exer-
cises. A warm up is necessary to increase the flow of blood 
to your muscles, lubricate your joints and raise your body 
temperature.  This type of stretching uses the momentum 
generated during the dynamic motion to propel your mus-
cle into a slightly extended range of motion but not past 
your functional range. That makes this type of stretch very 
safe and effective at preparing your muscles for the activ-
ity that follows. Dynamic warm up drills help develop your 
speed, power and neuro-muscular coordination as well as 
providing flexibility. Dynamic exercises should always be 
done before your actual running workout or strength train-
ing session.
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Walking	Lunge

• Take a long, exaggerated 
step forward with one leg. 
Drive your knee high and 
reach out as far as possible. 

• Slowly flex your forward 
knee until your thigh is par-
allel to the ground. At the 
same time lower the knee 
of your trailing leg toward 
the ground. Don’t allow the 
knee of your forward leg to 
extend in front of your foot. 
The knee of your trailing leg 
should stop approximately 
2 inches above the ground, 
not touch the ground. Your 
upper body should remain 
in a vertical position. 

• Forcefully push off 
with our forward leg, 
keeping most of your 
weight over your for-
ward heel. At the same 
time cycle your trailing 
leg through and perform 
the same motion as 
described above. 

• Keep performing 
these cycling motions 
so that you are moving 
forward with a walking 
lunge. Keep going for 
about 20 meters.
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High	Knees	Drill

• Using a short stride and bouncing on the balls of your feet, 
take a step with an exaggerated high stride. Keep your stride 
very short - about 18 inches. 

• Drive your knee as high as possible on each stride. As you 
drive your knee high bounce up on the toes of your opposite 
foot. 

• Keep cycling your legs through this motion so that you are 
moving slowly forward over the ground with the exaggerated 
high knee motion and bouncing on your opposite foot. 

• Keep your foot in a dorsi-flexed position (toes up) throughout 
this drill. Your foot should land in a flat footed position - not 
heel first.  Keep moving for about 20 meters.
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Heel	Kick	Drill

• Begin by performing a slow jog. Using a short stride of about 
18 inches and a dorsi-flexed foot position, kick your heels up 
as high as possible behind your body. Attempt to bounce your 
heels off your buttocks. 

• Most of the movement should be with your lower leg. Con-
centrate on raising your heels as high as possible and maintain-
ing a very quick light stride. 

• Your foot touchdown should be flat footed with your foot 
maintained in a dorsi-flexed position. Keep moving forward for 
about 20 meters.
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Walking	Side	Lunge	Drill

• This drill is similar to the walking lunge exercise except you 
will be moving to the side instead of forward. 

• Take a long, exaggerated step sideways with one leg. Slowly 
flex your lunging knee until your thigh is parallel to the ground. 
At the same time your trailing leg should remain straight and 
close to the ground. Your upper body should remain in a verti-
cal position. 

• Forcefully push off with your lunging leg, keeping most of 
your weight over your forward heel. Stand upright and bring 
your feet back together. 

• Keep performing these motions so that you are moving side-
ways. Keep going for about 20 meters, then repeat going the 
opposite direction.
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Carioca

• This is the Latin dance of dynamic running drills. It may take 
some practice to perfect this dynamic exercise but once you do 
you’ll have fun with it. 

• This drill involves moving laterally while alternating foot 
movements in front of and behind your body. 

• Begin a lateral movement to your right by crossing your left 
foot to your right in front of your body. Then step to your right 
with your right foot. 

• Now cross your left foot to your right behind your body before 
again stepping to your right with your right foot. 

• Keep following that pattern for about 25 meters. Then reverse 
the exercise by moving laterally to your left. 

• Concentrate on moving quickly and lightly on your feet and 
try to get into a “dance rhythm.” Allow your hips to rotate freely.
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The	Military	March

• Have you ever seen old clips of solders marching in formation 
with stiff, straight legs? It may look funny but they were actu-
ally doing a good dynamic drill. 

• To do this dynamic running exercise walk straight ahead 
while kicking your straight leg up in front of your body. As you 
kick your leg forward bring your arm and hand out and try to 
touch the toes of your raised leg. 

• Keep your legs as straight as possible and kick as high as 
you can. Keep marching for about 25 meters or so.
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Power	Skips

• When we played as kids we actually were learning at the 
same time. The skipping that we did as young developing 
athletes was developing some very useful and developmental 
running skills. Now you can go back to your old play routine 
and skip for running performance. Power skips are basically the 
same as play skipping except they are more powerful running 
drills. 

• To perform this drill begin skipping forward with short skip-
ping strides of about 18 inches. Keep your foot dorsi-flexed with 
the bottom of your foot parallel to the ground. Move forward 
with a powerful skipping motion. Try to drive your body as high 
as possible with each skip. Try for height rather than distance 
in this drill. 

• Keep your foot action very quick and light but skip with as 
much power as possible. Keep going for about 25 to 30 meters.
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A	-	Skips

• Here is another skipping drill that is very similar to power 
skips except it concentrates on very quick, light and coordinat-
ed steps rather than power and height. Just as with the other 
skipping drills you should keep your skipping strides very short 
or about 18 inches in length. 

• Keep your foot dorsi-flexed at all times. Move forward with a 
very quick, light skipping stride for about 25 to 30 meters. Keep 
your body still and upright. 

• Drive your arms backwards in harmony with your skipping 
strides. Your knee action should match what you did in the 
high knee drill. 

• Drive your knee up high but keep your foot almost directly 
under your body with each skipping stride. 

• Remember to keep your foot dorsi-flexed with the sole of your 
foot parallel to the ground.
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B-Skips

• This dynamic running drill is a combination of a runner’s 
march and A Skips. It will probably take some practice for you 
to gain the coordination you need to do this one correctly. 

• This drill is actually exactly the same as A-Skips with big 
exception. At the top of your knee lift in each skipping stride, 
instead of dropping your foot back to the ground as in the A-
Skips, you will extend your lower leg straight out at the knee. 
Then paw back to the ground with a nearly straight leg. 

• When done properly this looks like an extremely exaggerated 
running stride. Keep doing this for about 25 to 30 meters.
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Arm	Swing	Drill

• Standing in a relaxed upright position. Holding your arms 
out to the side swing them forward so that they cross in front of 
your body. 

• Now swing them back through your natural and functional 
range of motion. Keep doing this for about 30 seconds. 

• Next hold your arms at your side in a running position with 
your elbows flexed to about 90%. Keep your shoulders relaxed. 
Swing your arms forward and back in an exaggerated running 
motion. 

• Keep going for about 30 seconds. In keeping with the theme 
of this guide, you can perform this drill effectively without 
equipment. The use of light hand weights will improve your 
strength gains.
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Static	Cool	Down	Stretches

Static stretches are the most commonly performed 
stretches. When doing these stretches you assume the 
specific stretch position and hold it for about 20 to 30 sec-
onds. You should stretch only until you feel a slight pull on 
your muscle. Never stretch to the point of pain and never 
bounce or make rapid movements. Do these stretches after 
your workout, not before. Before your workout you should 
perform dynamic stretching drills. 

These stretches will increase the flexibility of the “bel-
ly” or main part of your muscles as well as decreasing the 
sensitivity of tension receptors in your muscle. When the 
sensitivity of these receptors are lessened it allows your 
muscle to relax and lengthen even further. Some people 
use the terms static stretching and passive stretching in-
terchangeably. They are not the same. Static and passive 
stretches are technically the same. The difference is in how 
they are performed. You provide the force required for stat-
ic stretching by using an opposing muscle group, using 
your body weight or pushing and pulling. When doing pas-
sive stretching you relax completely and let a machine or a 
helper provide the stretching force.
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Hamstring	Stretch

• Lie on your back in a supine position. Keep your right foot on 
the ground with your knee bent at 90 degrees. 

• Raise your left leg up, grab it below your ankle and pull it 
toward your shoulders. 

• Pull your leg until your feel a slight pull. Hold that position 
for about 20 seconds. Switch your leg positions and repeat.
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Hip	Stretch

• This exercise will stretch the iliopsoas muscle on the front of 
your hip. 

• Move your right leg forward until your knee is directly over 
your ankle. Your left leg should be stretched out behind you 
with your knee on the ground. 

• Now lower and push your hips down and forward to create a 
gentle stretch. Hold this position for 20 to 30 seconds. Switch 
your leg positions and repeat.
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Piriformis	Stretch

• This is a great stretch that improves the flexibility of your 
piriformis muscles which externally rotate your hip muscle on 
the front of your hip. 

• Position your right leg so that your knee is directly in front of 
your body and your lower right leg and foot is slanted to the left. 

• Now lean forward  until your chest is nearly touching your 
right knee. You should feel a strong pull on outside/rear por-
tion of your right hip.

•  Your left leg should be stretched out behind you with your 
knee on the ground. 

• Hold this position for 20 to 30 seconds. Switch your leg posi-
tions and repeat.
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Quadriceps	Stretch

• While standing on your left foot, pull your right foot up 
toward your right hip. Keep your lower leg aligned with your 
thigh. Do not pull your lower leg to the right or left. 

• Pull until you feel a gentle stretch. Hold this position for 20 
to 30 seconds. Switch leg positions and repeat.
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Butterfly	Stretch

• This is an exercise that will stretch the adductor (groin)
muscles of your inner thigh. 

• Start in a sitting position with your knees out and the soles 
of your feet together. 

• Grab your toes and pull them gently upward. At the same 
use your elbows to gently push outward on your knees. You 
should feel a slight stretch on your inner thigh. Hold this posi-
tion for about 20 to 30 seconds.
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Pretzel	Stretch

• This exercise will stretch your upper back, lower back, hips 
and illiotibial band. 

• Start is a sitting position with your right leg straight. Bend 
your left knee and cross it over your right leg so that it rests on 
the outside of your right knee. 

• Now place your right elbow on the outside of your left knee. 
While supporting your body with your left hand twist your body 
to the left. Turn and look in that same direction. Hold that posi-
tion for 20 to 30 seconds. Switch leg positions and repeat.
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Calf	Stretch

 
• There are two muscles in your calf that you should stretch. 
The largest and most visible muscle is called the gastrocnemius 
muscle. This is the large one you can see on the back of your 
lower leg. Underneath your gastrocnemius muscle is your so-
leus muscle. Your gastrocnemius muscle does most of the work 
when your knee is straight. When your knee is bent your soleus 
muscle contributes more work. 

• To stretch your gastrocnemius muscle lie face down with 
your arms supporting your upper body in a push up position. 
Place your left foot over the back of your right ankle. Keep your 
right leg straight. With your toes flat on the ground push back 
so that your right heel is forced towards the ground. Hold that 
position for 20 to 30 seconds. Reverse leg positions and repeat. 

• To stretch your soleus muscle perform the same exercise 
except bend your leg at the knee. This will bring your soleus 
muscle more into the stretch.
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Shoulder	Stretch

• This exercise will stretch your shoulder, triceps and upper 
back. 

• Grab your left elbow with your right hand and pull it gently 
across your chest toward your left shoulder. 

• Hold that position for about 20 to 30 seconds. Reverse your 
arm positions and repeat.
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Shin	Stretch

• This static stretching exercise will increase the flexibility in 
anterior (front) muscles of your lower leg. 

• Begin in a sit -kneel position with your lower legs and feet di-
rectly under your thighs and your toes pointing directly behind 
your body. 

• Now  slowly lean back until you feel a slight pull on the front 
of your lower legs. Hold that position for about 30 seconds. 

• Don’t stretch to the point of pain and be sure to keep your 
lower legs aligned with your thigh.
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CHAPTER 5
Sets,	Reps,		
Fatigue	and		
Recovery

As a distance runner you’re probably already fa-
miliar with sets, repetitions and recovery as you 
perform your interval training on the track. The 

best number of sets and reps for your track workouts de-
pend upon your goal, experience level and where you are in 
your training schedule. Determining the most appropriate 
number of sets and reps for strength training is a similar 
process.

How	Many	Sets?

There aren’t really a lot of choices here. You are either 
going to perform one, two or three sets of each exercise. 
There simply isn’t enough benefit to doing more than three 
sets to offset the additional time required plus the added 
risk of injury that 4 or more sets would present.

So, what is best? Should you be doing one, two or three 
sets? I always like to balance common sense, anecdotal 
data and science when looking at training controversies. 
First let’s take a look at what science has to say.

Most current studies agree that multiple sets result in 
greater gains in strength and power when compared to sin-
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gle set training. A 2001 study of 27 women between 20 and 
40 years old found that “superior strength gains occurred 
following 3 set strength training compared with single set 
strength training.”1

Does the same results hold up for men? Yes, it does. A 
study at the Norwegian College of Sports Sciences2 looked 
at the effect of single versus multiple set strength training 
in men and concluded that “3 set strength training is supe-
rior to 1 set strength training with regard to strength and 
muscle mass gains in the leg muscles..” It was interesting 
that this study also found that no difference exists between 
1 and 3 set training in upper body muscles.

Another group in Colorado Springs performed a meta-
regression of many studies and found that “2 to 3 sets per 
exercise are associated with 46% greater strength gains 
than 1 set in both trained and untrained subjects.3

Well, it seems certain that the scientific community is 
convinced that 2 or 3 sets of strength training will result in 
superior gains in strength, power and muscle mass. How 
about common sense? In my opinion common sense agrees 
with the science. Improving any physical attribute wheth-
er it’s strength, power, speed, endurance or lactate turn 
point, depends upon the principle of overload.

 As a runner you know that if you want to improve your 
endurance you must run longer distances than your body 
is accustom to. That same principle holds true for strength 
training. If you want to get stronger you need to place more 
stress on your muscles. It just makes sense that 2 or 3 sets 
will place more stress on your muscles and will result in 
greater strength gains.

Does that mean that you always need to perform multi-
ple sets of each exercise? The answer is a surprising no. It’s 
true that multiple sets will maximize your strength gains. 
The studies prove it. But let’s take a closer look at those 
studies. Nearly every study used exercises that isolate on  
a specific muscle or muscle group. For example many of 

1 Single vs multiple set training in women, J Strength Cond Res. Aug;15(3):284-9.
2 Dissimilar effects of one and three set strength training on strength and 

muscle mass gains in upper and lower body in untrained subjects, J Strength Cond Res. 2007 
Feb;21(1):157-63

3 Single versus multiple sets of resistance exercise: a meta-regression. J Strength 
Cond Res. 2009 Sep:23(6):1890-901
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studies included such exercises as knee extensions, bi-
ceps curls and bench press. Those types of exercises, while 
very effective, tend to concentrate on one specific muscle 
or muscle group. They are not highly functional in nature. 
If you’re doing a lot of single joint strength exercises using 
machines or free weights that isolate specific muscles, two 
or three sets will maximize your strength gains. How about 
the more functional body weight exercises that typically in-
volve multiple joints and/or muscle groups?

Multi-joint body weight exercises are more dynamic and 
functional in nature. Each exercise involves more than one 
muscle group. When you perform one set of a full series of 
these strength exercises you are in effect performing mul-
tiple sets using each specific muscle or muscle group! For 
example, if you do one set of both lunges and bench step 
ups you will be working your hip extensor muscles with two 
sets and both of those sets will be very running specific.

For most of your distance running needs, single 
set strength training is your best bet� There are 
times when multiple sets will provide superior 

results such as weight loss when increased 
muscle mass is important, some advanced speed 

improvement programs and when using single 
joint weight machines�
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Most of the exercises in this book are based upon body 
weight and are more dynamic and function in nature, each 
involving more than one joint and muscle group. 

The advantages of performing one set of these dynam-
ic exercises for a distance runner are threefold. First your 
strength exercises will meet the law of specificity. They will 
mimic the motions you use when running. Second, your 
strength training will take less time. You’ll have more time 
for your most important workout - running! Third, as a dis-
tance runner you need to walk a fine line with your strength 
training. You want to maximize your strength gains with-
out adding excessive muscle mass. Single set training us-
ing dynamic, functional body weight exercises will do just 
that.

There are certain situations where performing multiple 
sets will be advantageous, but for the majority of distance 
runners I believe that single set training using dynamic ex-
ercises is the most efficient way to improve your running 
strength. Below I have included a table that give you my 
recommendations concerning strength training sets.

Goal/Level Upper Body 
Sets

Lower Body 
Sets

Beginning Runner - Body 
Weight Exercises

1 Set 1 Set

Recreational Runner - Body 
Weight Exercises

1 Set 1 Set

Recreational Multi sport 
Athlete - Body Weight  

Exercises

1  Set 1 Set

Competitive Runner - Body 
Weight Exercises

1 Set 1 - 2 Sets

Competitive Athlete Multi 
Sport - Body Weight  

Exercises

2 Sets 2 Sets

Weight Loss - Body Weight 
Exercises

2 - 3 Sets 2 - 3 Sets

All Single Joint Machine or 
Free Weight Exercises

2 -3 Sets 2 - 3 Sets
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How	Many	Repetitions?

There has been a theory around for many years called 
the strength - endurance continuum. Basically this theory 
is a scale starting with one repetition of the most weight you 
can lift (1RM or 1 rep of maximum weight) that progresses 
to many repetitions of a lighter weight. The logic behind the 
strength - endurance continuum is that performing 1RM 
will maximize strength gains and performing many reps 
of a very light weight will maximize muscle endurance. As 
you increase your number of repetitions and decrease the 
resistance you improve your muscle endurance gains and 
decrease your strength gains.

There have been many studies over the years that have 
proven that theory to be true. Doing just a 1 to 5 reps of a 
very heavy weight will maximize your strength gains while 
doing 20 or more reps of a lighter weight will maximize your 
muscular endurance gains. At first glance it seems obvi-
ous that doing just a few repetitions of a heavy weight is 
the way to go for strength gains. After all, that’s the goal of 
strength training - right? In my opinion, maybe not.

Don’t forget that you are performing strength training 
to improve your performance as a runner, not simply to 
improve your overall strength. Building up a lot of strength 
isn’t going to benefit you much as a runner if it doesn’t help 
you meet your running goals.

So what’s the matter with building strength? Won’t 
strong muscles make you a better, more powerful runner? 
The answer to that is yes - if you build that strength in the 
right way. In order to make your strength gains beneficial 
to you as a runner they must be highly specific to your run-
ning movement patterns. The closer your strength training 
mimics your running motions the greater the benefits you 
will reap as a runner. You need to build not only strength, 
but more importantly power. In physics text books, power 
is defined as “the time rate of doing work”. For our purposes 
as distance runners power refers  to your ability to produce 
force at high speeds or more specifically, it increases your 
ability to generate velocity. In simple terms a high degree of 
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power will allow you to produce a large amount of force in a 
very short amount of time - a perfect situation for building 
your running speed and efficiency.

It’s that very definition of power that presents a basic 
problem to distance runners when performing high weight 
low repetition strength training. Lifting heavy weights re-
quires relatively slow muscle contractions which is in direct 
opposition to the rule of specificity that says your training 
should mimic your goal - in your case the many very fast 
repetitions of running. It is also in opposition to the defi-
nition of power which places a great deal of emphasis on 
the speed of your repetitions. For those reasons I am con-
vinced that performing a high number of repetitions of a 
more moderate resistance level is more appropriate for a 
distance runner.

Is there any data to support my opinion? Yes there is. A 
study performed by the Department of Biomedical Sciences 
at Ohio University investigated the response of athletes to 
three different resistance training routines using leg press, 
squat and knee extension exercises.4 The researchers di-
vided their volunteers into four groups - a low repetition 
group, an intermediate repetition group, a high repetition 
group and a control group that did no strength exercises. 
The low repetition group did 4 sets of 3 - 5 reps with 3 min-
utes rest between sets. The intermediate group did 3 sets of 
9 - 12 reps with 2 minutes rest between sets. The high rep-
etition group did 2 sets of 20 - 28 reps with 1 minute rest 
between sets. The scientists monitored maximal strength, 
local muscle endurance, maximum oxygen consumption, 
maximal aerobic power and time to exhaustion both before 
and after 4 weeks of the routines.

As expected, the low rep group showed the most in-
crease in maximal strength. Of most interest to runners 
were the results that showed only the high repetition group 
showed significant increases in maximal aerobic power 
and time to exhaustion. In other words, only the high rep 
group showed the most critical improvements that would 
help them as distance runners. Another important factor 

4 Muscular adaptations in response to three different resistance training regimens: 
specificity of repetition maximum training zones, Eur J Appl Physiol. 2002 Nov;88(1-2):50-60
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in strength training for distance runners is avoiding exces-
sive hypertrophy or increase in muscle size which would 
cause some weight gain. This same study showed that “the 
low to intermediate repetition resistance-training programs 
induced a greater hypertrophic effect compared to the high 
repetition regimen.” The researchers went on to conclude 
that “The High Rep group appeared better adapted for sub 
maximal, prolonged contractions, with significant increas-
es after training in aerobic power and time to exhaustion.”

Again, in my opinion, backed up by scientific data, a 
distance runners strength training routine should be com-
posed of mostly high repetition - low to moderate resis-
tance exercises. That doesn’t mean that you should never 
perform the low to moderate repetition - high resistance 
exercises. There are always times when you may need to 
maximize your strength gains or build lean muscle mass. 
During those times the low rep - high resistance regimen 
may be the way to go. But for general running performance 
and power increases I think you would see superior results 
with a high rep - low to moderate resistance routine.

You may need to adjust your mind-set when it 
comes to your number of repetitions� You might 

be accustomed to performing a specific number of 
reps� Try thinking in terms of fatigue levels rather 

than number of reps� That method will be self  
adjusting as your strength improves�
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To	Fail	or	Not	To	Fail	-	That	is	
the	Question

With apologies to William Shakespeare, a version of his 
famous line - “To be or not to be, that is the question”, is 
often asked by athletes. To fail or not to fail - that’s the 
question many runners ask about their strength training 
routines. Should you take your strength training exercises 
to high levels of fatigue or full failure?

Many athletes are convinced that they need to get every 
last repetition that they can out of each exercise in order to 
maximize their results. Are they right? There is no blanket 
answer to any training questions. There are times when 
training to failure is the proper technique, but not always.

There are a couple of problems with a distance run-
ner taking strength exercises to full failure. The most obvi-
ous problem is the time that is sometimes involved. Many 
strength training exercises for distance runners are body 
weight based - they are highly running specific and func-
tional in nature. When doing body weight exercises you are 
somewhat limited in the amount of resistance you are able 
to use. For many of those distance running strength ex-
ercises you would need to perform many time consuming 
repetitions to reach full fatigue or muscle failure. As you 
are well aware, distance runners would much rather spend 
that time with running rather than strength training. 

The other primary problem with training to full fatigue 
is both the recovery time needed and the associated mus-
cle soreness and damage. The recovery time required and 
muscle discomfort can decrease the effectiveness and qual-
ity of your subsequent running workouts.

It’s fairly obvious that training to full failure isn’t very 
convenient for a distance runner, but is it physically nec-
essary? I don’t believe so and neither does science. I found 
several studies that dealt with the subject of taking strength 
training to high levels of fatigue. One study conducted in 
20065 concluded that “both training to failure and training 

5 Differential effects of strength training leading to failure versus not to failure on 
hormonal responses, strength and muscle power gains. J Appl Physiol 100:1647-1656, 2006
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not to failure resulted in similar gains in 1 RM (repetition 
maximum) strength, muscle power output of the arm and 
leg extensor muscles, and maximum number of repetitions 
performed during the parallel squat.” Even more interest-
ing is that the researchers found that during the peaking 
stage the training not to failure group showed larger gains 
in muscle power output of the lower extremity than the 
training to failure group. That is an especially important 
finding for distance runners who concentrate on lower ex-
tremity strength and power.

There was another very interesting study conducted in 
2002 by researchers at the Chelsea School Research Cen-
tre in the United Kingdom6. These researchers recruited 
the help of 23 volunteers to look at the effect of fatigue 
on strength gains. The subjects were divided into either a 
high fatigue group (HF) or a low fatigue group (LF). These 
scientists found that after 4.5 weeks the HF group showed 
50% greater strength gains than the LF group, which they 
considered insignificant. But, after 9 weeks both groups 
showed similar strength gains. The researchers concluded 
that “Fatigue and metabolite accumulation do not appear to 
be critical stimuli for strength gains, and resistance train-
ing can be effective without severe discomfort and acute 
physical effort.” Another important finding in this study 
is that after one week the HF group “suffered from severe 
muscle soreness, which is indicative of muscle damage.” 
The LF group had no muscle discomfort. Muscle damage 
can result in decreased levels of strength for days or even 
weeks, which would certainly play havoc with your running 
workouts.

OK, so it looks like you should usually avoid performing 
strength training to failure or even high levels of fatigue. 
How far should you push your strength training? You don’t 
want to create a lot of muscle damage that would decrease 
the quality of your running workouts but you still need to 
place enough stress on your muscles to stimulate strength 
and power gains. For most exercises I think you should 
perform your distance runners strength training exercises 

6 Fatigue is not a necessary stimulus for strength gains during resistance training. Br 
J Sports Med 2002;36:370-374
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to the point where you begin to feel a strong burn. That is 
a sign that your muscles have reached a moderate level 
of fatigue. At that point you have challenged your mus-
cles enough to create a strength building response without 
breaking down your muscles and suffering from excessive 
muscle damage.

It’s neither necessary nor advisable to take 
your strength training to full failure for most 

of your distance training goals� 

Always keep in mind that the purpose of your 
strength training is to support and improve your 

running� Save your most intense efforts for 
your running workouts� 

It’s a good thing that full failure strength 
training isn’t necessary since it could take a 
long time using body weight only exercises!
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Strength	Training	Rest		
Intervals	for	Distance		
Runners

If you’ve done running interval training on the track 
you are already familiar with the concept of rest intervals. 
Those brief periods of inactivity provide your muscles with 
just enough rest and recovery to perform your next work 
repeat. Strength training rest intervals follow the same 
logic. While rest intervals are most commonly associated 
with multiple set training they are also used with the single 
set training that will mostly likely dominate your distance 
running strength training routine. Just as you take a rest 
interval between sets of the same exercise you take a recov-
ery period between single sets of different exercises.

Your interval training rest intervals can range from just 
a few seconds to several minutes depending upon the work-
out you are performing, your current level of fitness and 
where you are chronologically in your training program. 
Determining your rest intervals for strength training is a 
less complicated procedure simply because there are less 
choices. Your strength training rest intervals will either be 
short, less than one minute; or long, more than one min-
ute. So which way is best for distance running strength 
training? Do you need short or long rest intervals between 
strength training sets or exercises?

It would be nice is the answer were simple, but like most 
training questions there is some conflicting data. There has 
been a large number of studies on the subject of strength 
training rest intervals and for the most part they all agree 
that longer rest intervals are best for some strength train-
ing goals while shorter rest intervals are best for others. 
Which is best for you? It depends upon your goal. Nearly 
every study supports the fact that longer rest intervals are 
best for building strength while shorter rest intervals are 
the superior method for improving muscular endurance.
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A group in Brazil conducted a review of the available 
research data on strength training rest intervals.7 They 
concluded that “resting 3 - 5 minutes between sets pro-
duced greater increases in absolute strength, due to higher 
intensities and volumes of training.” They went on to say 
“Training with short rest intervals ( 20 seconds to 1 min-
ute) resulted in higher repetition velocities during repeated 
sub maximal muscle actions and also greater total torque 
during a high intensity cycle test. Both of these findings 
indirectly demonstrated the benefits of utilizing short rest 
intervals for gains in muscular endurance.”

What does that mean for you as a distance runner? Ba-
sically it indicates that long rest intervals will improve your 
strength but shorter rest intervals will increase your power, 
endurance and your ability to maintain power over time. It 
looks like short rest intervals wins the argument when it 
comes to strength training for distance runners.

Another study actually looked at the effect of strength 
training rest intervals directly on runners.8  These research-
ers found that “5 weeks of training with short rest periods 
results in greater improvements in repeated sprint ability 
than the same training with long rest periods.”

Science says that short rest intervals are best for dis-
tance runners, but before blindly accepting the current 
wisdom, I always like to look at the common sense side 
of things. Does it make sense that short strength training 
rest intervals are best for distance runners? I think it does. 
Running is made up of continuous high intensity muscle 
contractions with no recovery. It just makes sense that 
your strength training program should try to match the 
same routine.

For most distance runners the best technique is to use 
short rest intervals to improve your power, endurance and 
running performance . If you need to improve your abso-
lute strength, lengthen your rest intervals to between 3 
and 5 minutes between sets or exercises. For distance run-
ning strength improvements you really don’t need to time 

7 Rest interval between sets in strength training, Sports med 2009;39(9):765-77
8 Effects of rest interval during high repetition resistance training on strength, 

aerobic fitness and repeated sprint ability, J Sports Sci, 2007 Apr 25(6):619:28
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your rest intervals. The exact time isn’t critical. Just move 
quickly from exercise to exercise and keep your rest inter-
vals at less than one minute.

The	Wrap	Up

So, after all that information, what is the most efficient 
number of reps and recovery time for you as a distance 
runner? Read on.

Number	of	Reps/Fatigue	Level

Guesstimating the exact number of repetitions that is 
best for you in every situation would be like predicting the 
temperature and amount of precipitation for every day in 
the next year. It’s a constantly changing number. Rather 
than give you a specific number of repetitions, I prefer in-
dicating a general level of muscle fatigue you should reach 
during your set. Judging the quantity of your strength 
training by fatigue level has the advantage of accurately 
adjusting itself as your fitness level increases and also 
takes into consideration your specific muscular make up 
and conditioning.

The following three fatigue levels are the ones that I sug-
gest using in your distance running strength training plan.

• Low Fatigue - Moderate muscle burn. You should feel a mod-
erate level of burn in your muscles. You should be a bit tired but 
should not feel like your muscles are close to being maxed out.

• Moderate Fatigue - Strong muscle burn. At this fatigue level 
you should be feeling a very strong burn in your muscles. Your 
muscles should be showing signs of weakness, but not failure.

• High Fatigue - Muscle failure. At this maximum level of fatigue 
you should be taking your repetitions to the point of complete 
muscle failure. You should have a hard time squeezing out even 
one more rep.
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Recovery	Time

I would suggest using recovery times, between multiple 
sets of the same exercise or single sets of different exer-
cises, between 20 seconds and three minutes. Your recov-
ery time will vary according to your goal. Generally speak-
ing, lower levels of fatigue will utilize shorter recovery times 
while higher levels of fatigue should incorporate longer re-
covery times.

Below is a chart showing my recommended fatigue level 
and recovery times for various running goals.

Goal Reps/Fatigue 
Level

Rest Interval

Recreational Running Low to Moderate 30 Seconds to 1 
Minute

Competitive Running Moderate to High 20 Seconds to 2 
Minutes

Recreational Multi sport Moderate to High 30 Seconds to 1 
minute

Competitive Multi Sport Moderate 20 Seconds to 2 
minute

Weight Loss High 1 Minute to 3 
Minutes

Strength/Power Improve-
ment

High 1 minute to 3 
Minutes

Speed Improvement High 30 Seconds to 2 
Minutes

Injury Resistance Moderate 30 seconds to 1 
Minute
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CHAPTER 6
Bench	Step	Up	

Series

Bench step ups are exercises that are very effec-
tive at building your running specific strength 
and power. These exercises build the strength 

and muscle elasticity of your hamstrings, hip extensors, 
calf muscles and quadriceps muscles. They also build the 
strength of the muscles that stabilize your hips during your 
running stride.

The only equipment you will need to perform any of 
these bench step up exercises is a bench, step or bleachers 
of between 18 and 24 inches in height. The most conve-
nient location will probably be your local track, but you can 
do them anywhere that you have access to an appropriate 
bench or step.

This bench step up series begins with standard bench 
step ups and progresses to more challenging exercises 
Don’t move on to the more difficult and intense exercises 
until you have mastered and become properly conditioned 
with the more basic step up exercises. To keep the stress 
off your knee joint and on your working muscles, keep your 
weight over your heel and don’t let your knee move in front 
of your toes.
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Basic	Level

• Bench Step Ups - This basic bench step up is a valuable exer-
cise that you should include in your year round strength training 
routine.

Intermediate	Level

• Bench Stride Ups - This intermediate level stride up adds a 
more running specific component.

• Balance Bench Stride Ups - Balance bench stride ups include 
movements that further increase your core strength and stabil-
ity.

Advanced	Level

• Bench Power Ups - An advanced bench stride up that will im-
prove your running power, muscle elasticity and running econ-
omy.

• Alternating Bench Power Ups - A more challenging version of 
the bench power ups that requires a higher degree of coordina-
tion and proprioception.
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Bench	Step	Ups

• Stand in front of a bench or step 
that is 18 to 24 inches high. Contract 
your abdominal muscles to stabilize 
your trunk and spine.

• Place your right foot flat on the 
bench. Keep your left foot flat on the 
ground. With most of your weight 
centered over the heel of your right 
foot (the one on the bench), forcefully 
push off with your right foot and lift 
your left foot up to the bench next 
to your right foot, so that you are in 
a standing position on the bench. 
Keeping the weight towards the heel 
of your right foot slowly step back 
down to the ground with your left 
foot. 

• Repeat until fatigued.

• Switch leg positions and repeat.

• Breath throughout the exercise. 
Exhale on the downward portions 
and inhale on the upward portion.

• Keep your back in a vertical posi-
tion.

• Do not allow the knee of your lead 
leg to extend in front of your toes.

• Do not lock your knees at any 
time during this exercise.

• Perform the downward portion of 
this exercise very slowly and with full 
control.  
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Bench	Stride	Ups

• Stand in front of a bench or step 
that is 18 to 24 inches high. Con-
tract your abdominal muscles to 
stabilize your trunk and spine.

• Place your right foot flat on the 
bench. Keep your left foot on the 
ground. With most of your weight 
centered over the heel of your right 
foot (the one on the bench), force-
fully push off with your right foot 
and drive the knee of your left leg 
upward as in a running stride. 
Keeping the weight towards the 
heel of your right foot slowly step 
down with your left foot until your 
left foot just brushes the floor.

• Repeat until fatigued.

• Switch leg positions and repeat.

• Breath throughout the exercise. 
Exhale on the downward portions 
and inhale on the upward portion.

• Keep your back in a vertical po-
sition.

• Do not allow the knee of your 
lead leg to extend in front of your 
toes.

• Do not lock your knees at any 
time during this exercise.

• Perform the downward portion of 
this exercise very slowly and with 
full control.  
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Balance	Bench	Stride	Ups

• Stand in front of a bench or step 
that is 18 to 24 inches high. Con-
tract your abdominal/core muscles 
to stabilize your trunk and spine.

• Place your right foot flat on the 
bench. Keep your left foot on the 
ground. With most of your weight 
centered over the heel of your right 
foot (the one on the bench), forceful-
ly push off with your right foot and 
drive the knee of your left leg upward 
as in a running stride. 

• Keeping your weight towards the 
heel of your right foot slowly lower 
your body and bring your left foot and leg down and laterally 
behind your body, keeping your left knee bent. Don’t allow your 
left foot to touch the ground. Your left foot and lower leg should 
“wrap” around the rear of your body.

• Now drive your left knee back 
around and up into the running 
stride position. Keep repeating this 
motion until fatigued without letting 
your left foot touch the ground. 

• Switch leg positions and repeat.

• Breath throughout the exercise. 
Exhale on the downward portions 
and inhale on the upward portion.

• Keep your back in a vertical posi-
tion.

• Do not allow the knee of your lead 
leg to extend in front of your toes.

• Do not lock your knees at any time during this exercise. 
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Bench	Power	Ups

• Stand in front of a bench or 
step that is 18 to 24 inches high. 
Contract your abdominal muscles 
to stabilize your trunk and spine.

• Place your right foot flat on 
the bench and keep your left foot 
flat on the ground. With most of 
your weight centered over the heel 
of your right foot, very forcefully 
push off with your right foot and 
drive the knee of your left leg up-
ward as in a running stride, jump-
ing or driving your right foot and 
body about 6 inches off the bench.

• Land back in the starting po-
sition with your right foot on the 
bench and your left foot on the 
ground. Immediately repeat this 
exercise concentrating on quick, 
powerful, bouncing motions. 

• Repeat until you are fatigued.

• Switch leg positions and repeat.

• Breath throughout the exer-
cise. Don’t not hold your breath. 
Keep your back in a vertical posi-
tion.

• Do not allow your knee to ex-
tend in front of your toes at any 
time.

• Do not lock your knees at any 
time during this exercise. 
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Alternating	Bench	Power	Ups

• Stand in front of a bench or step 
that is 18 to 24 inches high. Con-
tract your abdominal muscles to 
stabilize your trunk and spine.

• Place your right foot flat on the 
bench and keep your left foot flat 
on the ground. With most of your 
weight centered over the heel of 
your right foot, very forcefully push 
off with your right foot and drive the 
knee of your left leg upward as in 
a running stride, jumping or driv-
ing your right foot and body about 6 
inches off the bench.

• Switch your legs in the air and 
land with your left foot on the bench 
and your right foot on the ground. 
Immediately repeat this motion us-
ing your left foot as the push off leg. 
This time switching your left foot 
with right in the air. 

• Repeat until complete fatigue.

• Breath throughout the exercise. 
Don’t not hold your breath. Keep 
your back in a vertical position.

• Do not allow your knee to extend 
in front of your toes at any time.

• Do not lock your knees at any 
time during this exercise.
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CHAPTER 7
Calf	Raise	Series

I hate it when one per-
son gets all the credit 
for the work of two. It 

just isn’t fair. Your calf mus-
cle has the same kind of in-
equity. Many runners think 
there is only one calf muscle. 
That big guy on the back of 
your lower leg gets all the ku-
dos for the critical running 
power and strength your calf 
muscle provides. Many run-
ners don’t realize there are 
actually two muscles there. 
Your gastrocnemius is the 
big one you see but there’s 
another one called your soleus that you can’t see because 
it’s hiding under your gastrocnemius. Both of them do a 
lot of work. Your gastrocnemius works more strongly when 
your knee is straight while your soleus works harder when 
your knee is bent. It’s time to give your soleus the credit it 
is due. Strengthen them both with these exercises. 
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Basic	Level

• Two Leg Calf Raise - This straight leg version works mostly 
your gastrocnemius. This is a good starting point if you are new 
to calf raise exercises.

• Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise - By keeping your knees bent 
during this calf raise exercise you are more strongly activating 
your soleus muscle. Do this one in conjunction with the straight 
leg calf raise.

Intermediate	Level

• One Leg Calf Raise - This intermediate level calf raise is more 
running specific because you are working one leg at a time.

• One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise - Always remember to include 
the bent knee calf raise so you provide adequate strength to your 
soleus muscle.

• Reverse Downhill Walking - This exercise uses an eccentric 
contraction of your calf muscles to control your decent down a 
hill. It also provides a good, functional and dynamic stretch for 
your calf muscles.

Advanced	Level

• Calf Raise Stride - A more advanced running specific exercise. 
The addition of a stride like motion makes this calf raise exercise 
even more running specific.

• Reverse Downhill Running - This is a more advanced version 
of the reverse downhill walking in which you run backward at a 
very slow and controlled pace.
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Two	Leg	Calf	Raise

• Stand on the edge of a bench or 
step with the ball of your feet on 
the edge of the bench and your heel 
extending  off the bench. Contract 
your abdominal muscles to stabi-
lize your trunk and spine.

• With your legs fully extended, 
rise up on your toes as far as pos-
sible. 

• Now drop your heels down below 
the level of the bench as far as pos-
sible.

• Rise up on your toes as far as 
possible again.

• Keep following that pattern of 
rising up on your toes and drop-
ping your heel below the level of the 
bench for your desired number of 
repetitions.

• Don’t lock your knees at any 
time during this exercise. 

• This straight leg exercise em-
phasizes the use of your gastrocne-
mius muscle, the largest and most 
visible muscle in your calf.
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Two	Leg	Bent	Knee	Calf	Raise

• Stand on the edge of a bench or 
step with the ball of your feet on the 
edge of the bench and your heels 
extending  off the bench. Contract 
your abdominal muscles to stabilize 
your trunk and spine.

• Bend your knees to about a 75 to 
90 degree angle. 

• With your knees bent, rise up on 
your toes as far as possible.

• Keeping your knees bent, drop 
your heels down below the level of 
the bench as far as possible.

• Rise up on your toes as far as 
possible again.

• Keep following that pattern of 
rising up on your toes and drop-
ping your heel below the level of the 
bench for your desired number of 
repetitions.

• Keep your knees bent at a 75 to 
90 degree angle throughout the ex-
ercise. 

• This bent leg exercise empha-
sizes the use of your soleus muscle 
which is located under your larger 
gastrocnemius muscle.
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One	Leg	Calf	Raise

• Stand on the edge of a bench 
or step with the ball of your right 
foot on the edge of the bench and 
your right heel extending  off the 
bench. Hold your left foot and leg 
loosely off the bench with a bent 
knee. Contract your abdominal 
muscles to stabilize your trunk 
and spine.

• With your right leg fully ex-
tended, rise up on the toes of 
your right foot as far as possible. 
Keep your left foot and leg off the 
bench.

• Now drop your right heel down 
below the level of the bench as far 
as possible.

• Rise up on the toes of your 
right foot as far as possible again.

• Keep following that pattern of 
rising up on your toes and drop-
ping your heel below the level of 
the bench for your desired num-
ber of repetitions.

• Don’t lock your knees at any 
time during this exercise.

• Switch legs and repeat. 

• This straight leg exercise em-
phasizes the use of your gastroc-
nemius muscle, the largest and 
most visible muscle in your calf.
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One	Leg	Bent	Knee	Calf	Raise

• Stand on the edge of a bench or 
step with the ball of your right foot 
on the edge of the bench and your 
right heel extending  off the bench. 
Hold your left foot and leg loosely 
off the bench with a bent knee. 
Contract your abdominal muscles 
to stabilize your trunk and spine.

• Bend your right knee to about a 
75 to 90 degree angle.

• With your right leg bent, rise up 
on the toes of your right foot as far 
as possible. Keep your left foot and 
leg off the bench.

• Keeping your right knee bent at 
a 75 to 90 degree angle, drop your 
right heel down below the level of 
the bench as far as possible.

• Rise up on the toes of your right 
foot as far as possible again.

• Keep following that pattern of 
rising up on your toes and drop-
ping your heel below the level of 
the bench for your desired number 
of repetitions.

• Keep your knees bent at a 75 
to 90 degree angle throughout the 
exercise.

• Switch legs and repeat. 

• This bent leg exercise empha-
sizes the use of your soleus muscle which is located under your 
larger gastrocnemius muscle.
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Calf	Raise	Stride

• Stand on the edge of a bench or 
step with the ball of your right foot 
on the edge of the bench and your 
right heel extending  off and drop-
ping below the level of the bench. 
Hold your left foot and leg loosely off 
the bench with a bent knee. Contract 
your abdominal muscles to stabilize 
your trunk and spine.

• Bend your right knee to about a 
75 to 90 degree angle.

• Starting with your right leg bent, 
rise up on the toes of your right foot 
as far as possible and straighten 
your right knee. At the same time 
drive your left knee up as in a run-
ning stride. 

• Now return to your starting po-
sition by dropping your right heel 
back below the level of the bench, 
dropping your right hip so your right 
knee is bent 75 to 90 degrees and 
dropping your left knee. All three of 
those motions should take place si-
multaneously.  
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Reverse	Downhill	Walking

To complete this exercise you will need to find a hill of 
moderate incline that is at least 50 meters in length. During 
this exercise your calf muscles will contract eccentrically to 
control the downward motion of your heel. This eccentric 
calf drill is a great exercise for improving the flexibility of 
your calf muscle as well and providing additional strength.
• Find a hill of moderate incline that is at least 50 meters in 
length.

• Walk backwards down the hill in a controlled motion.

• Keep your feet straight. Don’t allow the front of your feet to 
angle to the inside or outside.

• Jog back up the hill and repeat 5 to 10 times.
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Reverse	Downhill	Running

This is a more advanced version of the reverse down-
hill walking exercise. Because of the additional coordina-
tion and strength requirements, don’t try this one until you 
have mastered the reverse downhill walking.
• Locate a hill of moderate incline that is 50 to 100 meters in 
length.

• Jog backward down the hill in a slow and very controlled man-
ner.

• Focus on keeping your feet and knees aligned and keep your 
feet straight with no inward or outward angling.

• Jog back up the hill and repeat 5 to 10 times.
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Don’t fall into the trap of focusing solely on  
standard straight knee calf exercises and  

ignoring the bent knee variations� 

While both your gastrocnemius and soleus 
muscles work in tandem to plantar flex your 

foot, your soleus works harder when your knee is 
bent� 

When you consider that the lion’s share of your 
running stride occurs with a bent or “soft” knee, 

that makes bent leg, soleus building exercises even 
more running specific and important�
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CHAPTER 8
Core	Series

Your core strength is a critical and often ignored 
part of strength training. A strong core is vital 
for maximizing both your endurance and power. 

Sure, you need strong legs to be a good runner but don’t for-
get that those powerful legs are no good to you if they don’t 
have a strong anchor. Your core muscles not only supply 
your legs with a 
strong anchor 
but they pro-
vide much of 
the strength and 
power in your 
running stride. 
Building strong 
arms and legs 
without a strong 
core is like con-
structing a sol-
id building on a crumbling foundation.  Train your core 
on a consistent basis using these, or similar exercises, to  
insure a powerful, efficient and enduring running stride.
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Basic	Level

• Crunch - The classic core exercise. The crunch targets your 
abdominal muscles. You can do this exercise without any equip-
ment or you can do them on an exercise ball.

• Oblique Crunch - A classic crunch that also targets your 
obliques. Your obliques are the abdominal muscles on your sides. 
Your oblique muscle fibers run diagonally. When you place your 
hands in your pants pockets your arms are roughly the same 
direction as your obliques.

• Basic Plank - A great beginners core exercise. The plank exer-
cise targets not only your abdominal muscles but also many of 
the smaller stabilizing muscles in your hips and lower back.

Intermediate	Level

• Sit Up - An old school abdominal exercise that still holds a 
valuable place in your core training arsenal. The sit up has fallen 
out of favor recently because it targets your hip flexors as well 
as your abdominal muscles. But, is there anything wrong with 
working your hip flexors? Nope - your hip flexors are very impor-
tant running muscles.

• Runners Twist - A more running specific type of crunch exer-
cise. This exercise adds in a stride like component.

• Roman Bench - You may already be familiar with the Roman 
Chair exercise. This is an adaptation of that oldie but goodie that 
doesn’t require special equipment; just a bench or high step.

• Roman Bench Twist -  Similar to the Roman Bench exercise 
with the addition of a core bending twist.

• Side Plank - This plank exercise is less commonly used than 
its standard plank counterpart. The side plank is great at im-
proving the strength of your hip abductor muscles and reducing 
your chances of suffering from iliotibial band problems.

• Intermediate Plank - A more advanced plank workout that 
adds some difficulty and additional instability.

• Kneeling Walk Out - Good for strengthening your core and 
lower back. This one is harder than it looks.
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Advanced	Level

• Advanced Plank - The ultimate plank core strengthening se-
ries. When you become proficient at this one you are a plank 
guru.

• Advanced Bench Plank - You’ve heard of decline pushups. 
This could be considered a decline plank. This plank exercise 
adds some additional resistance to the standard plank.

• Advanced Bench Side Plank - This plank exercise is an excel-
lent way to enhance your iliotibial band strength. Make sure you 
have mastered the basic side plank before you take this one on.

• V-Up - A simple and effective, but somewhat difficult core ex-
ercise that you can do at home, on the trail or at the track.

• Inch Worm - This one may look easy but wait till you try it.

• Crab Walk - Not only a good core exercise but great for your 
triceps.

Don’t fall into a rut with your core strength 
training� Perform a variety of core exercises and 
constantly challenge yourself with more running 
specific and functional core strength workouts�
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Crunch

• Begin on your back with your feet flat on the ground and your 
knees bent at about 90 degrees. Placing a wadded up towel, shirt 
or jacket in the small of your back will provide some lower back 
support.

• Cross your hands over your chest or clasp them behind your 
head to support your neck.

• Don’t pull on your head or neck. Tuck your chin into your 
chest.

• Slowly curl your upper body upward. This should be a rolling 
or curling motion.

• Focus on curling your shoulders up using your abdominal 
muscles rather than pulling your entire upper body with your 
hip flexor muscles.

• Slowly return to your starting position.
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Oblique	Crunch

• Begin on your back with your feet held off the ground and your 
knees bent at about 90 degrees. Your thighs should be vertical 
and your knees pointing straight up.

• Clasp you hands behind your head.

• Don’t pull on your head or neck. Tuck your chin into your 
chest.

• Slowly curl your upper body upward and to the left. As the 
same time drive your left knee towards your right elbow and 
touch your left knee to your right elbow.

• Now rotate your upper body up and to the right. At the same 
time return your left leg to it’s starting position and drive your 
right knee up to touch your left elbow.
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Sit	Up

• Begin on your back with your feet flat on the ground and your 
knees bent at about 90 degrees.

• Place your fully extended arms at your sides and tuck your 
chin into your chest.

• Slowly curl your upper body upward and far as possible and at 
the same time extend your arms out in front of you. This should 
be a rolling or curling motion. Unlike a crunch you should sit up 
completely during this exercise.

• Slowly return to your starting position.
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Runners	Twist

• This is similar to an oblique crunch with a twist.

• Begin on your back with your feet flat on the ground and your 
knees bent at about 90 degrees.

• Place your hands behind your head with your elbows out.

• Slowly curl your upper body upward until your shoulder 
blades are about 12 inches off the ground. Hold that position.

• Now twist your body to the left and at the same time pull your 
left knee towards your body. Touch your right elbow to your left 
knee are return to the ready position with your shoulder blades 
about 12 inches off the ground. Don’t return to your starting po-
sition flat on the ground.

• Now repeat that motion while twisting to the right and touch 
your  left elbow to your right knee.

• Keep up this sequence for 30 seconds to one minute.
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Roman	Bench

• You’ve probably heard or done the roman chair exercise. This 
is an adaptation of that exercise that only requires a bench.

• Sit on a bench with your feet flat on the ground. Place your 
hands flat on the bench on the outside of each of your legs.

• Now, while keeping your hips flexed into a sitting position, 
extend your arms so that your body is completely supported by 
your extended arms and hands. Hold that position for 5 seconds.

• While holding that position, extend your legs in front of your 
body and hold that position for 5 seconds.

• Return to your starting position on the bench.

• Repeat this exercise 10 times.
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Roman	Bench	Twist

• This one is the same as the roman bench with a twist.

• Sit on a bench with your feet flat on the ground. Place your 
hands flat on the bench on the outside of your legs.

• Now, while keeping your hips flexed into a sitting position, 
extend your arms so that your body is completely supported by 
your extended arms and hands. Hold that position for 5 seconds.

• While holding that position, rotate your lower body to the right 
and left. Keep twisting for about 30 seconds.

• Return to your starting position on the bench.

• Repeat this exercise 5 to 10 times.
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Basic	Plank

• Position yourself on the ground in a prone position with your 
body supported by your elbows and your toes.

• Keep your body very straight with your pelvis tucked in so that 
your hips are pressed forward.

• Hold this position for about 30 seconds

• Repeat for your desired number of repetitions.
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Side	Plank

• Lie on your left side with your weight supported on your left 
forearm and the side of your left foot with your right leg and 
foot stacked on top of your left. Your body should be completely 
straight and supported off the ground. Only your left forearm and 
the left side of your foot should be touching the ground.

• Contract your core muscles to stabilize your body.

• Now raise your right leg laterally away from your body and 
hold that position for 20 to 30 seconds.

• Repeat on the same side for your desired number of repeti-
tions.

• Switch sides and repeat.
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Intermediate	Plank

• Position yourself on the ground in a prone position with your 
body supported by your elbows and your toes.

• Keep your body very straight with your pelvis tucked in so that 
your hips are pressed forward. Hold for 30 seconds.

• From the basic plank position raise your right arm about 12 
inches off the ground and hold for 30 seconds. 

• Return your right arm to the basic position then raise your left 
arm and hold for 30 seconds.

• Return your left arm to the basic position and raise your right 
leg about 12 inches off the ground. Hold for 30 seconds. 

• Return your right leg to the basic position and raise your left 
leg. Hold for 30 seconds.
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Advanced	Plank

• Position yourself on the ground in a prone position with your 
body supported by your elbows and your toes.

• Keep your body very straight with your pelvis tucked in so that 
your hips are pressed forward. Hold for 30 seconds.

• From the basic plank position raise your right arm about 12 
inches off the ground and hold for 30 seconds. 

• Return your right arm to the basic position then raise your left 
arm and hold for 30 seconds.

• Return your left arm to the basic position and raise your right 
leg about 12 inches off the ground. Hold for 30 seconds. 

• Return your right leg to the basic position and raise your left 
leg. Hold for 30 seconds.

• Return your left leg to the basic position. Now raise your left 
arm and right leg at the same time and  hold for 30 seconds.

• Return your left arm and right leg to the basic position. Now 
raise your right arm and left leg at the same time. Hold for 30 
seconds.
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Advanced	Bench	Plank

• Position yourself on the ground in a prone position with your 
upper body supported by your hands and your lower body sup-
ported by your toes on a bench of between 12 and 16 inches in 
height.

• Keep your body very straight with your pelvis tucked in so that 
your hips are pressed forward. Hold for 30 seconds.

• From the basic plank position raise your right arm about 12 
inches off the ground and hold for 30 seconds. 

• Return your right arm to the basic position then raise your left 
arm and hold for 30 seconds.

• Return your left arm to the basic position and raise your right 
leg off the bench. Hold for 30 seconds. 

• Return your right leg to the basic position and raise your left 
leg. Hold for 30 seconds.

• Return your left leg to the basic position. Now raise your left 
arm and right leg at the same time and  hold for 30 seconds.

• Return your left arm and right leg to the basic position. Now 
raise your right arm and left leg at the same time. Hold for 30 
seconds.
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Advanced	Bench	Side	Plank

• Lie on your left side with your upper body supported by your 
left hand and your lower body supported by your left foot on 
a bench of 12 to 16  inches in height. Your right leg and foot  
should be stacked on top of your left. Your body should be com-
pletely straight and supported off the ground. 

• Contract your core muscles to stabilize your body.

• Now raise your right leg laterally away from your body and 
hold that position for 20 to 30 seconds.

• Repeat on the same side for your desired number of repeti-
tions.

• Switch sides and repeat.
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V	Up

• Begin on your back with your legs fully extended and your 
arms at your sides.

• Simultaneously raise your extended legs at your hip and curl 
your upper body off the ground. Your body should be balanced 
on the point of the “V” formed at your hips.

• Hold this position for about 2 to 3 seconds and then slowly 
return to your starting position.

• Keep repeating this exercise for your desired number of repeti-
tions.
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Inch	Worm

• Begin in a standing position.

• Bend over at the waist and place your hands flat on the ground 
in front of you forming an inverted “V” with your body. Keep your 
legs straight and fully extended.

• Keeping your feet stationary walk your upper body forward 
using your hands and arms until your body is in a straight push 
up position.

• Now, keeping your hands stationary, walk your lower body for-
ward using your feet and ankles to your starting position. Keep 
your legs as straight as possible and try to use only your feet and 
ankles to walk your lower body forward.

• Keep performing this forward “inch worm” motion for about 
30 meters.
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Kneeling	Walk	Out

• Start this exercise on your hands and knees with your back 
held straight and your head up.

• Now move your upper body forward by walking it out on your 
hands. Your knees should remain stationary.

• Walk out as far as possible without overstressing your lower 
back. Keep your back straight. Don’t allow your back to arch or 
sway.

• Walk your upper body back to your starting position using 
your hands.
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Crab	Walk

• Begin is a supine or face up position with your feet flat on the 
ground, your knees bent at 90 degrees and your upper body sup-
ported by your extended arms and hands.

• Keep your body completely straight.

• Now begin to walk your body forward using your feet, low-
er legs and extended arms. Be sure to keep your back straight. 
Don’t allow your back to arch or sway.

• Keep walking forward for about 30 meters, then reverse direc-
tion and walk backwards to your starting point.
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CHAPTER 9
Foot	and

	Ankle	Series

Today’s running shoes are both high cost and high 
tech. Running shoes are now available with high 
levels of cushioning, with springs in the heels, 

springs in the forefoot, all kinds of motion control and all 
levels of foot support from none to so much support your 
foot is encased in a soft cast. There are shoes for the road, 
shoes for the track, shoes for the trail, shoes for racing, 
shoes for training and cross training shoes for almost any-
thing. No matter what your goal or how efficiently you run, 
there is a shoe just for you.

These high tech shoes have both advantages and dis-
advantages. A proper running shoe can help correct bio-
mechanical deficiencies  and give you some help with both 
racing and training, but they are like a double edged sword 
that cuts both ways. All of that support those shoes give 
you also takes something away. They take away the amount 
of work your foot, or more specifically, the amount of work 
the muscles in your lower leg are required to do. 

The muscles in your lower leg are there for a purpose. 
The large muscles of your calf, the gastrocnemius and so-
leus, are primarily ankle extensor muscles. They provide 
much of the force when you run. But there are many other 
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muscles in your lower leg that provide another very impor-
tant purpose. They stabilize your foot and ankle. Your feet 
go through a lot of motion when you are running. They pro-
nate (roll to the inside), supinate (roll to the outside), dor-
siflex (pull your toes up toward your lower leg) and plantar 
flex ( toes down position). There are also some rotary mo-
tions involved. 

The stabilizing muscles in your lower leg are under a 
lot of stress during a normal running stride. If your lower 
leg muscles are strong and properly conditioned they can 
handle that stress with no problem. Unfortunately, many 
runners have weak lower leg muscles for two reasons. They 
have not had the proper conditioning and the high tech 
shoes they have been wearing are so supportive that their 
lower leg muscles never need to work hard. The result - 
poor lower leg conditioning and a higher incidence of run-
ning injuries.

This series of exercises are designed to improve your 
lower leg strength, increase your performance and raise 
your injury resistance level.

Basic	Level

• Alphabet Drill - All you need to perform this drill is your 
A,B,C’s. This is a very simple beginning level exercise that will 
give you a surprisingly strong burn. This exercise is a great start-
ing point in building the strength in your lower legs.

• Towel Pull - I know this is supposed to be an equipment free 
strength training guide, but you will need a towel for this one. 
Sorry about that! This is a very good exercise for your plantar 
fascia.

Intermediate	Level

• Heel Walking - You always want to avoid heel striking when 
you run but in this case you want to stay on your heels. This ex-
ercise will help strengthen your anterior shin muscles and reduce 
your chances of suffering from many shin splint type injuries.
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• Lateral Foot Walk - You may look just a bit silly when you 
perform this one but just think of all the good it’s doing you. This 
exercise will strengthen your lower legs and your lateral foot agil-
ity and strength.

• Medial Foot Walk - This exercise should always be performed 
at the same time as the lateral foot walk. You always want to 
keep your muscles in balance.

• Box Drill - This is a common agility drill used for many sports  
that is great for improving your lower leg strength. You don’t 
need an actual box, just use an imaginary one. It will make this 
a  mental exercise as well as a physical one.

• Barefoot Strides - This is not only highly effective at increas-
ing lower leg strength but it also feels great. Running barefoot 
forces your foot to work the way it was intended. It will use and 
strengthen all of the stabilizing muscles in your lower leg.

Advanced	Level

• Lateral Hill Drill - A more advanced drill for improving lateral 
foot strength. You don’t need any equipment for this one but you 
will need to find an appropriate hill.

• Bench Drops - A advanced exercise that will do wonders for 
preventing shin splints and related injuries. Don’t attempt this 
one until you have adequately strengthened your lower leg mus-
cles with the basic and intermediate level exercises. This one 
places a lot of strength building stress on your anterior shin 
muscles.
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Alphabet	Drill

• This is a simple, entry level lower leg conditioning workout 
that is surprisingly effective at strengthening the muscles that 
control and stabilize your foot and ankle.

• Sit on a bench or on the ground with your right leg extended 
in front of you.

• With your toes pointed out, trace all of the letters of the alpha-
bet with your toes.

• Switch legs and repeat this exercise with your left foot.

• Repeat for your desired number of repetitions with each foot.

• Don’t move your leg at your hip or knee. All of the movement 
should be at your foot and ankle.
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Towel	Pull

• This exercise is another very simple one that is effective for 
lower leg conditioning and also helps prevent running injuries 
such as plantar fasciitis.

• Sit on a bench with your feet flat on the ground.

• Place the edge of a towel under the toes of your bare right foot. 

• Grab the towel with your toes and pull the towel completely 
under your foot by repeatedly flexing or curling your toes.

• All motion should be at your toes.

• Repeat for your desired number of repetitions with each foot.
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Heel	Walking

• With your feet dorsi-flexed (the front of your foot and toes 
pulled up towards your shin), walk on your heels for about 20 to 
30 meters.

• Repeat 2 to 4 times.

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed throughout this exercise. Don’t al-
low the front of your feet or toes to drop towards the ground.

• Keep your knees “soft” or very slightly bent during this exer-
cise.
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Lateral	Foot	Walk

• Stand with your feet in a supinated position. Your feet are su-
pinated when your roll your feet so that you are standing on the 
outside edge of your feet.

• Keeping your feet supinated, walk forward for 20 to 30 meters.

• Repeat 2 to 4 times.

• Keep your toes pointed straight ahead. 
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Medial	Foot	Walk

• This exercise is similar to the lateral foot walk except you walk 
on the inside of your feet.

• Stand with your feet in a pronated position. Your feet are pro-
nated when your roll your feet so that you are standing on the 
inside edge of your feet.

• Keeping your feet in a pronated position, walk forward for 20 
to 30 meters.

• Repeat 2 to 4 times.
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Box	Drill

• This is a drill that is commonly used as conditioning for power 
sports such as football and soccer but is also an excellent lower 
leg strengthening drill for runners.

• Stand in a “ready” position with your knees soft and slightly 
flexed.

• Rapidly shuffle laterally to the right for about 20 meters then 
sprint quickly forward for 20 meters. Now rapidly shuffle laterally 
to the left for 20 meters before completing the “box” by backped-
aling quickly for 20 meters to your starting point.

• Don’t cross your legs during your lateral shuffles.

• Don’t stop at any point during this exercise.

• Repeat for your desired number of repetitions.
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Barefoot	Strides

• While this exercise is more of a running drill than a strength 
training exercise, it’s included in this section because running 
barefoot uses nearly every muscle in your lower leg. This barefoot 
drill is very effective at lower leg conditioning, injury prevention 
and stride improvement.

• The best place to do this drill is on the artificial surface infield 
of a running track. You can do these anywhere but make sure 
the surface is relatively soft and is free from any sharp objects or 
other debris that could injure your bare feet. 

• This exercise is simple to perform. Just run 100 meter bare-
foot acceleration strides in which you start out at a moderate 
pace. Smoothly accelerate to full sprint pace at about 80 meters 
and then “float” or “coast” for the final 20 meters.

• Repeat for your desired number of repetitions.
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Lateral	Hill	Drill

• Some exercises are duplicated in other sections of this book. 
This is one of them. This exercise strengthens both your lower 
leg strength and your iliotibial band and is included in both sec-
tions.

• For this exercise you will need to find a short steep hill.

• Stand sideways to the hill in a “ready position” with relaxed 
but slightly bent knees.

• Push off laterally with your downhill leg and shuffle sideways 
up the hill. Don’t cross your feet during this drill. Use a sideways 
shuffling motion.

• Keep moving up the hill for about 50 meters.

• Now shuffle back down the hill in the same position.

• Face the other direction using your other leg as the downhill 
leg and repeat.
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Bench	Drops

• Stand on a bench, step or plyometric box of between 12 and 
16 inches in height.

• With your feet dorsi-flexed (the front of your foot and toes 
pulled up towards your shin), step off the bench and land on 
your heels. Keep your feet dorsi-flexed throughout this exercise. 
Don’t allow the front of your feet or toes to drop towards the 
ground. Land on both heels at the same time.

• Keep your knees “soft” or very slightly bent and absorb the 
impact with your thigh muscles.

• Repeat for your desired number of repetitions.
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Running begins and ends with your foot� So why 
do so many distance runners ignore proper  
conditioning of their foot and lower leg  

muscles? Keep those muscles strong, powerful and 
resilient so you can maximize your  

performance and minimize your injuries�
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CHAPTER 10
Hamstring
Exercises

Your hamstring 
muscles are 
sometimes called 

your “running muscles” 
because of their important 
responsibility in accelera-
tion. Their only duty isn’t 
acceleration. Your ham-
string muscles are also 
extensively used through-
out your running stride as 
an important hip extensor 
muscle and as a primary 
knee flexion muscle.

Your hamstring muscle 
is actually a group of three 
muscles - the biceps fem-
oris, semitendinosis and 
semimembranosus.

While the primary 
function of your hamstring muscle group is knee flexion 
and hip extension, each muscle also plays a secondary but 
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still important role - lower leg rotation. Your biceps femoris 
externally rotates your lower leg. External rotation takes 
place when you rotate your lower leg away from your body. 
Your semitendinosis and semimembranosus are respon-
sible for internal rotation.

It may seem like lower leg rotation may not be a critical 
part of your running stride but it can actually be quite im-
portant in stabilizing both your knee and your hips and in 
helping you avoid many common lower extremity running 
injuries.

Basic	Level

• Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls - A simple but effective exercise 
you can do anywhere. 

• Prone Swimmers - It’s like swimming on dry ground. This is a 
good beginning level hamstring curl exercise.

• Double Leg Reach - A beginning level hamstring exercise that 
also improves your flexibility.

• Single Leg Reach - A slightly more difficult and running spe-
cific version of the double leg reach.

Intermediate/Advanced	level

• Assisted Hamstring Curl - Like all other exercises in his book 
you don’t need any specialized equipment, but you will need ei-
ther the assistance of a partner or access to a low, safe structure 
to stabilize your lower legs.

• Body Weight Goodmornings - This is a body weight adaptation 
of the popular and effective gym rat goodmorning lifts. You can 
do this without stabilizing your lower legs but the assistance of 
a helper or structure to hold your lower legs will make it easier 
to perform.
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Straight	Leg	Hamstring	Pulls

• Begin in a face up or supine position on the ground with your 
arms at your sides.

• Cross your left foot over your right and bend your right knee 
slightly.

• Now lift your hips about 6 to 8 inches off the ground by driving 
your right heel into the ground.

• Keep a very slight bend in your right leg.

• Focus on driving your heel into the ground and using your 
hamstring muscles to lift your hips.

• Return to your starting position and repeat with rapid motions 
for about 30 seconds.

• Switch legs and repeat.
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Prone	Swimmers

• Lie on the ground in a face down position with your arms and 
hands extended above your head.

• Begin a swimming or fluttering motion with your legs by ex-
tending your hips and flexing your knees.

• This motion should closely resemble a swimming motion with 
your legs.

• Continue this motion for about 60 seconds.
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Double	Leg	Reach

• Start this exercise is a stand-
ing position with your feet about 
shoulder width apart and your 
arms at your side.

• Keeping both feet on the 
ground, bend forward at the hips 
and reach for the ground with 
both hands.

• Keep your legs straight with 
“soft” unlocked knees.

• Return to your starting position 
by straightening your body at the 
hips.

• Continue this motion for about 
10 to 15 repetitions. Adjust your 
number of reps and sets accord-
ing to your fitness level.
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Single	Leg	Reach

• Start this exercise is a stand-
ing position with your feet about 
shoulder width apart and your 
arms at your side.

• Keeping your right foot on 
the ground, bend forward at the 
hips and reach for the ground 
with both hands.

• Your left leg should come off 
the ground and extend straight 
behind you.

• Keep your legs straight with 
“soft” unlocked knees.

• Return to your starting posi-
tion by straightening your body 
at the hips.

• Continue this motion for about 10 to 15 repetitions. Adjust 
your number of reps and sets according to your fitness level.

• Repeat using your other leg.
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Assisted	Hamstring	Curl

• Position yourself in a kneel-
ing position with your body 
straight and upright.

• For this exercise you will ei-
ther need a partner available 
to hold your  feet and ankles 
to the ground or have access 
to a support to hold your feet 
down.

• With your feet and ankles 
firmly anchored slowly drop 
your upper body towards the 
ground. Control your down-
ward motion by using  an ec-
centric contraction of 
your hamstring mus-
cles. Keep your upper 
body and hips straight. 
There should be no 
movement at your hips. 
All motion is at your 
knee joint.

• Keep dropping your 
upper body as far as you 
can while still maintain-
ing control with your 
hamstrings. Advanced 
athletes may drop to a 
full prone position.

• Return to your start-
ing position by pulling 
with your hamstring 
muscles.

• Repeat for your de-
sired number of repeti-
tions.
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Body	weight	Goodmornings

• Begin in a kneeling upright 
position. Clasp your hands  
behind your neck and point your 
elbows forward.

• Keeping your upper legs com-
pletely vertical, slowly bend for-
ward at the waist until your 
forehead and elbows touch the 
ground.

• Slowly straighten your body 
at the waist and return to your 
starting position.

• Continue this motion for about 
10 to 15 repetitions. Adjust your 
number of reps and sets accord-
ing to your fitness level.
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CHAPTER 11
Hip	Abduction	

Series

There are a number of relatively small muscles in 
your hip that perform duties that are far larger 
and more important that their more moderate size 

may suggest. These muscles - tensor fasciae latae, gluteus 
medius, gluteus minimus and a group of small external 
rotator muscles - are responsible for critical task of abduct-
ing your hip.

Hip abduction takes place when you move your leg lat-
erally away from your body. Hip abduction may not seem 
like a critical motion for runners until you look at the role 
of leg abduction on stabilizing your hip. 

During the stance phase of your stride all of your body 
weight is momentarily supported on one leg. When your 
right leg is supporting your weight your right hip abduc-
tors are “holding up” the left side of your hip. That stress 
on your hip abductors takes place on every step you take. 
If your hip abductors aren’t strong they will eventually fail 
and your hip will begin to drop down on the unsupported 
side. Your running stride will break down which will de-
crease your performance and put you at risk of a number 
of injuries.
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Each of the following exercises will help improve both 
the strength and endurance of your hip abductor muscles.

Basic	Level

• Fire Hydrants - If you need help with technique on this one 
just watch your dog at your neighborhood fire hydrant!

• Hip Shrugs - You know how to shrug your shoulders. This is a 
beginning level hip abduction exercise that is very similar to that  
except you are shrugging your hips.

• Hip Rolls - Similar to a hip shrug but with the addition of a 
rolling motion. Move on to this one after you are comfortable with 
the hip shrugs.

Intermediate	Level

• Hip Roll Strides - A more advanced hip roll exercise that is 
highly running specific. 

• Leg Sweeps - A standard hip abduction and hip adduction 
exercise that is often used as a warm up.

• Fire Hydrant Wrap Around’s - A more advanced fire hydrant 
exercise. Easy to do but surprisingly difficult.

Advanced	Level

• Side Star - A difficult but effective hip abduction exercise you 
can do anywhere. This exercise is great for helping you avoid il-
iotibial band problems.

• Bench Hip Abduction - An effective hip abduction exercise if 
you have access to a bench or high step. This is similar to a side 
star in a decline position.

• Advanced Hip Bench Drop - This is an advanced exercise that 
is very effective at strengthening your hip abductors. The move-
ments in this exercise are subtle but effective.

• Lateral Hill Drill - This versatile drill can be used for many 
purposes including hip abduction.
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Fire	Hydrants

• Position yourself on your hands and knees with your back 
straight. Don’t allow your back to arch or bow.

• Contract your abs and core muscles to stabilize your hips and 
spine.

• Keeping your right knee bent at a 90 degree angle raise your 
right leg laterally away from your body. Raise your leg until your 
thigh is parallel to the ground and return to the starting position.

• Continue this motion for 30 seconds to 1 minute.

• Switch legs and repeat.
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Hip	Shrugs

• Stand on a bench or step with 
your right foot on the bench. Your 
left foot should be held unsup-
ported next to your right foot. 
Your hips should be level with 
both feet held at the same height.

• Lower your unsupported left 
foot towards the ground by dip-
ping the left side of your pelvis. 
Your body should remain com-
pletely vertical and your knees 
fully extended. The only motion 
should be at your hips.

• Now raise your left foot above 
the level of your right foot by rais-
ing your left hip as high as pos-
sible. This should be a hip shrug-
ging motion similar to shrugging 
your shoulder. Keep performing 
that motion for 30 seconds to 1 
minute.

• Switch leg positions and re-
peat.

• All motion in this exercise is at 
your hips. Avoid any movement of 
your knees  or ankles. Keep your 
body completely vertical with no 
lateral, forward or backward lean.
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Hip	Rolls

• This exercise is very similar to the hip shrugs. You simply add 
in a rotary or rolling motion with your hips.

• Stand on a bench or step with your right foot on the bench. 
Your left foot should be held unsupported next to your right foot. 
Your hips should be level with both feet held at the same height.

• Lower and roll your unsupported left foot towards the ground 
and forward by dipping the left side of your pelvis and at the 
same time rolling it backward. Continue the cycling motion by 
raising your left hip and rolling it forward. It should be like a 
smooth cycling motion with your left hip. Your body should re-
main completely vertical and your knees fully extended. The only 
motion should be at your hips.

• Continue rolling forward for about 45 seconds then reverse 
directions and roll backward for another 45 seconds.

• Switch leg positions and repeat.

• All motion in this exercise is at your hips. Avoid any movement 
of your knees  or ankles. Keep your body completely vertical with 
no lateral, forward or backward lean.
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Hip	Roll	Strides

• This exercise is similar to stan-
dard hip rolls with the addition of 
a knee drive.

• Stand on a bench or step with 
your right foot on the bench. Your 
left foot should be held unsup-
ported next to your right foot. 
Your hips should be level with 
both feet held at the same height.

• Lower and roll your unsup-
ported left foot towards the 
ground and forward by dipping 
the left side of your pelvis and at 
the same time rolling it backward. 
Continue the cycling motion by 
raising your left hip and rolling it 
forward. As your hip is rolled for-
ward drive your knee up as in a 
running stride. As your hip rolls 
down and back, drive your foot 
down and back like a push off in 
your running stride. Your body 
should remain completely verti-
cal.

• Continue for about 45 sec-
onds, then switch legs and repeat 
the exercise.

• Keep your body completely 
vertical with no lateral, forward 
or backward lean.
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Leg	Sweeps

• Stand in a relaxed position 
with your feet about 12 inches 
apart.

• With your weight centered over 
the middle of your left foot, sweep 
your right leg, in front of your 
body, as far to the left as pos-
sible and then back to the right 
as far as possible. Concentrate on 
reaching your maximum arc with 
each leg sweep.

• Keep your body and support 
foot facing forward. Don’t rotate 
your torso or legs. The only move-
ment should be lateral movement 
of your sweeping leg. Keep sweep-
ing your right leg for 30 seconds 
to 1 minute.

• Switch legs and repeat.
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Fire	Hydrant	Wrap	Around’s

• Position yourself on your hands and knees with your back 
straight. Don’t allow your back to arch or bow.

• Contract your abs and core muscles to stabilize your hips and 
spine.

• Keeping your right knee bent at a 90 degree angle raise your 
right leg laterally away from your body. At the same time drive 
your foot and leg behind your body so that your thigh and knee is 
pointed directly behind you. In the finishing position your thigh 
should be parallel to the ground and your knee should be behind 
your body.

• Continue this motion for 30 seconds to 1 minute.

• Switch legs and repeat.
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Side	Star

• Lie on your left side with your upper body supported by your 
extended left arm and hand. Your lower body should be support-
ed by the side of your left foot. Your body should be completely 
straight and supported off the ground. Only your left hand and 
the left side of your foot should be touching the ground. Your 
right arm should be resting along the right side of your body.

• Contract your core muscles to stabilize your body.

• Now raise your right leg and right arm laterally away from 
your body. At the same time raise your lower body by pushing 
your left leg and hip laterally away from the ground. Hold that 
position for about 45 seconds.

• Switch sides and repeat.
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Bench	Hip	Abduction

• Begin on your left side with your upper body supported by 
your left forearm and elbow.

• Place your extended left leg and foot on a bench or box that is 
16 to 24 inches in height. Stack your right leg on top of your left.

• Now raise your right leg and right arm laterally away from 
your body. At the same time raise your lower body by pushing 
your left hip laterally away from the ground. 

• Hold this position for about 30 to 45 seconds and slowly re-
turn to your starting position.

• Switch sides and repeat.
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Advanced	Bench	Hip	Drop

• Begin on your left side with your upper body supported by 
your left forearm and elbow.

• Place your extended left leg and foot on a bench or box that is 
16 to 24 inches in height. Stack your right leg on top of your left.

• Now raise your hip until your body is completely straight and 
supported only by your left forearm and left foot.

• Now drop your left hip towards the ground and bring back up 
to a straight body position. Don’t lower your body to the ground 
during this exercise. Just drop your hip towards the ground so 
your body has a downward curve at your hip.

• Keep repeating this exercise until you are fatigued.

• Switch sides and repeat.
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Lateral	Hill	Drill

• For this exercise you will need to find a short steep hill.

• Stand sideways to the hill in a “ready position” with relaxed 
but slightly bent knees.

• Push off laterally with your downhill leg and shuffle sideways 
up the hill. Don’t cross your feet during this drill. Use a sideways 
shuffling motion.

• Keep moving up the hill for about 50 meters.

• Now shuffle back down the hill in the same position.

• Face the other direction using your other leg as the downhill 
leg and repeat.
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CHAPTER 12
Hip	Extension	

Series

Hip extension and running go together like choco-
late chip cookies and milk. You just can’t have 
one without the other. Your hip extensor mus-

cles are working overtime every time you push off. They 
work especially hard when you are running uphill.

Your primary hip extensor muscle is one that you are 
intimately familiar with. You sit on it all the time - your glu-
teus maximus. Your hamstring muscles are also strong hip 
extensor muscles. The external rotator muscles also play a 
smaller role in hip extension.

Some runners tend to leave hip extension exercises out 
of their strength training routine because they think these 
muscles are adequately strengthened during their running 
workouts. It’s definitely true that running does a great job 
of conditioning these muscles but it’s also a good idea to 
further improve the power and injury resistance of your hip 
extensors with actual strength training.

The following hip extension exercises will improve the 
strength, endurance and injury resistance of your hip ex-
tensor muscles.
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Basic	Level

• Hip Kickback - This basic level hip extension exercise is easy 
to do - just kick like a mule! This is a good entry point exercise 
for the hip extension series.

• Hip Rollback - Adding a rolling motion brings your hip abduc-
tors into play. The combination of extension and abduction will 
improve your hip stabilization strength as well as your hip exten-
sion strength.

• Two Leg Hip Bridge - This is an entry level bridge exercise that 
will not only train your hip extension ability but also your core 
strength.

Intermediate	Level

• One Leg Hip Bridge - Once you’ve mastered the two leg hip 
bridge it’s time to move onto the one leg hip bridge. Working one 
leg at a time requires more strength and is also more running 
specific.

• Two Leg Bench Bridge - The additional height of the bench will 
increase the stress on your muscles and further improve your 
hip extension strength.

Advanced	Level

• One Leg Bench Bridge - This one can be very difficult but is 
a very effective at improving your running specific hip extension 
strength.

• Steep Hill Sprints - Yep, I know. This is a running workout 
and not really a strength workout. I included it because these 
very difficult steep hill sprints are the most running specific hip 
extension strengthening workouts you can do. Do these fast and 
steep.
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Hip	Kickback

• Position yourself on your hands and knees with your back 
straight. Don’t allow your back to sway or arch.

• Keeping your knee bent at a 90 degree angle, kick your right 
foot back as far as possible by extending your right hip.

• Return to the starting position

• Keep performing that motion for about 30 seconds.

• Repeat using your left leg as the kicking leg.
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Hip	Rollback

• Hip rollbacks are similar to fire hydrant wrap-arounds. The 
hip rollback incorporates a continuous rolling motion.

• Position yourself on your hands and knees with your back 
straight. Don’t allow your back to sway or arch.

• Keeping your knee bent at a 90 degree angle, move your right 
leg laterally away from your body so your thigh is parallel to the 
ground and your knee is pointed away from your body.

• As part of the same motion kick your right foot back as far as 
possible by extending your right hip.

• Return to the starting position by completing the “circle” by 
driving your knee back under your body. Keep performing that 
rolling motion for about 30 seconds.

• Repeat using your left leg as the kicking leg.
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Two	Leg	Hip	Bridge

• Lie on your back with your knees bent at a 90 degree angle 
and your arms at your sides.

• Press your hips up by driving your feet against the ground.

• Keep your knees bent throughout the exercise.

• Slowly return to your starting position

• Repeat for your desired number of repetitions.
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One	Leg	Hip	Bridge

• Lie on your back with your knees bent at a 90 degree angle 
and your arms at your sides.

• Straighten your left leg and hold it at a 45 degree angle above 
the ground.

• Press your hips up by driving your right foot against the 
ground.

• Keep your right knee bent throughout the exercise.

• Slowly return to your starting position

• Repeat for your desired number of repetitions.

• Repeat this exercise using your left leg as the pressing leg.
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Two	Leg	Bench	Bridge

• Position your body in a supine position with your upper body 
supported by your hands and your lower body supported by your 
feet on a bench or step that is about 12 to 18 inches high.

• Begin with your body and legs straight. Don’t let your back 
sway or arch.

• Raise your hips up into a bridge position by pushing with your 
heels and extending your legs at the hip.

• Slowly return to the starting position.

• Repeat for your desired number of repetitions.
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One	Leg	Bench	Bridge

• Position your body in a supine position with your upper body 
supported by your hands and your lower body supported by your 
feet on a bench or step that is about 12 to 18 inches high.

• Begin with your body and legs straight. Don’t let your back 
sway or arch.

• Raise your hips up into a bridge position by pushing with your 
right heel and extending your right leg  at the hip. Keep your left 
leg straight and allow it to raise with your body off the bench.

• Slowly return to the starting position.

• Repeat for your desired number of repetitions.

• Repeat using your left leg as the pressing leg.
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Steep	Hill	Sprints

• Do these on a very steep hill or on a treadmill elevated to be-
tween 12 and 15 percent.

• Before beginning this workout, warm up thoroughly with some 
easy running.

• Sprint up the hill at the fastest pace you can maintain for 
about 100  to 200 meters.

• Jog down the hill for recovery

• Repeat this between 4 and 10 times. For your first attempts go 
for 4 repeats and gradually build up to 10 repeats.

• Cool down with 10 minutes of easy running and some light 
stretching.
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CHAPTER 13
Knee	Extension	

Exercises

You probably know the group of four muscles that 
extend your knee by another name - your quad-
riceps muscle or “quads”. The four individual 

muscles that make up your quads are the rectus femoris, 
vastus medialis, vas-
tus intermedius and 
vastus lateralis.

The quadriceps 
muscle group are 
sometimes knows as 
your decelerator mus-
cles because they are 
primarily responsible 
for decelerating and 
stopping your forward 
momentum. They 
also come strongly 
into play in control-
ling your descent dur-
ing downhill running; 
thus the term “quad 
cramping downhill 
running”. 
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In terms of running, your quads are mostly used for 
deceleration and downhill running but they also assist 
your hip extensor muscles in accelerating, pushing off and 
uphill running. Your quadriceps muscle is also partially 
responsible for jumping motions and controlling your land-
ing after jumping. One of your quad muscles, the rectus 
femoris, is a two joint muscle. That means it passes over 
and acts upon two joints, your knee and your hip. So, your 
rectus femoris not only extends your knee but also assists 
with hip flexion.

I’m sure you are already aware that strengthening your 
knee extensor muscles will improve your running strength 
and performance but there is one other very important 
reason for improving the strength of your quadriceps; that 
reason is balance. Your hamstring and quadriceps muscle 
groups are antagonist muscles. That means they perform 
opposing actions. Of course you use both muscle groups in 
any activity but when you are running you are using your 
hamstring muscle group more extensively than your quad-
riceps group. That’s especially true when running uphill 
or on level ground. Since your hamstring muscles are do-
ing the lion’s share of the work they tend to become more 
highly developed than your quadriceps. If the strength ratio 
between your quads and hammy’s get too far out of whack 
you could be placed at a higher risk of both knee and hip in-
jury. Knee extension exercises will help maintain a healthy 
and effective balance of strength between your hamstrings 
and quadriceps muscle groups.

Basic	Level

• Single Straight Leg Lift - This knee extension exercise is easy 
to perform and you can do it anywhere. This is a good starting 
point if you’re new to knee extension work.

Intermediate	Level

• Two Leg Bench Knee Extension - This two leg extension is an 
intermediate level exercise. You don’t necessarily need a bench 
for this one. You can use a high step or bleachers.
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Advanced	Level

• One Leg Bench Knee Extension - Once you’ve mastered the 
two leg version it’s time to move on to this more advanced one leg 
knee extension exercise.

• Knee Extension Step Downs - This exercise is an excellent way 
to improve the strength of your vastus medialis muscle and help 
prevent runner’s knee. This exercise places a substantial amount 
of stress on your knee so be sure to do this one very slowly and 
with full control.

• Downhill Running - Not a pure strength exercise, but this is a 
great running specific combination of a strength builder, a run-
ning form improver and a running workout.

Don’t under estimate the value of knee extension 
exercises� While many of these types of movements 

are not highly running specific, knee extension 
exercises are important for strengthening the  

quadriceps muscles surrounding your knee� 
Stronger quads will keep your kneecap tracking 
straight and smooth,  helping you avoid runner’s 

knee, a common and often debilitating injury�
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Single	Straight	Leg	Lift

While not a classic dynamic knee extension exercise, 
this single leg lift is a very good entry level or rehabilitation 
exercise to strengthen your quadriceps muscle because it 
removes most of the stress from your knee cap.
• Lie on your back in a supine position on the ground or on a 
soft mat.

• Keep your right leg fully extended and your left leg slightly 
bent to provide support for your lower back.

• With your arms at your side slowly raise your extended right 
leg about 24 inches off the ground by flexing your hips.

• Focus on a strong contraction of your right quadriceps muscle 
during this exercise and keep your toes pointed down.

• Hold this position for about 15 to 20 seconds and then lower 
your leg to the ground.

• Keep repeating this motion about 20 to 25 repetitions.

• Switch legs and repeat.
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Two	Leg	Bench	Knee	
Extension

• Lie on the ground in a prone or face down position with your 
feet supported on a bench, box or step of between 12 and 24 
inches in height.

• Your upper body and hips should be straight and supported 
by your elbows. Your knees should be bent at between 15 and 45 
degrees depending upon the height of your bench.

• Keeping your body and hips straight raise your hips off the 
ground by extending your legs at your knees.

• Don’t move your hips or upper body. All of the motion should 
be at your knees.

• Return to the starting position.

• Keep performing this exercise for 30 to 60 seconds.
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One	Leg	Bench	Knee		
Extension

• Lie on the ground in a prone or face down position with your 
feet supported on a bench, box or step of between 12 and 24 
inches in height.

• Your upper body and hips should be straight and supported 
on your elbows. Your knees should be bent at between 15 and 45 
degrees depending upon the height of your bench.

• Raise your left leg off the bench by extending your left hip.

• Keeping your body and hips straight raise your hips off the 
ground by extending your right leg at your knee.

• Don’t move your hips or upper body. All of the motion should 
be at your knee.

• Return to the starting position.

• Keep performing this exercise for 30 to 60 seconds.

• Repeat using your left leg as the extending leg.
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Knee	Extension	Step	Downs

• Stand on a bench, bleacher or 
step facing outward.

• Dorsi-flex your left foot (raise the 
front of your foot) and slowly step off 
the bench with your left leg.

• Very slowly and with full control, 
lower your left foot to until it just 
touches the ground by bending your 
right knee.

• Return to your starting position 
by pushing off with and straighten-
ing your right knee.

• Continue this exercise until you 
reach a moderate to high level of fa-
tigue.

• Repeat using the opposite leg.
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Downhill	Running

OK - you already know that downhill running stresses 
your quads, so what better way to strengthen them than 
with running down a steep hill. You’ll not only get in a good 
quad strengthening but you will also be performing a valu-
able running workout. There is one big potential problem 
with this exercise. You obviously don’t need any equipment 
but you will need to find a fairly long and relatively steep 
hill to run down.

• Run down a moderate to steep hill of between 200 and 400 
meters in length, at a moderate to hard pace. Don’t fight the hill. 
Let the decline of the hill carry you and focus on maintaining 
quick, light steps with a flat footed or neutral foot strike directly 
under your center of gravity.

• Jog at an easy pace back up the hill and repeat for your de-
sired number of repetitions.

• Begin with 4 repetitions and gradually increase to 12 reps as 
your fitness and strength increase.
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CHAPTER 14
Leg	Raise	
Series

Leg raise exercises are multi function strength 
training moves. They strengthen and condition 
your hip flexors, your quadriceps and your core. 

These exercises also have the advantage of being easy to 
perform no matter where you are. You can do them at home, 
the track, in the park or even on the trail. The simple tech-
niques make the exercises good for beginners but more ad-
vanced athletes can still make these exercises challenging 
enough to improve their strength, fitness and endurance.

Basic	Level

• Double Straight Leg Raise - The basic level leg raise exercise is 
a multi function exercise that primarily works your hip flexors. It 
is also a great abdominal exercise.

• Reverse Leg Raise - This exercise is slightly more difficult than 
standard leg raises because it emphasizes an eccentric contrac-
tions.
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Intermediate/Advanced	level

• Y Leg Raise - A leg raise with additional lateral motions.

• Oblique Reverse Leg Raise - The reverse component of this 
exercise uses more of an eccentric contraction.

• Supine Runners - This leg raise exercise is a more running 
specific strength training move.

• Dynamic Leg Raise - A more difficult and advanced leg raise 
exercise that includes a dynamic movement.

When you perform leg raises it’s a good idea to contract 
your abdominal muscles to support your core and “push” 
your lower back towards the ground to reduce stress on 

your lower back� If you still feel pain or discomfort in your 
lower back try putting a rolled up towel, shirt or jacket 
under the curve of your back to provide some additional 

support�
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Double	Straight	Leg	Raise

• Lie on your back in a supine position on the ground or on a 
soft mat.

• With your arms at your side slowly raise your straight legs 
about 24 inches off the ground by flexing your hips. 

• Hold this position for about 15 to 20 seconds and then lower 
your legs to the ground.

• Keep repeating this motion for your desired number of repeti-
tions.

• Keep your legs together throughout this exercise.
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Reverse	Leg	Raise

• Lie on your back in a supine position on the ground or on a 
soft mat.

• With your arms at your side slowly raise your straight legs by 
flexing your hips until your hips are flexed at a 90 degree angle 
and your legs are pointing straight up in a vertical position. 

• Now lower your straight legs until your feet are about 6 inches 
off the ground and then raise them back up to a vertical position.

• Keep repeating this motion for your desired number of repeti-
tions.

• Don’t allow your feet or legs to touch the ground during this 
exercise.

• Keep your legs together throughout this exercise.
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Y	Leg	Raise

• Lie on your back in a supine position on the ground or on a 
soft mat with your legs together.

• With your arms at your side slowly raise your straight legs by 
flexing your hips until your hips are flexed at a 90 degree angle 
and your legs are pointing straight up in a vertical position.

• Keeping your hips flexed at a 90 degree angle, spread your legs 
into a “Y” position and then bring them back together. 

• Now lower your straight legs until your feet are about 6 inches 
off the ground and then raise them back up to a vertical position.

• Keep repeating this motion for your desired number of repeti-
tions.

• Don’t allow your feet or legs to touch the ground during this 
exercise.
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Oblique	Reverse	Leg	Raise

• Lie on your back in a supine position on the ground or on a 
soft mat.

• With your arms at your side slowly raise your straight legs up 
and to the side by flexing your hips until your hips are flexed at 
a 90 degree angle and your legs are pointing obliquely up and to 
the left side. 

• Now lower your straight legs until your feet are about 6 inches 
off the ground and directly in front of your body and then raise 
them obliquely up and to the right side.

• Keep repeating this motion for your desired number of repeti-
tions.

• Don’t allow your feet or legs to touch the ground during this 
exercise.

• Keep your legs together throughout this exercise.
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Supine	Runners

• Lie on your back in a supine position on the ground or on a 
soft mat. Place your arms at your side.

• With your arms at your side slowly raise your straight legs by 
flexing your hips until your hips are flexed at a 90 degree angle 
and your legs are pointing straight up in a vertical position.

• Keeping your upper body completely straight begin cycling 
both legs through a running or cycling motion Continue this mo-
tion for about 60 seconds.
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Dynamic	Leg	Raises

• Lie on your back in a supine position on the ground or on a 
soft mat.

• With your arms at your side slowly raise your legs about 24 
inches off the ground by flexing your hips. Keep your feet dorsi-
flexed (toes pulled up toward your leg) and your toes straight up.

• Begin to rapidly lower and raise your legs from about 2 inches 
above the ground to 24 inches off the ground. Keep performing 
this pattern for about 30 seconds.

• Now with your feet still dorsi-flexed repeat this with your 
toes pointed to the outside and then repeat again with your toes 
pointed to the inside.
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CHAPTER 15
Lunge	Series

Lunge exercises, like their hip extension cousins, 
are great running specific strength exercises. The 
lunge will help develop your hamstrings, gluteal 

muscles and quadriceps. There are two basic flavors of 
lunge exercises; stationary lunges in which your body re-
mains in one place and walking lunges in which your body 
moves forward, backwards or to the side. While the walking 
lunges are a more running specific exercise I would suggest 
incorporating both types of exercises on a year round basis 
to insure an overall balance in your fitness and strength 
gains as well as “shaking things up” to avoid the dreaded 
plateau.

Basic	Level
• Lunge - This is the basic stationary lunge performed in gyms 
all over the world.

• Side Lunge - A variation on the standard lunge that also con-
ditions your lateral movements and motions.

• Oblique Lunge - As a distance runner you need to strengthen 
your movements through all planes of motion. This lunge exer-
cise works oblique or diagonal motions.

• Walking Lunge - Here is a basic and more running specific 
lunge that adds in forward motion.
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Intermediate	Level

• Reverse Lunge - Put your lunge motion in reverse. This lunge 
exercise adds a bit more resistance to your hamstrings and glu-
teal muscles.

• Reverse Oblique Lunge - Just as you need to work all planes of 
motion you should also include both forward and reverse move-
ments. This is an oblique motion to the rear.

• Bench Lunge - This is an intermediate level lunge that pro-
vides a strong eccentric contraction of your quadriceps muscles. 
This one is great for improving your downhill running strength. 
You can do this exercise on a bench, high step, short wall or on 
the bleachers.

• Stride Lunge - The stride lunge is a very running specific lunge 
exercise that will improve your running strength and running 
economy.

Advanced	Level

• Walking Duck Lunge - This is a simple but surprisingly dif-
ficult exercise that focuses on your quadriceps muscles. It looks 
goofy but don’t let that stop you - it is highly effective.

• Side Walking Duck Lunge - This is the duck lunge using a 
lateral motion. Remember you should include exercises through 
all planes of motion.

• Dragon Walk Lunge - The dragon walk is a common exercise 
for dancers that is also highly effective for runners. This is anoth-
er one that looks a bit funny but it’s worth the ribbing you may 
take from your friends. Especially when you beat them across the 
finish line of your next race.

• Power Lunge - This is an advanced stride lunge that includes a 
power building jumping motions. The power lunge is a very run-
ning specific exercise that will improve your running strength, 
running power and running economy.
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Lunge

• Stand in an upright position. 
Contract your abdominal mus-
cles to stabilize your trunk and 
spine.

• Take a long step forward with 
your right leg. Keep the hip, 
knee and foot of your forward leg 
aligned. Slowly drop your right 
hip until your thigh is parallel 
to the ground and your knee is 
flexed at a 90 degree angle. At 
the same time lower the knee of 
your left leg toward the ground. 
Do not allow the knee of your 
right leg to extend in front of the 
toes of your foot. Your right lower 
leg should be almost completely 
vertical. The knee of your left 
leg should stop approximately 2 
inches above the ground. Keep 
your upper body in a vertical po-
sition.

• Forcefully push off with your 
right foot and leg and step back 
into your starting position. Re-
peat for about 20 repetitions or 
to your desired fatigue level.

• Repeat this exercise using 
your left leg as the lunging leg.
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Side	Lunge

• Stand in an upright position. 
Contract your abdominal mus-
cles to stabilize your trunk and 
spine.

• Take a long step directly to 
the side with your right leg. 
Slowly lower your right hip un-
til your thigh is parallel to the 
ground. Do not allow the knee of 
your right leg to extend in front 
of your toes. Your opposite leg 
should remain fully extended 
but do not lock your knee. Keep 
your upper body in a vertical 
position.

• Forcefully push off with your 
right leg and step back into the 
starting position. Repeat for 
about 20 repetitions.

• Repeat this exercise using 
your left leg as the lunging leg.
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Oblique	Lunge

• Stand in an upright position. 
Contract your abdominal muscles to 
stabilize your trunk and spine.

• Take a long step with your right 
leg diagonally to the side and front 
of your body. Slowly lower your right 
hip until your right thigh is parallel 
to the ground. Do not allow the knee 
of your right leg to extend in front 
of your toes. Your left leg should re-
main stationary and fully extended 
but do not lock your knee. Keep your 
left foot pointed straight ahead. Keep 
your upper body in a vertical posi-
tion.

• Forcefully push off with your right 
leg and step back into the starting 
position. Repeat for about 20 repeti-
tions.

• Repeat this exercise using the 
your left leg as the lunging leg.
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Walking	Lunge

• Begin in an upright posi-
tion. Contract your abdomi-
nal muscles to stabilize your 
trunk and spine.

• Take a long step forward 
with your right leg. Keep the 
hip, knee and foot of your 
forward leg aligned. Slowly 
drop your right hip until your 
thigh is parallel to the ground 
and your knee is flexed at a 
90 degree angle. At the same 
time lower the knee of your 
left leg toward the ground. 
Do not allow the knee of your 
right leg to extend in front 
of the toes of your foot. Your 
right lower leg should be al-
most completely vertical. The 
knee of your left leg should 
stop approximately 2 inches 
above the ground. Keep your 
upper body in a vertical posi-
tion.

• Forcefully push off with 
your right foot and take a 
long stride forward with your 
left leg focusing on a high 
knee lift. It is similar to an 
exaggerated walking motion. 
Follow the same procedure 
that you followed with your 
right leg. Keep performing 
this walking lunge forward 
motion for about 30 meters.
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Reverse	Lunge

• Stand in an upright position. 
Contract your abdominal mus-
cles to stabilize your trunk and 
spine.

• Take a long step directly be-
hind your body with your right 
leg. Slowly lower the hip of your 
left leg until your left thigh is 
parallel to the ground. Your rear 
lunging right leg should be sup-
ported by your toes and your 
knee should be slightly bent. Do 
not allow the knee of your sta-
tionary left leg to extend in front 
of your toes. Keep your upper 
body in a vertical position.

• Forcefully push off with your 
left leg and bring your right leg 
back into the starting position 
next to your left leg. You should 
now be back in the starting posi-
tion. Repeat for about 20 repeti-
tions.

• Repeat this exercise using 
your left leg as the lunging leg.
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Reverse	Oblique	Lunge

• Stand in an upright position. 
Contract your abdominal muscles 
to stabilize your trunk and spine.

• Take a long step with your right 
leg diagonally to the side and rear 
of your body. Slowly lower your 
right hip until your right thigh is 
parallel to the ground. Do not allow 
the knee of your right leg to extend 
in front of your toes. Your left leg 
should remain stationary and fully 
extended but do not lock your knee. 
Keep your left foot pointed straight 
ahead. Keep your upper body in a 
vertical position.

• Forcefully push off with your 
right leg and step back into the 
starting position. Repeat for about 
20 repetitions.

• Repeat this exercise using the 
your left leg as the lunging leg.
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Bench	Lunge

• Stand on a bench or step of about 12 to 16 inches in height. 
Contract your abdominal muscles to stabilize your trunk and 
spine.

• Take a long step forward off the bench to the ground with 
your right leg. Keep the hip, knee and foot of your forward leg 
aligned. Slowly drop your right hip until your thigh is parallel to 
the ground and your knee is flexed at a 90 degree angle. Do not 
allow the knee of your right leg to extend in front of the toes of 
your foot. Your right lower leg should be almost completely verti-
cal. Your left leg should supported by the toes of your left foot on 
the bench. Your left knee should be pointed towards the ground. 

• Very forcefully push off with your right foot and leg and step 
back up onto the bench into your starting position. Repeat for 
about 20 repetitions.

• Repeat this exercise using your left leg as the lunging leg.

• Perform this exercise slowly and with full control.
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Stride	Lunge

• Begin in an upright position. Con-
tract your abdominal muscles to stabi-
lize your trunk and spine.

• Take a long step forward with your 
right leg. Keep the hip, knee and foot 
of your forward leg aligned. Slowly drop 
your right hip until your thigh is par-
allel to the ground and your knee is 
flexed at a 90 degree angle. At the same 
time lower the knee of your left leg to-
ward the ground. Do not allow the knee 
of your right leg to extend in front of 
the toes of your foot. Your right lower 
leg should be almost completely ver-
tical. The knee of your left leg should 
stop approximately 2 inches above the 
ground. Keep your upper body in a ver-
tical position.

• Forcefully push off with your right 
foot. At the same time drive your left 
knee up and take a long stride forward 
with your left leg focusing on a high 
knee lift. It is similar to an exaggerated 
stride motion. Drop into a lunge posi-
tion with your left leg forward and then 
follow the above technique using your 
right knee as the  upward striding leg. 
Keep performing this stride lunge for-
ward motion for about 30 meters.
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Walking	Duck	Lunge

• Begin in a low squat position with your hips dropped and your 
knees bent at a 90 degree angle. Keep your knees behind your 
toes with most of your weight over your heels. 

• Keeping your hips dropped, your knees bent at about 90 de-
grees and your body low begin a forward walking motion by step-
ping directly forward with each foot and leg. Keep up that low 
forward lunge motion for about 20 meters.

• Keep the foot, knee and hip of each leg aligned.
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Side	Walking	Duck	Lunge

• Begin in a low squat position with your hips dropped and your 
knees bent at a 90 degree angle. Keep your knees behind your 
toes with most of your weight over your heels. Your feet should 
be about shoulder width apart.

• Keeping your hips dropped, your knees bent at about 90 de-
grees and your body low begin a sideways walking motion by 
taking a very long and low step to the right with your right foot 
and leg.

• With your body kept low bring your left leg back into your 
starting position.  Keep up that low sideways lunge motion for 
about 20 meters.

• Now repeat this exercise moving to the right.
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Dragon	Walk	Lunge

• Begin in an upright position. Contract your abdominal mus-
cles to stabilize your trunk and spine.

• Take a long step forward with your right leg with your right 
leg rotated outward at the hip. The toes of your right foot should 
be pointed obliquely to the right. Slowly drop your right hip until 
your thigh is parallel to the ground and your knee is flexed at a 
90 degree angle. At the same time lower the knee of your left leg 
toward the ground. Do not allow the knee of your right leg to ex-
tend in front of the toes of your foot. Your right lower leg should 
be almost completely vertical. The knee of your left leg should 
stop approximately 2 inches above the ground. Keep your upper 
body in a vertical position.

• Forcefully push off with your right foot and take a long stride 
forward with your left leg focusing on a high knee lift. It is similar 
to an exaggerated walking motion. Follow the same procedure 
that you followed with your right leg. Keep performing this walk-
ing dragon lunge forward motion for about 30 meters.
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Power	Lunge

• Begin in an upright position. Con-
tract your abdominal muscles to stabi-
lize your trunk and spine.

• Take a long step forward with your 
right leg. Keep the hip, knee and foot 
of your forward leg aligned. Slowly 
drop your right hip until your thigh is 
parallel to the ground and your knee 
is flexed at a 90 degree angle. At the 
same time lower the knee of your left 
leg toward the ground. Do not allow 
the knee of your right leg to extend in 
front of the toes of your foot. Your right 
lower leg should be almost completely 
vertical. The knee of your left leg should 
stop approximately 2 inches above the 
ground. Keep your upper body in a ver-
tical position.

• Forcefully push off with your right 
foot. At the same time drive your left 
knee up jumping up and forward. Fo-
cus on powering your body as high as 
possible. Drop into a lunge position 
with your left leg forward and then fol-
low the above technique using your 
right knee as the  upward driving leg. 
Keep performing this power lunge for-
ward motion for about 30 meters.
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CHAPTER 16
Squat	Series

Squats are very effective exercises for nearly any 
sport that requires powerful hip and knee exten-
sion movements. Distance running is no excep-

tion to that rule. As a distance runner you are using your 
gluteal muscles, hamstrings and quadriceps muscles to ex-
tend both your hips and knees with every stride you take. 
That makes squats one of the more important strength ex-
ercises for distance runners. Squats are especially valuable 
for building a base of general strength on which you can 
build more specific running strength and power.

This squat series begins with basic exercises on a mostly 
stable base and progresses to more running specific exer-
cises with less stability. They also progress from bi-lateral 
to uni-lateral exercises which make them even more run-
ning specific.

When you perform squat type exercises be sure to keep 
your knee behind your toe throughout the exercise. If your 
knee travels in front of your toe you are placing excessive 
stress on your knee joint, which could potentially cause or 
aggravate knee problems.
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Basic	Level

• Squats - The basic two leg squat exercise that is commonly 
performed for strength improvements in all sports. This is a good 
beginning level squat exercise but be sure to pay close attention 
to your form and mechanics.

• Single Leg Bench Squat - This is a much more running specif-
ic squat exercise that is more advanced than the standard squat 
but still appropriate as a basic squat exercise.

Intermediate	Level

• One Leg Squat to Stride Up - An intermediate level exercise 
that adds in even more running specific movement.

• Balance Squat - A one leg squat with a literal twist. This squat 
improves your core strength and lateral stability.

Advanced	Level

• One Leg Squat to Power Up - This squat exercise is a more 
advanced version of the one leg squat to stride up. This one build 
more power and muscle elasticity.

• One Leg Balance Squat to Stride Up - A more advanced and 
running specific version of the balance squat

• One Leg Balance Squat to Power Up - This exercise is similar 
to the one leg balance squat to stride up with some additional 
power work.

• Extended Leg Squat - Don’t let this one fool you. It is more dif-
ficult and effective than it may look.
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Squats

• Stand with your feet approximate-
ly shoulder width apart. Hold your 
chest out and up. Pinch your shoul-
der blades together. Keep your head 
up.

• Contract your abdominal muscles 
to stabilize your trunk and spine.

• Slowly lower your body by flex-
ing your knees and hips. Initiate the 
action by lowering your hips rather 
than bending your knees. Maintain 
an erect body position. Keep the 
weight over the your heels and the 
middle of your foot. Do not allow your 
knees to extend in front of 
your toes at any time. Lower 
your body until your thighs 
are nearly parallel to the 
ground.

• As you are lowering 
your body, raise your arms 
straight out in front of your 
body.

• Slowly raise your body 
back up by extending your 
knees and hips. Maintain 
an erect body position. Stay smooth and controlled throughout 
the exercise. Repeat for about 20 to 30 repetitions or to your de-
sired fatigue level.

• Breath throughout the exercise. Inhale on the downward por-
tions and exhale on the upward portion.

• Keep your back in a neutral position.
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Single	Leg	Bench	Squat

• Stand in an upright position. Contract your abdominal mus-
cles to stabilize your trunk and spine.

• Place one foot (rear foot) behind you on a bench that is 12 to 
24 inches high. Your other foot (forward foot) should be flat on 
the floor and directly under your center of gravity. 

• Bend your forward knee until it is at approximately a 90-de-
gree angle. Do not let your knee extend in front of your foot. Slow-
ly straighten your forward leg and return to the starting position. 
Repeat for about 20 to 25 repetitions.

• Repeat this exercise using the other leg as the lead leg.

• Do not lock your knees at any time during this exercise.  
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One	Leg	Squat	to	Stride	Up

• Stand with your feet approximately 
12 inches apart.

• Contract your abdominal muscles to 
stabilize your trunk and spine.

• With most of your weight supported 
over the heel of your right foot, go into a 
one leg squat position by dropping your 
right hip and bending your right knee. 
At the same time pick up your left foot 
and drive it behind your body much like 
a running stride. Now push off with your 
right foot and drive the knee of your left 
leg upward as in a running stride. Keep-
ing your weight towards the heel of your 
right foot return to the one leg squat po-
sition with your left foot driven behind 
your body. Keep following that motion 
for about 20 repetitions. 

• Switch leg positions and repeat.

• Don’t allow the knee of your squat-
ting leg to extend in front of your toes.
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Balance	Squat

• Stand holding your chest out and up. Pinch your shoulder 
blades together. Keep your head up. 

• Contract your abdominal muscles to stabilize your trunk and 
spine.

• Lift one leg in front of your body by raising your knee until 
your thigh is parallel to the ground. Now slowly lower your body 
by lowering the hip and flexing the knee of your supporting leg. 
At the same time press your bent forward leg and foot back and 
laterally behind your body. Maintain an erect body position. Keep 
the weight over the your heel and the middle of your support foot. 
Do not allow your knee to extend in front of the toes of your sup-
port foot at any time. Lower your body until your support thigh is 
nearly parallel to the ground.

• Slowly raise your body back up by extending your knee and 
hip. At the same time bring your unsupported forward leg back 
to the starting position. Maintain an erect body position. Stay 
smooth and controlled throughout the exercise. Repeat for about 
20 repetitions.

• Switch legs and repeat.
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One	Leg	Squat	To	Power	Up

• Stand with your feet approximately 
12 inches apart.

• With most of your weight supported 
over the heel of your right foot, go into a 
one leg squat position by dropping your 
right hip and bending your right knee. 
At the same time pick up your left foot 
and drive it behind your body much like 
a running stride. 

• With most of your weight centered 
over the heel of your right foot, very 
forcefully push off with your right foot 
and drive the knee of your left leg up-
ward as in a running stride, jumping or 
driving your right foot and body about 
6 to 12 inches off the ground. 

• Land back in the starting position 
with your right foot on the ground and 
your left foot behind your body. Imme-
diately repeat this exercise concentrat-
ing on quick, powerful, bouncing mo-
tions. Keep repeating this motion for 
about 20 to 25 repetitions.

• Switch leg positions and repeat.

• Don’t allow the knee of your squat-
ting leg to extend in front of your toes.
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One	Leg	Balance	Squat	to	
Stride	Up

• Stand with your feet approx-
imately 12 inches apart.

• Lift your left leg in front of 
your body by raising your knee 
until your thigh is parallel to 
the ground. Now slowly lower 
your body by lowering the hip 
and flexing the knee of your 
right leg. At the same time 
press your bent left leg and foot 
back and laterally behind your 
body. Maintain an erect body 
position. Keep the weight over 
the your heel and the middle 
of your right foot. Don’t allow 
your knee to extend in front 
of the toes of your right foot at 
any time. 

• Lower your body until your 
right thigh is nearly parallel 
to the ground. Now push off 
with your right foot and drive 
the knee of your left leg back 
around and  upward as in a 
running stride. Keeping your 
weight towards the heel of your 
right foot return to the one leg 
squat position with your left 
foot driven around and behind 
your body. Keep following that 
motion for about 20 reps.

• Switch leg positions and repeat.

• Don’t allow the knee of your squatting leg to extend in front of 
your toes.
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One	Leg	Balance	Squat	to	
Power	Up

• Stand with your feet approxi-
mately 12 inches apart.

• Lift your left leg in front of your 
body by raising your knee until your 
thigh is parallel to the ground. Now 
slowly lower your body by lowering 
the hip and flexing the knee of your 
right leg. At the same time press 
your bent left leg and foot back and 
laterally behind your body. Main-
tain an erect body position. Keep 
the weight over the your heel and 
the middle of your right foot. Don’t 
allow your knee to extend in front 
of the toes of your right foot at any 
time. 

• Lower your body until your 
right thigh is nearly parallel to the 
ground. With most of your weight 
centered over the heel of your right 
foot, very forcefully push off with 
your right foot and drive the knee of 
your left leg back around and up-
ward as in a running stride, jump-
ing or driving your right foot and 
body about 6 to 12 inches off the 
ground.

• Land back in the starting po-
sition with your right foot on the 
ground and your left foot behind 
your body. Immediately repeat this 
exercise concentrating on quick, 
powerful, bouncing motions. Keep repeating this motion for 
about 20 to 25 reps. 

• Switch leg positions and repeat.
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Extended	Leg	Squat

• Stand with your feet approximately shoulder width apart. 
Hold your chest out and up. Pinch your shoulder blades togeth-
er. Keep your head up.

• Contract your abdominal muscles to stabilize your trunk and 
spine.

• Extend one leg in front of your body and slowly lower your 
body by flexing the knee and hip of your supporting leg. Initiate 
the action by lowering your hip rather than bending your knee. 
At the same time raise your arms in front of your body as a coun-
ter weight. Maintain an erect body position. Keep the weight over 
the your heel and the middle of your foot. Do not allow your knee 
to extend in front of the toes of your support foot at any time. 
Lower your body until your thigh is nearly parallel to the ground.

• Slowly raise your body back up by extending your knee and 
hip. Maintain an erect body position. Stay smooth and controlled 
throughout the exercise. Repeat for about 20 repetitions.

• Switch legs and repeat.
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CHAPTER 17
Plyometrics

Series

Strength and power are two terms that are closely 
related and sometimes confused. Pure strength is 
your ability to produce force. Your power includes 

a measure of how quickly you can generate that force. High 
levels of power are critical for top distance running perfor-
mance. You can have all the strength of Hercules, but if 
you can’t quickly and efficiently use that strength to gener-
ate  speed and forward motion you won’t reach your peak 
potential as a distance runner.

Power is generated in your running stride when your 
muscles lengthen in an eccentric contraction during your 
stance pace and quickly “snap back” into a concentric con-
traction using their stored elastic energy. Quicker spring 
back action and more conservation of stored energy in the 
process transfers more power to your running stride.

Plyometrics are a form of training that mimics that 
same movement pattern and improves your running pow-
er. While plyometrics are highly effective they are also ad-
vanced exercises that can present an injury risk if not done 
correctly or if they are performed before your muscles are 
conditioned with a base of general running strength. Before 
you jump into plyometrics be sure you have already prop-
erly conditioned your muscles with general strength train-
ing and always use proper technique.
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Basic	Level

• Bounding - This is basically an exaggerated running motion 
that employs explosive movements. Bounding is very running 
specific and is a standard drill for improving running power and 
economy.

• Double Leg Vertical Jump - You basketball and volleyball play-
ers out there are very familiar with this exercise. This is a basic 
entry level plyometric exercise that build the explosive strength 
of your hip extensor muscles, quadriceps and to a somewhat les-
sor extent your calf muscles.

• Double Leg Forward Hops - This is a vertical jump with for-
ward motion, except you want to focus on quickness and dis-
tance rather than height.

• Double Leg Lateral Hops - This exercise will improve your 
strength in both lateral stability and movement.

• One Leg Hops in Place - Focus on quickness when you per-
form this exercise that improves the elasticity and power of your 
calf muscles.

Intermediate	Level

• Single Leg Vertical Jump - This intermediate level exercise 
builds upon the double leg vertical jump.

• Single Leg Forward Hops - These single leg forward hops are a 
very running specific exercise that is an excellent way to improve 
your running specific power.

• Double Leg Kangaroo Hops - A more advanced and difficult 
variation on double leg forward hops.

• Double Leg Drop and Runs - This is a simple but challeng-
ing exercise that does a good job of strengthening your lower leg 
muscles and helping prevent shin splints and other tibial stress 
problems.

• Double Leg Lateral Hop and Runs - The lateral motions in 
this drill will improve your stability, core strength and running 
economy.
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• Double Leg Zig Zag Hops - This is another more advanced vari-
ation of the double leg forward hops. It combines the benefits of 
both the double leg forward hop and the double leg lateral hops.

• Squat Jump - The squat jump is a challenging exercise that 
you will really feel in your quadriceps, gluteal muscles and ham-
strings.

• Drop and Runs - This is a true “multi-tasking” drill that will 
workout your upper body, core and foot speed.

Advanced	Level

• Single Leg Lateral Hops - This advanced strength exercise will 
continue to build upon the lateral strength and stability that you 
have developed in the basic and intermediate level exercises.

• Single Leg Forward Hill Hops - This challenging drill takes for-
ward hops to a new and even more effective level. These hill hops 
place more emphasis on your gluteal muscles and hamstrings.

• Single Leg Kangaroo Hops - These single leg kangaroo hops 
are highly running specific and very effective at building your 
running power and efficiency.

• Single Leg Drop and Runs - This is a more advanced version of 
the double leg drop and runs. This exercise will continue to build 
your lower leg strength and help prevent many lower leg injuries. 
Be sure you master the double leg drop and runs before moving 
on to this very intense exercise.

• Single Leg Lateral Hop and Runs - This surprisingly difficult 
drill builds upon the double leg lateral hop and runs.

• Double Leg Tuck Jumps - This advanced strength exercise is 
also very useful as a dynamic warm up drill.

• Single Leg Zig Zag Hops - This combination of forward and 
lateral hops works your body through several planes of motion.

• Split Squat Jump - A more advanced and running specific ver-
sion of the squat jump.
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Bounding

• Do this drill on a grass, artificial turf or other soft surface.

• Push off explosively with your left leg and drive your right knee 
up and forward.

• Land on your right foot and immediately push off explosively 
with your right foot, driving your left knee up and forward.

• Continue this bounding or exaggerated running stride for 
about 50 meters.

• Emphasize an exaggerated high knee drive as well as maxi-
mum distance with each stride.
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Double	Leg	Vertical	Jump

• Stand in an upright position 
with your knees soft and very 
slightly flexed. Your feet should 
be about shoulder width apart.

• Quickly drop your hips to-
wards the ground and then 
rapidly explode upward. Swing 
your arms forcefully upward 
and reach as high as possible

• Keep your toes dorsi-flexed 
(toes up position) throughout 
this exercise.

• Land on the balls of your 
dorsi-flexed feet and immedi-
ately bounce back upward as 
far and quickly as possible.

• Focus on springing off your 
dorsi-flexed feet rather than 
gathering yourself and jumping.

• Repeat for about 30 seconds.
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Double	Leg	Forward	Hops

• Stand in an upright position with your knees soft and very 
slightly bent in an athletic stance. Your feet should be about 
shoulder width apart.

• Quickly drop your hips  and rapidly explode forward. Swing 
your arms forcefully up and forward.

• Focus on jumping forward as far as possible.

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed (toes up) throughout this drill.

• Land on the balls of your dorsi-flexed feet under your center of 
gravity and very quickly bounce forward again.

• Keeping going for about 30 meters.

• Focus on bouncing off your dorsi-flexed feet rather than gath-
ering yourself and jumping.
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Double	Leg	Lateral	Hops

• Stand in an upright position with your knees soft and very 
slightly bent in an athletic stance. Your feet should be about 
shoulder width apart.

• Quickly drop your hips  and rapidly explode upward and to 
the right.  

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed (toes up) throughout this drill.

• Land on the balls of your dorsi-flexed feet under your center 
of gravity and very quickly bounce as far as possible to the left.

• Keep repeating this motion for about 30 seconds.

• Focus on bouncing off your dorsi-flexed feet rather than gath-
ering yourself and jumping.
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One	Leg	Hops	in	Place

• Stand facing away from a bench, step or box that is about 12 
to 16 inches high.

• Place your left foot behind you on the bench. Your right foot 
should be flat on the ground under your center of gravity with 
your right knee slightly flexed.

• Now begin to hop up and down on your right foot as quickly as 
possible. Keep your right foot dorsi-flexed (toes up) and focus on 
bouncing off the ball of your right foot.

• Concentrate on very quick and light hops. Don’t try to hop for 
height. Instead, focus on hopping as quickly as possible.

• Keep hopping for about 30 seconds.

• Switch legs and repeat.
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Single	Leg	Vertical	Jump

• Stand in an upright position 
on your right foot with your 
right knee soft and very slightly 
flexed. Hold your other foot up 
behind your body.

• Quickly drop your right hip 
towards the ground and then 
rapidly explode upward. Swing 
your arms forcefully upward 
and reach as high as possible

• Keep your toes dorsi-flexed 
(toes up position) throughout 
this exercise.

• Land on the balls of your 
dorsi-flexed right foot and im-
mediately bounce back upward 
as far and quickly as possible.

• Focus on springing off your 
dorsi-flexed foot rather than 
gathering yourself and jump-
ing.

• Repeat for about 30 seconds.

• Repeat using your left leg as 
the jumping leg.
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Single	Leg	Forward	Hops

• Stand in an upright position  on your right foot with your right 
knee soft and very slightly bent. Hold your left leg up behind you.

• Quickly drop your right hip  and rapidly explode forward. 
Swing your arms forcefully up and forward.

• Focus on jumping forward as far as possible.

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed (toes up) throughout this drill.

• Land on the balls of your dorsi-flexed right foot under your 
center of gravity and very quickly bounce forward again.

• Keeping going for about 30 meters.

• Focus on bouncing off your dorsi-flexed feet rather than gath-
ering yourself and jumping.

• Repeat using your left leg as the hopping leg.
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Double	Leg	Kangaroo	Hops

• Stand in an upright position with 
your knees soft and very slightly bent 
in an athletic stance. Your feet should 
be about shoulder width apart.

• Quickly drop your hips  and rap-
idly explode forward. Swing your arms 
forcefully up and forward.

• At your apex or the highest point of 
your jump, cycle both feet under your 
hips as in a cycling or running motion 
but keep both feet together.

• Focus on jumping forward as far as 
possible.

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed (toes up) 
throughout this drill.

• Land on the balls of your dorsi-
flexed feet under your center of gravity 
and very quickly spring forward again 
using the same cycling or rotary mo-
tion  with your feet and legs.

• Keeping going for about 30 meters.

• Focus on springing off your dorsi-
flexed feet rather than gathering your-
self and jumping.
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Double	Leg	Drop	and	Runs

• Stand on a box or bench of between 16 to 24 inches in height.

• Drop off the front edge of the 
bench with both feet. Don’t jump 
off, just drop off the front edge.

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed 
(toes up position) throughout this 
drill.

• Land on the balls of your dor-
si-flexed feet and very quickly 
bounce forward as far as pos-
sible.

• Focus on bouncing forward as 
far  and quickly as possible rath-
er than gathering yourself and 
jumping forward.

• Immediately after your for-
ward bounce, sprint explosively 
forward for 30 meters.

• Repeat 10 times.
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Double	Leg	Lateral	Hop	and	
Runs

• Stand in an upright position 
with your knees soft and very 
slightly bent in an athletic stance. 
Your feet should be about shoul-
der width apart.

• Quickly drop your hips  and 
rapidly explode upward and to the 
right.  

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed (toes 
up) throughout this drill.

• Land on the balls of your dor-
si-flexed feet under your center of 
gravity and very quickly bounce as 
far as possible to the left.

• Keep repeating this motion for 
about 30 seconds.

• After 30 seconds, explode force-
fully forward and sprint for about 
30 meters.

• Focus on springing off your dor-
si-flexed feet rather than gathering 
yourself and jumping.
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Single	Leg	Lateral	Hops

• Stand on your right foot in an 
upright position with your right 
knee soft and very slightly bent. 
Hold your left foot up behind your 
body.

• Quickly drop your right hip and 
rapidly explode upward and to the 
right.  

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed (toes 
up) throughout this drill.

• Land on the ball of your dorsi-
flexed right foot under your center 
of gravity and very quickly bounce 
as far as possible to the left.

• Keep repeating this motion for 
about 30 seconds.

• Focus on bouncing off your 
dorsi-flexed feet rather than gath-
ering yourself and jumping.

• Repeat using your other leg
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Double	Leg	Zig	Zag	Hops

• Stand in an upright position with your knees soft and very 
slightly bent in an athletic stance. Your feet should be about 
shoulder width apart.

• Quickly drop your hips  and rapidly explode forward and di-
agonally to the right.

• Focus on jumping diagonally as far as possible.

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed (toes up) throughout this drill.

• Land on the balls of your dorsi-flexed feet under your center of 
gravity and very quickly spring forward and diagonally to the left.

• Keeping performing this zig zag pattern for about 30 meters.

• Focus on bouncing off your dorsi-flexed feet rather than gath-
ering yourself and jumping.
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Squat	Jump

• Begin in an upright position 
with your feet about shoulder 
width apart.

• Quickly drop your hips into a 
squat position and then explosive-
ly spring up and forward.

• Focus on jumping forward as 
far as possible.

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed (toes 
up) throughout this exercise.

• Land on the balls of your dorsi-
flexed feet under your center of 
gravity and immediately drop back 
into a squat position.

• Keep repeating this squat jump 
motion for about 30 meters.

• This exercise is very similar to 
the double leg vertical jump. The 
important difference is that you 
pause and gather yourself at the 
completion of each jump rather 
than using a bouncing motion.
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Drop	and	Runs

• Begin in a standing position on a 
grass field or soft surface.

• Quick drop into a push up position 
and perform one push up.

• Explosively jump to your feet and 
run in place with very quick, light 
steps. Keep your feet in a dorsi-flexed 
or toes up position and concentrate 
on “springing” off your feet with each 
step.

• Continue to run in place for 5 sec-
onds before quickly dropping for an-
other push up.

• Continue this pattern for 
about 60 seconds and then 
explosively sprint forward 
for 25 meters.
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Single	Leg	Forward	Hill	Hops

• To perform this drill you will need access to a short but steep 
hill.

• Stand in an upright position  on your right foot with your right 
knee soft and very slightly bent. Hold your left leg up behind you.

• Quickly drop your right hip  and rapidly explode forward up 
the hill. Swing your arms forcefully up and forward.

• Focus on jumping forward as far as possible.

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed (toes up) throughout this drill.

• Land on the balls of your dorsi-flexed right foot under your 
center of gravity and very quickly bounce forward again.

• Keeping going for about 30 meters.

• Focus on bouncing off your dorsi-flexed feet rather than gath-
ering yourself and jumping.

• Jog down the hill for recovery.

• Repeat using your left leg as the hopping leg.
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Single	Leg	Kangaroo	Hops

• Stand in an upright position  on your right foot with your right 
knee soft and very slightly bent. Hold your left leg up behind you.

• Quickly drop your right hip  and rapidly explode forward. 
Swing your arms forcefully up and forward.

• At your apex or the highest point of your jump, cycle your 
right under your hips as in a cycling or running motion.

• Focus on jumping forward as far as possible.

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed (toes up) throughout this drill.

• Land on the ball of your dorsi-flexed right foot under your 
center of gravity and very quickly spring forward again using the 
same cycling or rotary motion  with your feet and legs.

• Keeping going for about 30 meters.

• Focus on springing off your dorsi-flexed feet rather than gath-
ering yourself and jumping.

• Repeat using your left leg as the hopping leg.
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Single	Leg	Drop	and	Runs

• Stand on your right foot on a 
box or bench of between 16 to 24 
inches in height. Hold your left 
foot up behind your body.

• Drop off the front edge of the 
bench with your right foot. Don’t 
jump off, just drop off the front 
edge.

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed 
(toes up position) throughout this 
drill.

• Land on the ball of your dorsi-
flexed right foot and very quickly 
spring forward as far as possible.

• Focus on bouncing or spring-
ing forward as far  and quickly 
as possible rather than gathering 
yourself and jumping forward.

• Immediately after your forward 
bounce, sprint explosively for-
ward for 30 meters.

• Repeat 10 times.

• Repeat this drill using your left 
leg as your working leg.
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Single	Leg	Lateral	Hop	and	
Runs

• Stand on your right foot in an up-
right position with your right knee 
soft and very slightly bent. Hold 
your left foot up behind your body.

• Quickly drop your right hip and 
rapidly explode upward and to the 
right.  

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed (toes 
up) throughout this drill.

• Land on the ball of your dorsi-
flexed right foot under your center 
of gravity and very quickly bounce 
as far as possible to the left.

• Keep repeating this motion for 
about 30 seconds.

• After 30 seconds, explode force-
fully forward and sprint for about 
30 meters.

• Focus on springing off your dor-
si-flexed feet rather than gathering 
yourself and jumping.
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Double	Leg	Tuck	Jumps

• Stand in an upright position  on your right foot with your right 
knee soft and very slightly bent. Hold your left leg up behind you.

• Quickly drop your right hip and rapidly explode forward. 
Swing your arms forcefully up and forward. 

• At the apex or highest point of your jump, pull you knees up 
toward your chest, grab your knees with your hands and release 
for your landing.

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed (toes up) throughout this drill.

• Land on the balls of your dorsi-flexed feet under your center of 
gravity and very quickly explode upward again.

• Focus on springing off your dorsi-flexed feet rather than gath-
ering yourself and jumping.

• Repeat for about 30 seconds.
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Single	Leg	Zig	Zag	Hops

• Stand in an upright position  on 
your right foot with your right knee 
soft and very slightly bent. Hold 
your left leg up behind you.

• Quickly drop your right hip and 
rapidly explode forward and diago-
nally to the right. 

• Focus on jumping diagonally as 
far as possible.

• Keep your feet dorsi-flexed (toes 
up) throughout this drill.

• Land on the ball of your dorsi-
flexed right foot under your center 
of gravity and very quickly spring 
forward and diagonally to the left.

• Keeping performing this zig zag 
pattern for about 30 meters.

• Focus on springing off your dor-
si-flexed feet rather than gathering 
yourself and jumping.

• Repeat using your left leg as 
your hopping leg.
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Split	Squat	Jump

• Stand in an upright position. Assume a one leg squat stance 
with your right leg flexed at the knee and placed forward with 
your left leg behind your body.

• Lower your right hip and then explosively jump upward off 
your right leg, springing into the air.

• At the apex or highest point in your jump, switch leg positions 
so that your left foot and leg are in front of your right.

• Land in a one leg squat position with your left foot and leg in 
front.

• Immediately spring upward and again switch leg positions at 
the apex of your jump.

• Keep repeating this pattern for about 30 seconds.
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CHAPTER 18
Upper	Body	
Exercises

Do you really need to develop your upper body 
to perform well as a distance runner? Probably 
not, but I am convinced that you do need some 

upper body strength training to reach your peak poten-
tial. Your upper body strength contributes significantly to 
your overall stride mechanics. Your arm action, shoulder 
strength and upper body posture all play a role in generat-
ing power and efficiency in your stride. In addition to stride 
mechanics and power, a strong upper body will fatigue less 
quickly during long races. Wouldn’t you like to avoid those 
sore and weary shoulders during the final miles of your 
marathons?

There are other reasons I think you should perform up-
per body strength training on a consistent basis. You al-
ways want to maintain a good balance in body strength. 
You are already working your core and lower body, so to 
maintain proper balance you really need to do some upper 
body work. Upper body strength is also critical for weight 
loss and overall fitness.

You neither need nor want to look like Charles Atlas in 
your upper body, but including some upper body strength 
training in your routine will help insure peak performance, 
good muscle balance and a high level of overall fitness.
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Basic	Level

• Bent Knee Push Ups - This modified push up is a good starting 
point if you are currently unable to complete a regular push up.

• Bench Push Ups - The incline position of these push ups make 
them a bit easier than standard push ups.

• Push Ups - The classic push up. Be sure you keep your body 
in a straight and neutral position.

• Bench Dips - You can use the bleachers at your area track, a 
sturdy chair or a bench to perform this basic bench dip exercise 
that is mostly for developing your triceps.

• Triceps Push Ups - This is a combination exercise that will 
place more emphasis on your triceps than a standard push up.

• Chin Up Hangs - Chin ups develop your upper back, shoul-
ders and biceps. Start with this modified exercise if you can’t do 
a regulation chin up.

• Pull Up Hangs - This is another modified exercise you can 
start with to develop your strength to the point that you can do 
a standard pull up.

• Biceps Side Pulls - A good body weight biceps alternative if you 
don’t have access to a bar or structure for chin ups.

Intermediate/Advanced	Level

• Decline Push Ups - The decline position of these push ups add 
a significant degree of difficulty. You can use bleachers, a bench 
or step for this exercise.

• Twist and Reach - This is a basic push up with a twist that 
works your shoulder rotation and core strength.

• Single Clap Push Ups - This intermediate level exercise re-
quires strength, power, speed and coordination.

• Double Clap Push Ups - A more advanced version of the single 
clap pushups. 

• One Arm Push Ups - This advanced push up not only works 
your shoulders and chest but also develops your core strength.
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• Dive Bomber Push Ups - This one looks easy but is deceptive-
ly difficult. This is a great upper body exercise that works your 
chest, shoulders, triceps and core.

• Bengal Push Ups - A Bengal push up is very similar to dive 
bomber push ups but includes more range of motion in your 
shoulders and rotator cuff.

• Chin Ups - Chins up are very good upper back and biceps 
exercises.

• Pull Ups - Pull ups are better at developing your upper back 
when compared to chin ups but are less effective at biceps de-
velopment.

• Biceps Supine Pulls - A very effective exercise if you can find 
an appropriate sturdy bench, step or shelf.

• One Arm Bench Dips - An advanced version of standard bench 
dips.

• Bench Dip Power Ups - This advanced bench dip exercise de-
velops your triceps and shoulder power.

• V-Shoulder Press - Your shoulders can be tough to work us-
ing body weight alone. This is one of the few effective body weight 
shoulder press exercises.

• Handstand Shoulder Press - This is a more advanced and dif-
ficult body weight shoulder press exercise, but it is also very ef-
fective.
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Bent	Knee	Push	Ups

• Position your body face down on the ground with your weight 
supported on your hands and on your bent knees.

• Don’t arch or sway your back. Your hands and arms should be 
about shoulder width apart.

• Slowly roll forward on your knees and drop your upper body 
towards the ground until your chest nearly touches the ground.

• Push yourself back up to your starting position.

• You can make this exercise more difficult by beginning with 
your legs in a more extended or straight position.
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Bench	Push	Ups

• Begin this exercise with your upper body supported by your 
hands and extended arms on a bench or step of 16 to 24 inches 
in height. Your body should be straight with your lower body 
supported on the ground by your toes.

• Don’t arch or sway your back. Your hands and arms should be 
about shoulder width apart.

• Slowly lower your upper body until your chest nearly touches 
the bench or step.

• Push yourself back up to your starting position.
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Push	Ups

• Begin face down on the ground with your upper body sup-
ported by your hands and extended arms. Your lower body is 
supported on your toes.

• Don’t arch or sway your back. Your hands and arms should be 
about shoulder width apart.

• Slowly lower your upper body until your chest nearly touches 
the ground.

• Push yourself back up to your starting position.
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Decline	Push	Ups

• Begin this exercise with your upper body supported by your 
hands and extended arms on the ground. Your body should be 
straight with your lower body supported by your toes on a bench 
or step of 16 to 24 inches in height.

• Don’t arch or sway your back. Your hands and arms should be 
about shoulder width apart.

• Slowly lower your upper body until your chest nearly touches 
the ground.

• Push yourself back up to your starting position.
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Twist	and	Reach

This is a variation on a basic push up that adds in 
shoulder rotation training as well as core strength training.

• Begin by performing a basic push up. Start face down on the 
ground with your upper body supported by your hands and ex-
tended arms. Your lower body is supported on your toes.

• Don’t arch or sway your back. Your hands and arms should be 
about shoulder width apart.

• Slowly lower your upper body until your chest nearly touches 
the ground.

• Push yourself back up to your starting position.

• Now rotate your body to the right and reach up as far as pos-
sible with your right hand.

• Return to the starting position and repeat this exercise twist-
ing to the left and reaching with your left hand.

• Repeat until you reach a moderate level of fatigue.
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Single	Clap	Push	ups

• Begin face down on the ground with your upper body sup-
ported by your hands and extended arms. Your lower body is 
supported on your toes.

• Don’t arch or sway your back. Your hands and arms should be 
about shoulder width apart.

• Slowly lower your upper body until your chest nearly touches 
the ground.

• Powerfully push yourself away from the ground and quickly 
clap your hands together once before landing back in your start-
ing position.
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Double	Clap	Push	Ups

• Begin face down on the ground with your upper body sup-
ported by your hands and extended arms. Your lower body is 
supported on your toes.

• Don’t arch or sway your back. Your hands and arms should be 
about shoulder width apart.

• Slowly lower your upper body until your chest nearly touches 
the ground.

• Powerfully push yourself away from the ground and very 
quickly clap your hands together twice before landing back in 
your starting position.
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One	Arm	Push	Ups

• Begin face down on the ground with your upper body sup-
ported by your hands and extended arms. Your lower body is 
supported on your toes.

• Spread your legs so that your feet are shoulder width apart or 
more to provide a solid base.

• Place your left arm behind your back. Your upper body should 
be supported only by your right arm and hand.

• Slowly lower your upper body and at the same time rotate 
your body slightly to the right until the right side of your chest 
nearly touches the ground.

• Using only your right arm, push yourself back to your starting 
position.

• Repeat using your left arm.
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Dive	Bomber	Push	Ups

• Begin in a pike position with 
your feet spread side and your 
arms about shoulder width 
apart and placed in front of 
your body.

• Drop your head and upper 
body forward and towards the 
ground by bending or flexing 
your elbows.

• Arch your back and contin-
ue to drive your upper body down and low along the ground in a 
“dive bomber” motion.

• In the same continuous motion push your upper body by 
straightening your arms in a push up motion and arch your head  
and upper body up. Keep your core and hips low to the ground 
with your back arched smoothly.

• Now perform the same motion in reverse back to your pike 
starting position.
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Bengal	Push	Ups

This exercise is similar to the 
dive bomber push up with one 
big difference. Instead of revers-
ing your motion in the second 
phase of this exercise, you im-
mediately raise your hips back 
up to the starting position.

• Begin in a pike position with your 
feet spread side and your arms about shoulder width apart and 
placed in front of your body.

• Drop your head and upper body forward and towards the 
ground by bending or flexing your elbows.

• Arch your back and continue to drive your upper body down 
and low along the ground in a “dive bomber” motion.

• In the same continuous motion raise your hips back into your 
starting pike position.

• Keep following this smooth and continuous motion to your 
desired fatigue level.
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Bench	Dips

• Begin in a face up posi-
tion with your upper body 
supported by your extended 
arms and hands on a bench 
and your lower body sup-
ported by your heels on the 
ground.

• Keeping your legs extend-
ed, drop your hips toward 
the ground by allowing your 
arms to flex at the elbow.

• Control this downward 
movement using your triceps 
muscles on the back of your 
upper arm.

• Return to your starting 
position by extending your 
arms. Focus on driving your body up using your triceps muscles.
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Bench	Dip	Power	Ups

• Begin in a face up position with 
your upper body supported by 
your extended arms and hands on 
a bench and your lower body sup-
ported by your heels on the ground.

• Keeping your legs extended, 
drop your hips toward the ground 
by allowing your arms to flex at the 
elbow.

• Control this downward move-
ment using your triceps muscles on 
the back of your upper arm.

• Return to your starting position 
by extending your arms using a very powerful motion. Try to 
actually “throw” your upper body completely above the bench. 
Focus on driving your body up using your triceps muscles.
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One	Arm	Bench	Dips

• Begin in a face up posi-
tion with your upper body 
supported by your extended 
right arm and hand on a 
bench and your lower body 
supported by your heels on 
the ground.

• Keeping your legs extend-
ed, drop your hips toward 
the ground by allowing your 
right arm to flex at the elbow.

• Control this downward 
movement using your triceps 
muscles on the back of your 
right upper arm.

• Return to your starting 
position by extending your right arm. Focus on driving your body 
up using your triceps muscles.

• Repeat until you reach full fatigue.
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Triceps	Push	Ups

• Begin face down on the floor in a basic push up position with 
your body straight, your arms fully extended and your lower body 
supported by your toes.

• Move your hands close together until they are almost touching 
under your chest.

• Keeping your elbows tight against your side, lower your body 
by bending your elbows until your chest nearly touches the 
ground.

• Push yourself back up to your starting position by extend-
ing your arms using your triceps. Be sure to keep your elbows 
against  your side.

• Keep your back straight and your head up throughout this 
exercise.
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Chin	Up	Hangs

• This is a good beginning lev-
el exercise to build up sufficient 
strength to do a full chin up.

• Hold a bar or branch with an 
closed grip (palms facing towards 
your body) and in a full chin up 
position with your elbows fully 
flexed. You may need the assis-
tance of a stool, step ladder or a 
helpful close friend to get your-
self in this position.

• Hold yourself in this position 
for as long as possible. When you 
begin to lose strength, don’t sud-
denly drop to the ground. Instead 
try to maintain your position and 
very slowly lower yourself to the 
ground.

• Use any structure you can 
find, but make sure it is strong 
enough to carry your weight. 
These photos show a strong tree 
branch
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Pull	Up	Hangs

• This is a good exercise to build 
up sufficient strength to do a full 
pull up.

• Hold a bar or branch with an 
open grip (palms facing away from 
your body) and in a full pull up 
position with your elbows fully 
flexed. You may need the assis-
tance of a stool, step ladder or a 
helpful close friend to get yourself 
in this position.

• Hold yourself in this position 
for as long as possible. When you 
begin to lose strength, don’t sud-
denly drop to the ground. Instead 
try to maintain your position and 
very slowly lower yourself to the 
ground.
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Biceps	Side	Pulls

• This exercise, while not quite as effective as the others listed 
here, is a good alternative if you don’t have access to an appropri-
ate structure for chinning exercises

• Lie on your left side with your hips and knees very slightly 
flexed.

• Place your left arm under your left leg with your left hand 
holding your upper left leg just above your knee.

• Now pull your upper body up to the right side using your 
biceps muscle by driving your left elbow into the ground and 
strongly flexing your elbow.

• Slowly return to your starting position.

• Switch sides and repeat this exercise using your right arm.
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Chin	Ups

• Grab a bar or branch with an 
closed grip (palms facing towards 
your body).

• Pull yourself up until your chin 
is just above the level of the bar or 
branch.

• Slowly return to your starting 
position.

• Be sure the structure you use 
for this exercise is sturdy enough 
to support your weight.

• Focus on pulling up with your 
biceps and upper back.
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Pull	Ups

• Grab a bar or branch with 
an open grip (palms facing 
away from your body).

• Pull yourself up until your 
chin is just above the level of 
the bar or branch.

• Focus on squeezing your 
shoulder blades together and 
pulling with your upper back.

• Slowly return to your start-
ing position.

• Be sure the structure you 
use for this exercise is sturdy 
enough to support your weight.

• Use whatever structure you 
can in the area. In these photos 
a deck facing is used. Be sure 
to test the structure for suffi-
cient strength.
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Biceps	Supine	Pulls

• This biceps exercise will give you a burn like no other if you 
can find an appropriate structure to use. You will need a sturdy 
bench, step or shelf that is about 3 to 4 feet off the ground. These 
photos show the use of the underside of deck stairs.

• Lie in a supine position and grab the edge of the shelf with a 
closed grip (hands facing towards your body).

• Your hands should be held at roughly head height.

• Keeping your hands high and your body straight, lift your up-
per body up by flexing your elbow using your biceps.

• Keep your hands high and your elbows pointing up. Don’t pull 
down with your hands and shoulders. All of the motion should be 
at your elbow joint using your biceps muscle.

• Slowly lower yourself back to the starting position.
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V-Shoulder	Press

• Begin in a pike position with your feet supported on a bench 
or bleachers and your upper body supported by your extended 
arms and hands on the ground.

• While maintaining a pike position slowly lower your head and 
upper body towards the ground.

• Push your upper body back up into your starting pike posi-
tion.

• Repeat until you reach your desired level of fatigue.
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Handstand	Shoulder	Press

• Begin in a handstand position while supporting your balance 
against a wall, fence or tree.

• While maintaining a handstand position slowly lower your 
head and upper body towards the ground.

• Push your upper body back up into your starting position.

• Repeat until you reach your goal fatigue level.
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CHAPTER 19
Basic	Strength	For	

Recreational		
Runners

Are you are a beginning runner or a more experi-
enced recreational runner that is new to strength 
training? If so, this is a good plan to start with. 

This plan will gradually improve your general base of 
strength before adding in some beginning level running 
specific strength exercises.

This basic level plan will begin to build your strength 
and power as well as help make you more injury resis-
tant. This beginning plan will also prepare you for more 
advanced strength training plans.

• Goal - Basic running strength for recreational and fitness 
runners.

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Four week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - One of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Low to Moderate

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - About 1 Minute
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Four	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Core  Crunch

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Alphabet Drill

Lunge Lunge

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Double Straight Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups 
Bench Dips

Chin Up Hangs

Core  Crunch
Oblique Crunch

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Alphabet Drill

Lunge Lunge
Side Lunge

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Double Straight Leg Raise
Reverse Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups 
Bench Dips

Chin Up Hangs

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Alphabet Drill

Lunge Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Double Straight Leg Raise
Reverse Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls

Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups 
Bench Dips

Pull Up Hangs

Core Oblique Crunch
Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Alphabet Drill

Lunge Lunge
Side Lunge

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Double Straight Leg Raise
Reverse Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls
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Weekly	Maintenance

Follow this two session weekly schedule to maintain 
your current level of fitness or move on to more advanced 
plans to improve your strength and fitness.

Session 1- Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups 
Bench Dips

Chin Up Hangs

Core  Crunch
Oblique Crunch

Foot and Ankle Alphabet Drill

Lunge Lunge
Side Lunge

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Double Straight Leg Raise
Reverse Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups 
Triceps Push Ups

Pull Up Hangs

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull

Lunge Walking Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Double Straight Leg Raise
Reverse Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Double Leg Reach
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CHAPTER 20
Advanced	Strength	

For		
Recreational		
Runners

This is an advanced strength training program for 
recreational runners with some strength training 
experience. If you already have at least a moder-

ate base of strength built up this is a good starting point. 
This is also a good strength program for recreational run-
ners that have completed the basic strength program. 

• Goal - Advanced running strength for recreational and fitness 
runners.

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Four week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - One of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - About 1 Minute
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Four	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Up Hangs

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Alphabet Drill

Lunge Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Double Straight Leg Raise

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Pull Up Hangs
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Alphabet Drill

Lunge Walking Lunge

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Reverse Leg Raise

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Hamstring Curls Prone Swimmers

Hip Abduction Leg Sweeps
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Triceps Push Ups
Pull Up Hangs

Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Alphabet Drill
Heel Walking

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Squat Single Leg Bench Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Y Leg Raise

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hamstring Curls Prone Swimmers

Hip Abduction Hip Shrugs

Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body  Push Ups
Chin Ups

Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Oblique Lunge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Squat Single Leg Bench Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Oblique Reverse Leg Raise

Knee Extension Knee extension Step Down

Hamstring Curls Double Leg Reach

Hip Abduction Hip Rolls
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Weekly	Maintenance

Follow this two session weekly schedule to maintain 
your current level of fitness or move on to more advanced 
plans to improve your strength and fitness.

Session 1- Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups 
Bench Dips

Chin Ups

Core  Crunch
Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge

Squat Single Leg Bench Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Double Straight Leg Raise

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups 
Triceps Push Ups

Pull Up Hangs

Core Oblique Crunch
Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Supine Runners

Knee Extension Knee Extension Step Down

Hamstring Curls Double Leg Reach
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CHAPTER 21
Basic	Strength	For		

Competitive		
Runners

Reaching your peak as a competitive runner 
requires more than endurance, speed and stam-
ina. You also need strong, resilient muscles to 

improve your running strength, power, running econo-
my and injury resistance. This basic level program for  
beginning to intermediate level competitive runners will 
improve your running strength, making you a more effi-
cient and successful runner.

• Goal - Basic running strength for competitive runners. 
Improve your running strength, power, running economy and 
injury resistance.

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Six week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - One of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - About 1 Minute
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Six	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Up Hangs

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Alphabet Drill

Lunge Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Double Straight Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants
Leg Sweeps

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Hip Extension Hip Kickback

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Pull Up Hangs
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Basic Plank
Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Heel Walking

Lunge Walking Lunge

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Reverse Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Prone Swimmers

Hip Abduction Hip Shrugs

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Hip Extension Hip Rollback

Step Ups Bench Step Ups
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Triceps Push Ups
Pull Up Hangs

Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Core Intermediate Plank
Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Squat Single Leg Bench Squats

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Y Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Prone Swimmers

Hip Abduction Hip Rolls

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Hip Extension Two Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Decline Push Ups
Chin Ups

Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Core Intermediate Plank
Side Plank

Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Squat Single Leg Bench Squats

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Oblique Reverse Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Double Leg Reach

Hip Abduction Hip Rolls

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension Two Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups
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Week 5 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Decline Push Ups
Chin Ups

Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Bench Dip Power Ups

Core Intermediate Plank
Side Plank

Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Oblique Lunge

Squat Single Leg Bench Squats

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Oblique Reverse Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Abduction Hip Rolls

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension Two Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Plyometrics Double Leg Vertical jump
Bounding
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Week 6 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Decline Push Ups
Pull Ups

Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Bench Dip Power Ups

Core Intermediate Plank
Side Plank

Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Box Drill

Lunge Walking Lunge
Stride Lunge

Squat Single Leg Bench Squats

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Dynamic Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Abduction Hip Rolls

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Knee Extension Step Down

Hip Extension One Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Plyometrics Double Leg Vertical Jump
Double Leg Forward Hop

Bounding
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Weekly	Maintenance

Continue and maintain your strength training with this 
two session weekly maintenance schedule. Perform each 
session once per week.  

Session 1 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body  Dive Bomber Push Ups
Pull Ups

Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Core Intermediate Plank
Side Plank

Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Box Drill

Lunge Walking Lunge
Stride Lunge

Squat Single Leg Bench Squats

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Dynamic Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Abduction Hip Rolls

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension One Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Plyometrics Double Leg Vertical Jump
Double Leg Forward Hop

Bounding
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Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Chin Ups

Biceps Side Pulls
Bench Power Ups

Core Intermediate Plank
Inch Worm

Roman Twist

Foot and Ankle Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Towel Pull

Lunge Oblique Lunge
Reverse Oblique Lunge

Squat One Leg Squat to Stride Ups

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Supine Runners

Hamstring Curls Single Leg Reach

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides

Knee Extension Knee Extension Step Down

Hip Extension One Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Plyometrics One Leg Hops in Place
Double Leg Lateral Hops

Double Leg Kangaroo Hops
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Since you’re a competitive runner you are 
probably already following a periodized  

running plan� A periodized schedule uses one of 
several schemes that break up your  

training into specific areas of emphasis�  This 
basic level strength training plan uses a  

periodization scheme that begins with more  
basic and stable exercises� It then progresses 
to more running specific and less stable exer-
cises as your strength improves� If you design 
your own strength training plan, be sure you 
use some sort of periodization scheme that  

allows your muscles, mind and body to  
gradually adapt and strengthen� That will 

provide you with a safe and  
effective distance runners strength training 

plan�
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CHAPTER 22
Advanced	Strength	

For			
Competitive	
Runners

As an advanced competitive runner you are prob-
ably performing high mileage workouts, high in-
tensity training runs and full effort races on a 

consistent basis. Strong muscles will help you perform 
better, recover faster and avoid many injuries. This sched-
ule is for advanced runners that have a substantial base 
of strength and are prepared for higher intensity strength 
training. 

• Goal - Advanced running strength for competitive runners. 
Improve your running strength, power, running economy and 
injury resistance.

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Six week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - One or two of each exercise. One set is best for most 
runners. Some advanced runners may benefit from two sets 
during the first 50% to 75% of their training cycle.

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate to High

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds to 1 
minute.
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Six	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Pull Ups
V-Shoulder Press
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Heel Walking

Lunge Walking Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Double Straight Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants
Leg Sweeps
Hip Shrugs

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Hip Extension Hip Kickback

Step Ups Bench Step Ups
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Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Decline Push Ups
Bench Dips

Pull Ups
V-Shoulder Press
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Intermediate Plank
Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Heel Walking

lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Side Lunge

 Reverse Oblique Lunge

Squat Single Leg Bench Squats

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Reverse Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Prone Swimmers

Hip Abduction Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension Hip Rollback

Step Ups Bench Step Ups
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Single Clap Push Ups
Bench Dips

Pull Ups
V-Shoulder Press
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Intermediate Plank
Side Plank

Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Box Drill

Lunge Stride Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Squat One Leg Squat to Power Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Y Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Double Leg Reach

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Hip Roll Strides

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension Two Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups
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Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Triceps Push Ups

Chin Ups
Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Core Advanced Plank
Inch Worm
Crab Walk

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Box Drill
Barefoot Strides

Lunge Stride Lunge
Walking Duck Lunge

Squat Balance Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Oblique Reverse Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Side Star

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension One Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Power Ups
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Week 5 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Double Clap Push Ups

Pull Ups
Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Core Advanced Plank
Side Plank

V-Up

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Lateral Hill Drill
Barefoot Strides

Lunge Stride Lunge
Dragon Walk Lunge

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Dynamic Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Single Leg Reach

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Bench Hip Abduction

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension Two Leg Bench Bridge

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics Double Leg Forward Hops
Bounding

One Leg Hops in Place
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Week 6 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Double Clap Push Ups

Pull Ups
Biceps Side Pulls

Handstand Shoulder Press

Core Advanced Bench Plank
Advanced Bench Side Plank

Inch Worm

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Bench Drops
Barefoot Strides

Lunge Walking Lunge
Power Lunge

Squat One Leg Balance squat to Power Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Dynamic Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Assisted Hamstring Curl

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Advanced Hip Bench Drops

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Knee Extension Step Down

Hip Extension One Leg Bench Bridge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics Single Leg forward Hops
Single Leg Zig Zag Hops

Bounding
Drop & Runs
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Weekly	Maintenance

Continue and maintain your strength training with this 
two session weekly maintenance schedule. Perform each 
session once per week with at least two days between ses-
sions.

Session 1 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Bench Power Ups

Pull Ups
Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Core Advanced Bench Plank
Advanced Bench Side Plank

Inch Worm

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Bench Drops

Barefoot Strides

Lunge Stride Lunge
Dragon Walk Lunge

Squat One Leg Balance squat to Power Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Dynamic Leg Raise

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Advanced Hip Bench Drops

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension One Leg Bench Bridge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics Single Leg forward Hops
Single Leg Zig Zag Hops

Bounding
Drop & Runs
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Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Triceps Push Ups

Pull Ups
Biceps Side Pulls

Handstand Shoulder Press

Core Advanced Bench Plank
V-Up

Crab Walk

Foot and Ankle Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Strides

Lunge Walking Lunge
Power Lunge

Squat Extended Leg Squat

Calf Raise Calf Raise Stride

Leg Raise Supine Runners

Hamstring Curls Assisted Hamstring Curl

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Lateral Hill Run

Knee Extension Knee Extension Step Down

Hip Extension One Leg Bench Bridge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics One Leg Hops in Place
Single Leg Lateral Hop and Runs

Double Leg Tuck Jumps
Double Leg Kangaroo Hops
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Many advanced competitive runners think that 
their already high intensity running workouts 

do a sufficient job of improving their  
muscular strength� While it’s true that high 
intensity hill running and speed training help 

build your running strength, they aren’t quite 
enough to maximize your performance and 

minimize your risk of injury�

Following this advanced general purpose 
strength training plan or one similar to it will 
build and maintain your muscular strength and 

resiliency throughout your running season�
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CHAPTER 23
Basic	Core	Strength	

Training

Every so often a new fitness buzz word appears 
that really takes hold and becomes a part of ev-
eryday fitness lingo. Functional fitness is one of 

those words. Functional fitness is a popular new way to 
describe what used to be called goal specific or event spe-
cific fitness. As a runner, functional fitness would describe 
running specific strength, flexibility and endurance.

A big part of functional fitness is core strength. Func-
tional fitness begins with strong core muscles. Your core 
muscles are the stabilizing muscles of your trunk and hip. 
These muscle groups include the well known rectus abdom-
inis or “six-pack” muscle, internal and external obliques, 
(on both sides of your rectus abdominis), transverse ab-
dominis (deep stabilizing ab muscle), hip flexor muscles, 
hip extensor muscles, hip abductor muscles and that other 
famous muscle – your gluteus maximus (butt muscles).

Your core muscles are important for running specific 
strength because they provide a strong stable base to sup-
port the movements of your legs and arms. They transfer 
power from your core to your hard working leg muscles. A 
stronger core means more power transfer potential. If your 
core is weak, less power will be transferred and your stride 
will be less stable. Precious energy will be wasted with side 
to side and vertical movements.
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This is a basic level strength training plan that is de-
signed to improve the strength of your core muscles and 
provide a solid base to support your distance running ac-
tivities. While this plan focuses on the major core mus-
cles of your abdominal area it also includes exercises that 
strengthen the support muscles in your hips.

• Goal - Basic core strength

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Four week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - One of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds to 
one minute.

You’ll see many of these core strength exercises 
used in other types of training plans� That’s 

because they are multi joint and multi function 
in nature� They strengthen your core along with 
other functional running specific movements and 

motions�
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Four	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Core Basic Plank
Crunch

Sit Up

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants
Leg Sweeps

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Lunges Lunge

Hip Extension Hip Kickback

Squats Squats

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Core Basic Plank
Crunch

Oblique Crunch
Sit Up

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants
Leg Sweeps
Hip Shrugs

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Lunges Lunge
Side Lunge

Oblique Lunge

Hip Extension Hip Rollback

Squats Single Leg Bench Squats
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Core Intermediate Plank
Side Plank

Runners Twist
Kneeling Walkout

Hip Abduction Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Lunges Walking Lunge
Side Lunge

Oblique Lunge

Hip Extension Two Leg Hip Bridge

Squats One Leg Squat to Stride Up

Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Core Intermediate Plank
Side Plank

Runners Twist
Kneeling Walkout

Roman Bench

Hip Abduction Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Hip Roll Strides

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Lunges Walking Lunge
Side Lunge

Oblique Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Hip Extension Two Leg Hip Bridge

Squats Balance Squat
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Weekly	Maintenance

Continue and maintain your strength training with this 
two session weekly maintenance schedule. Perform each 
session once per week.  

Session 1 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Core Advanced Plank
Side Plank

Runners Twist
Kneeling Walkout

Crab Walk

Hip Abduction Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Hip Roll Strides

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Lunges Walking Lunge
Side Lunge

Hip Extension Two Leg Hip Bridge

Squats Balance Squat

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Core Advanced Plank
Side Plank

Roman Bench
Inch worm

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Leg Sweeps

Step Ups Balance Bench Stride Ups

Lunges Oblique Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Hip Extension Two Leg Hip Bridge

Squats One Leg Squat to Stride Up
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CHAPTER 24
Advanced	Core	

Strength	Training

As an advanced runner you already have well de-
veloped leg muscles with strong, power producing 
hamstrings, robust supportive quadriceps and 

hardy speed building calf muscles. Sounds like your body 
is ready to produce new PR’s each time out. Or is it? Obvi-
ously you need those powerful leg muscles to perform well 
as a distance runner, but are you missing an important 
link in your strength chain? Always keep in mind that your 
leg and arm muscles don’t operate independently. They are 
part of a connected chain of muscles. If you have any weak 
links, your entire system could break down.

One of my favorite songs as a child was “Dem Bones” by 
James Weldon Johnson. It’s a long song, so I won’t repeat 
all of the lyrics here, but the basics of the song are: the toe 
bones connected to the foot bone, the foot bones connected 
to the ankle bone, the ankle bones connected to the leg 
bone, the leg bones connected to the thigh bone, the thigh 
bones connected to the hip bone .... well, you get the idea.

While the terms used in this song aren’t always anatom-
ically correct, the meaning of them are. All of your bones 
and muscles are connected and ultimately meet in the cen-
ter of your body - your core. No matter how strong your leg 
muscles are, if your core muscles aren’t strong enough to 
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support the repeated high intensity strides involved in dis-
tance running, your mechanics will eventually break down 
and your performance will suffer.

This training program will improve both the endurance 
and overall strength of your core muscles. It will provide 
you with a strong, solid anchor for both your lower and up-
per body muscles, improving your endurance, speed and 
power. 

• Goal - Advanced core strength

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Four week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - One of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate to high

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds

Core training involves more than just your  
abdominal muscles� Hip, pelvic and lower back 

muscles are also important core muscles� Don’t 
rely on standard crunches� Include exercises that 

use your core muscles in more functional and  
running specific ways�
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Four	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Core Basic Plank
Crunch

Oblique Crunch
Sit Up

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants
Leg Sweeps

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Lunges Lunge
Side Lunge

Reverse Lunge

Hip Extension Hip Kickback
Hip Rollback

Squats Single Leg Bench Squat

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Core Intermediate Plank
Crunch

Oblique Crunch
Runners Twist
Roman Bench

Hip Abduction Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Lunges Walking Lunge
Side Lunge

Reverse Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Hip Extension Two Leg Hip Bridge

Squats One Leg Squat to Stride Up
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Core Advanced Plank
Side Plank

Runners Twist
Roman Bench Twist
Kneeling Walkout

Inch Worm
Crab Walk

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Side Star

Step Ups Balance Bench Stride Ups

Lunges Bench Lunge
Walking Duck Lunge

Reverse Oblique Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Hip Extension One Leg Hip Bridge

Squats Balance Squat

Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Core Advanced Bench Plank
 Advanced Bench Side Plank

Runners Twist
Roman Bench Twist
Kneeling Walkout

Inch Worm
Crab Walk

V-Up

Hip Abduction Bench Hip Abduction
Advanced Hip Bench Drops

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Lunges Stride Lunge
Side Walking Duck Lunge

Power Lunge

Hip Extension Two Leg Bench Bridge

Squats One Leg Balance Squat to Stride Up
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Weekly	Maintenance

Continue and maintain your strength training with this 
two session weekly maintenance schedule. Perform each 
session once per week.  

Session 1 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Core Advanced Bench Plank
 Advanced Bench Side Plank

Runners Twist
Roman Bench Twist

Hip Abduction Bench Hip Abduction
Advanced Hip Bench Drops

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Lunges Stride Lunge
Side Walking Duck Lunge

Power Lunge

Hip Extension One Leg Bench Bridge

Squats Extended Leg Squat

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Core Kneeling Walkout
Inch Worm
Crab Walk

V-Up

Hip Abduction Lateral Hill Run
Side Star

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Lunges Walking Lunge
Dragon Walk Lunge

Reverse Oblique Lunge

Hip Extension Steep Hill Sprints

Squats One Leg Balance Squat to Power Up
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CHAPTER 25
Basic	Speed		
Development

Speed isn’t a one dimensional running attribute. 
Your running speed is determined by a combina-
tion of your muscle strength, muscle elasticity, 

neuromuscular conditioning, stride length and stride rate. 
If you want to improve your running speed you will need 
to improve at least one or, ideally, all five of those physical 
characteristics. 

Increasing your muscular strength and elasticity will 
improve the power of your muscles to produce strength very 
quickly and efficiently. Both your speed and your speed en-
durance will improve. That may seem like all you need for 
speed but there are a couple of other important aspects of 
running speed. One is your neuromuscular conditioning. 
That is a measure of how efficiently and quickly your cen-
tral nervous system communicates with your muscles. Im-
proving your neuromuscular conditioning will make your 
muscles more responsive. A high level of neuromuscular 
conditioning will make your running feel easier, almost like 
you are on autopilot. 

The final components of your running speed are stride 
length and stride rate. To maximize your speed you will 
want to cover as much ground as possible with each stride. 
That doesn’t necessarily mean longer physical strides, it 
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means spending more time in the air and eating up more 
ground with each stride. What’s the difference between 
a long physical stride and long air time? A long physi-
cal stride insinuates a long loping stride with a hard heel 
strike. Long air time means more forward motion and less 
ground time while using a more compact, efficient stride 
with a forefoot or flat footed ground strike. A shorter, more 
efficient stride will avoid any braking effect and will allow 
you to move smoothly and powerfully forward with little 
interruption in your forward motion. A more compact and 
powerful stride will also allow you to run with the recom-
mended high stride rate of 90 strides or more per minute.

This basic level speed development strength plan will 
improve your muscle strength through base strength train-
ing and running specific training. Plyometrics are included 
to increase your muscle elasticity and neuromuscular con-
ditioning as well as your running “air time” and stride rate.   
The additional core strength exercises will give your hard 
working leg muscles a strong “anchor” to further improve 
your speed and endurance.

• Goal - Basic running speed development

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Six week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - One of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds
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Six	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Up Hangs

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Alphabet Drill

Lunge Lunge

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls

Hip Extension Hip Kickback

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Pull Up Hangs
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Alphabet Drill
Heel Walking

Lunge Walking Lunge

Squat Single Leg Bench Squat

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Prone Swimmers

Hip Extension Hip Rollback

Step Ups Bench Step Ups
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body  Decline Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Ups
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Squat Single Leg Bench Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Double Leg Reach

Hip Extension Two Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body  Decline Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Ups
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Stride

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Bench Lunge

Squat One Leg Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Extension One Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Balance Bench Stride Ups
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Week 5 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Pull Ups

Biceps Side Pulls

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Stride

Lunge Stride Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Bench Lunge

Squat Balance Squat
One Leg Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise Calf Raise Stride

Hamstring Curls Single Leg Reach

Hip Extension Two Leg Bench Bridge

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics Bounding
Double Leg Vertical Jump

One Leg Hops in Place

Week 6 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Pull Ups

Biceps Side Pulls

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Stride

Lunge Power Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Bench Lunge

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise Calf Raise Stride

Hamstring Curls Assisted Hamstring Curl

Hip Extension One Leg Bench Bridge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics Bounding
Double Leg Forward Hops

One Leg Hops in Place
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Weekly	Maintenance

Continue and maintain your strength training with this 
two session weekly maintenance schedule. Perform each 
session once per week.  

Weekly Maintenance - Session 1
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Pull Ups

Biceps Side Pulls

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Stride

Lunge Power Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Bench Lunge

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise Calf Raise Stride

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Extension One Leg Bench Bridge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics Bounding
Single Leg Forward Hops

One Leg Hops in Place
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Weekly Maintenance - Session 2
Type Exercises

Upper Body Single Clap Push Ups
Chin Ups

Biceps Side Pulls

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Stride

Lunge Stride Lunge
Oblique Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Power Up

Calf Raise Calf Raise Stride

Hamstring Curls Assisted Hamstring Curl

Hip Extension Steep Hill Sprints

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics Bounding
Double Leg Kangaroo Hops
Double Leg Drop and Runs

Your maintenance schedule will do a good job 
of maintaining your strength level for a period 

of time or through your race season� If you want 
to further improve your strength, it’s time to 

move on to a more advanced plan�
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CHAPTER 26
Advanced	Running	

Velocity		
Development

Your running speed, or more specifically your run-
ning velocity, is the final result of your fitness lev-
el in a number of systems. Your running velocity 

is the product of the forward distance you eat up with each 
stride, your stride rate and your forward momentum. If you 
run with quicker strides, increase the distance covered with 
each stride and become more efficient at maintaining your 
forward momentum you will improve your running velocity.

Why running velocity and not running speed? These 
two terms are closely related with one important difference. 
Speed refers to how fast you are moving in any direction 
while velocity refers to how fast you move in one direction. 
You can actually have a high degree of speed and not move 
forward at all. For example you might move quickly forward 
and then quickly back to your starting position. You moved 
at a high rate of speed but you had zero velocity. Maximiz-
ing your velocity depends upon every movement you make 
efficiently propelling you away from your starting position.

Why is this difference between speed and velocity im-
portant to you as a distance runner? Obviously, you aren’t 
going to be jumping forward and backward in your next 5K, 
but there are a number of stride characteristics that waste 
your forward momentum, including poor core strength, 
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inadequate hip abduction strength and over striding. Low 
levels of core strength and hip abductor strength can cause  
more of a lateral motion that wastes your forward momen-
tum. Over striding or heel striking creates a braking effect 
that also destroys your forward momentum and decreases 
your running velocity.

Many of your high intensity interval workouts and hill 
training sessions help increase your running velocity but 
those running workouts aren’t enough. You also need some 
speed specific strength training to maximize your running 
velocity.

This speed and velocity building strength training plan 
is designed for advanced runners that already have a good 
base of strength built up and are conditioned for higher 
intensity strength training and plyometrics.

• Goal - Advanced running velocity development

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Six week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - One to two of each exercise. One set is sufficient for 
most distance runners. If you are a highly advanced runner, 
two sets may help further your running specific strength gains 
early in your training cycle. All distance runners should stick 
with one set late in the training cycle and during heavy race 
periods.

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate to High

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds
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Six	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Ups

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking

Lunge Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls

Hip Abduction Hip Shrugs

Hip Extension Hip Kickback

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Your velocity training program will be safer and 
more efficient if you follow a periodized program 
beginning with more general and stable exercises, 

progressing to more running specific exercises with 
less stability�
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Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Decline Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Ups
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Intermediate Plank
Runners Twist

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Squat Single Leg Bench Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Prone Swimmers

Hip Abduction Hip Rolls

Hip Extension Hip Rollback

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body  Single Clap Push Ups
Bench Dips

Pull Ups
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Advanced Plank
Roman Bench

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Strides

Lunge Bench Lunge
Stride Lunge

Squat One Leg Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Double Leg Reach

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides

Hip Extension Two Leg Hip Bridge

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Step Ups Balance Bench Stride Ups

Plyometrics Bounding
Double Leg Vertical Jump
Double Leg Forward Hop
Double Leg Lateral Hop
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Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Bench Dip Power Ups

Pull Ups
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Advanced Plank
Side Plank
Inch Worm

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Stride

Lunge Power Lunge
Walking Duck Lunge

Squat Balance Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Side Star

Hip Extension One Leg Hip Bridge

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Downhill Running

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics Bounding
One Leg Hops in Place

Single Leg Vertical Jump
Single Leg Forward Hop
Single Leg Lateral Hops
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Week 5 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Double Clap Push Ups
Bench Dip Power Ups

Pull Ups
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Advanced Plank
Side Plank

V-Up

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Stride

Lunge Power Lunge
Walking Duck Lunge

Side Walking Duck Lunge

Squat One Leg Squat to Power Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Single Leg Reach

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Bench Hip Abduction

Hip Extension Two Leg Bench Bridge

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Downhill Running

Step Ups  Alternating Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics Bounding
Squat Jumps

Single Leg Vertical Jump
Single Leg Forward Hop
Single Leg Lateral Hops
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Week 6 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
One Arm Push Ups

Bench Dip Power Ups
Pull Ups

Biceps Side Pulls

Core Advanced Bench Plank
Side Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Stride

Lunge Power Lunge
Walking Duck Lunge
Dragon Walk Lunge

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise Calf Raise Stride

Hamstring Curls Assisted Hamstring Curl

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Bench Hip Abduction

Hip Extension One Leg Bench Bridge

Knee Extension Knee Extension Step Downs
Downhill Running

Step Ups  Alternating Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics Bounding
Squat Jumps

Drop and Runs
Single Leg Kangaroo Hops

Double Leg Tuck Jumps
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Weekly	Maintenance

Continue and maintain your strength training with this 
two session weekly maintenance schedule. Perform each 
session once per week.  

Weekly Maintenance - Session 1
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Bench Dip Power Ups

Pull Ups
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Advanced Bench Plank
Side Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Stride

Lunge Power Lunge
Reverse Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Reverse Oblique Lunge

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Power Up

Calf Raise Calf Raise Stride

Hamstring Curls Assisted Hamstring Curl

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Advanced Hip Bench Drops

Hip Extension One Leg Bench Bridge

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Knee Extension Step Downs

Step Ups  Alternating Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics Bounding
Squat Jumps

Single Leg Drop and Runs
Single Leg Forward Hops
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Weekly Maintenance - Session 2
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
One Arm Push Ups

Bench Dip Power Ups
Pull Ups

Biceps Side Pulls

Core Advanced Bench Plank
Roman Bench Twist

Runners Twist

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Stride

Lunge Power Lunge
Walking Duck Lunge
Dragon Walk Lunge

Squat Extended Leg Squat

Calf Raise Calf Raise Stride

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Bench Hip Abduction

Hip Extension One Leg Bench Bridge

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Downhill Running

Step Ups  Alternating Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics Bounding
Single Leg Kangaroo Hops

Double Leg Tuck Jumps
Single Leg Lateral Hop and Runs
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CHAPTER 27
Achilles	Tendonitis		

Prevention

Achilles tendonitis or tendinopathy is both liter-
ally and figuratively the Achilles’ heel of distance 
runners. The term, Achilles’ heel has become a 

popular way to refer to a point of weakness. It got it’s name 
courtesy of the mythological character, Achilles. According 
to the myth, Achilles’ mother held him by his heel and im-
mersed him in the magical River Styx, which was supposed 
to make him invincible. The magic worked and Achilles did 
become bulletproof except for where his mother held him 
by the heel. Achilles was later struck by an arrow in his un-
protected heel, killing him instantly; thus the term Achilles’ 
heel came to be.

Achilles tendonitis is truly a distance runners Achilles’ 
heel because, even though the affected area is relatively 
small, its effect on your running and training can be sig-
nificant. Every stride you take can place up to 12 times 
your body weight on your Achilles tendon, which is the 
connection between your heel and the powerful running 
and jumping muscles  in your calf. Because your Achilles 
tendon does such a large amount of work when running, 
any injury to that area can  wreak havoc with your training 
and running.
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Achilles tendonitis is a term that describes one or both 
of the following Achilles tendon injuries:
• Peritendonitis - This condition is an inflammation of the 
sheath and tissues that surround your Achilles tendon, rather 
than an injury to the tendon itself.

• Tendinosis - This is an injury to the actual tendon structure 
characterized by tendon degeneration and poor circulation.

Achilles tendonitis can become a chronic condition if 
not dealt with in its early stages. The best way to deal with 
Achilles tendonitis is to avoid it entirely. While that may 
seem a bit simplistic and idealistic there are steps you can 
take to avoid this common running injury. Exercises that  
strengthen and stretch your running specific movements 
and motions that involve your foot, lower leg and Achilles 
tendon will help prevent this common and often debilitat-
ing injury.

• Goal - Prevention of Achilles tendonitis

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Four week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - Two of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate to high

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds
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Four	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Foot and Ankle Alphabet drill
Towel Pull

Core Basic Plank
Inch Worm

Lunges Lunge

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Reverse Downhill Walking

Foot and Ankle Alphabet drill
Towel Pull

Heel Walking

Core Basic Plank
Inch Worm

Lunges Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Reverse Downhill Walking

Foot and Ankle Alphabet drill
Towel Pull

Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Core Intermediate Plank
Inch Worm

Lunges Walking Lunge
Reverse Lunge
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Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Calf Raise Stride
Reverse Downhill Walking

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Heel Walking

Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Strides

Core Intermediate Plank
Inch Worm

Lunges Walking Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Reverse Oblique Lunge

Maintaining flexibility and full natural range of 
motion is an important part of Achilles tendonitis 
prevention� While some of these strength exercises 

also improve your flexibility, you should still 
include a proper warm up and cool down with pre 
workout dynamic drills and post workout static 

cool down stretches with focus on lower leg 
range of motion�
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Weekly	Maintenance

Continue and maintain your strength training with this 
two session weekly maintenance schedule. Perform each 
session once per week.  

Session 1 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Calf Raise Stride
Reverse Downhill Walking

Foot and Ankle Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Strides

Core Advanced Plank
Inch Worm

Lunges Walking Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Calf Raise Stride
Reverse Downhill Running

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Heel Walking

Barefoot Strides

Core Advanced Plank
Inch Worm

Lunges Walking Duck Lunge
Reverse Oblique Lunge
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CHAPTER 28
Iliotibal	Band		
Syndrome		
Prevention

Iliotibial band syndrome (ITBS) is a rather unique but 
common running injury. It’s one of the more com-
mon running injuries because the mechanics of run-

ning place a lot of stress on your Iliotibial band (ITB). ITBS 
is a unique running injury because the actual cause of the 
injury is not usually located in the same place as it’s as-
sociated pain and discomfort.

Your Iliotibial band, which is also known as Iliotibial 
tract or Maissiat’s band, is a thick, fibrous band that trav-
els down the lateral or outer side  of your thigh from  your 
tensor fascia lata, gluteus maximus and gluteus medius 
muscles, down the side of your knee to your tibia. You prob-
ably are already very familiar with your gluteus maximus 
or “butt muscle”. Your gluteus medius is a slightly smaller 
muscle that is located underneath and slightly superior to 
your gluteus maximus. Your tensor fascia lata muscle is lo-
cated on the lateral side of your hip just in front of your hip 
bone. Each of those muscle provide a number of services 
but when combined with your Iliotibial band their primary 
duty is to abduct your leg or move your leg laterally away 
from the midpoint of your body at your hip. If you were to 
lie on your side and raise your leg away from your body you 
would be abducting your hip and leg. 

Anatomically speaking, abduction is the primary pur-
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pose of your ITB, but as a runner your ITB fills an even 
more important role. It controls the adduction of your thigh 
which is the opposite of abduction. You are adducting your 
leg at the hip when you move your leg towards the mid line 
of your body.  During the foot strike and stance phase of 
your running motion your foot pronates or rolls inwards 
slightly. At the same time your lower leg rotates inward or 
in a counter clockwise direction. That combination of foot 
pronation and inward tibial rotation causes your leg to ad-
duct at the hip. Your hip abductor muscles and your ITB 
team up to control and stop that hip adduction motion. 

You can see that your ITB is doing a tremendous amount 
of work with each running stride you take but that isn’t all 
it’s doing. During that same foot strike and stance phase of 
your running cycle your ITB is performing another critical 
function. It’s preventing the opposite side of your hip from 
collapsing downward. Without the support of the ITB on 
your foot strike side, your opposite hip would dip down and 
your stride would collapse. The ITB on your support side 
is keeping your pelvis stable and keeping your stride even 
and strong.

The pain associated with ITBS is usually located on 
the outside of your knee. Since all of the muscular work 
is performed at or near your hip you’re probably wonder-
ing why the pain is at your knee. That’s one of the things 
that makes ITBS a unique injury. The pain can be located 
in the hip area due to a condition called greater trochanter 
bursitis but that is an associated problem - not a true case 
of Iliotibial band syndrome. The outside of your knee takes 
the lion’s share of the pain because the ITB rubs over the 
epicondyle of your femur (bony knob on the outside of your 
knee).  The constant friction leads to irritation and pain at 
the point of contact.

Your ITB doesn’t always pass over your epicondyle. 
When your leg is straight your ITB passes in front of your 
epicondyle. As you flex your knee your ITB passes over 
your epicondyle. It is the repeated flexing and straighten-
ing of your knee that creates the friction and irritation of 
ITBS. When your leg is flexed more than about 30 degrees 
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the ITB travels behind your epicondyle. Most studies agree 
that your ITB rubs against your epicondyle when your leg 
is flexed between 20 and 30 degrees. A study from the Aus-
tralian Institute of Sport1 found that the friction occurred 
at an average of 21.4 degrees of flexion.

Avoiding	Iliotibial	Band		
Syndrome

You can’t avoid flexing your knee during your running 
stride unless you’re using the Frankenstein technique, so 
is there any way to avoid ITBS? You may not be able to 
completely avoid all friction caused by your ITB but you 
can take steps to minimize the problems caused by it.

The first and most important step you should take is to 
strengthen your hip abductor muscles.  If your hip abduc-
tors are weak your ITB will need to work harder to take up 
the slack. A 2005 study at Stanford University2 found that 
“...weakness or inhibition of the lateral gluteal muscles is a 
causative factor ...When these muscles do not fire properly 
throughout the support phase of the running cycle, there is 
a decreased ability to stabilize the pelvis and eccentrically 
control femoral abduction.” To make up for that weakness 
some of your other muscles must try to compensate which 
can lead to excessive tightness in your ITB and an increase 
in the friction between your ITB and your knee.

You can strengthen your hip muscles by simply per-
forming side lying leg raises in which you lay on your side 
and slowly raise your leg away from your body. You see 
this exercise performed in gyms every day, but that simple 
exercise isn’t running specific. As a runner you want to 
strengthen your muscles using more running specific mo-
tions and exercises. This strength training plan includes  a 
series of exercises that will get your hip abductors in top 
running condition.

1 Biomechanics of iliotibial band friction syndrome in runners, Orchard JW, Fricker 
PA, Abud AT, Mason BR, Sports Science and Sports Medicine Centre, Australian Institute of 
Sport, AM J Sports Med. 1996 May - June;24(3):375-9

2 Iliotibial band syndrome in runners; innovations in treatment, Fredericson M, Wolf 
C, Stanford University School of Medicine and Stanford University Cross-Country and Track 
Teams, Sports Med. 2005;35(5):451-9
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Stride	Mechanics

Strong hip abductor muscles will help you avoid ITBS 
but you can also take some other measures to help you 
avoid this injury, including tweaking your stride and being 
careful how and where your run. A number of studies in-
cluding the Stanford University and Australian Institute of 
Sport investigations found that faster running is less likely 
to cause or aggravate ITBS because at foot strike the knee 
is flexed beyond the angle at which friction occurs. Can you 
adjust your stride to avoid that angle even when running 
more slowly? In many cases you can by eliminating over 
striding. When you over stride your foot strike is in front 
of your body and your knee is less flexed. Your  foot strike 
should always be directly under your center of gravity with 
more flexed knee. Not only is that type of foot strike more 
efficient and economical but you will avoid ITBS and other 
repetitive motion injuries.

Another possible reason that faster running is less like-
ly to cause ITBS is associated with ground contact time. 
When you run faster your ground contact time decreases. 
Less ground contact time can mean less stress on your ITB 
because you “spring” off your foot more quickly and less 
leg abduction takes place. When you run, concentrate on 
dorsi flexing your foot so that  you are able to use your calf 
muscle elasticity with greater efficiency and decrease both 
your ground contact time and the stress on your ITB.

Where you run can also play a role in ITBS.  Running on 
a short track with tight corners places much more stress 
on the ITB of your inside leg because you lean towards 
that leg. The inside lean places more stress on your ITB 
as it is forced to work harder to prevent excessive adduc-
tion of that leg. If you consistently run on a track try to 
reverse directions frequently. Many track runners have 
chronic problems with ITBS in their left leg because of the 
“requirement” of running in a counter clockwise direction 
on a track.

In addition to the exercises intended to strengthen your  
hip abductor muscles, this plan includes some workouts 
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and exercises that will increase your power, decrease your 
ground contact time and improve your running mechanics.

• Goal - Prevention of iliotibial band syndrome

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Four week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - Two of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate to high

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds

One hidden and often ignored cause or aggrava-
tion of ITBS is frequent running on a slanted 

surface� Most modern paved roads are pitched 
slightly to the outside to allow for proper wa-
ter runoff� Constantly running on those slightly 
slanted surfaces can cause or aggravate ITBS� 
Try to avoid running on those slanted surfaces� 
If you must run on them, alternate the side of the 
road that you run on so you give each leg a break 

from that constant lateral stress�
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Four	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants
Hip Shrugs
Leg Sweeps

Core Basic Plank

Hip Extension Hip Kickback

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Leg Sweeps

Core Basic Plank
Side Plank

Hip Extension Hip Rollback

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot walk
Medial Foot Walk

Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Hip Roll Strides
Leg Sweeps

Core Intermediate Plank
Side Plank

Hip Extension Two Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Strides
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Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Hip Roll Strides
Leg Sweeps

Side Star

Core Intermediate Plank
Side Plank

Hip Extension One Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups  Alternating Bench Power Ups

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Strides

Plyometrics Double Leg Forward Hops
Double Leg Lateral Hops
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Weekly	Maintenance

Continue and maintain your strength training with this 
two session weekly maintenance schedule. Perform each 
session once per week.  

Session 1 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Hip Roll Strides
Leg Sweeps

Side Star

Core Advanced Plank
Side Plank

Hip Extension One Leg Bench Bridge

Step Ups  Alternating Bench Power Ups

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Strides

Plyometrics Single Leg Forward Hops
Single Leg Lateral Hops

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Hip Abduction Leg Sweeps
Side Star

Bench Hip Abduction
Advanced Hip Bench Drops

Lateral Hill Run

Core Advanced Plank
Side Plank

Hip Extension Steep Hill Sprints

Step Ups Balance Bench Stride Ups

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Strides

Plyometrics Single Leg Lateral Hop and Runs
Single Leg Zig Zag Hops
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CHAPTER 29
Plantar	Fasciitis		

Prevention

As a child I spent hours reading and rereading all 
of the popular  fairy tales. One of them, The Prin-
cess and the Pea by Hans Christian Andersen, 

has always reminded me of a very common running injury; 
plantar fasciitis. Just to refresh your memory, The Princess 
and the Pea is a story about a young women who seeks 
shelter in a prince’s castle on a stormy night. The prince’s 
mother decides to test the young women’s claim that she 
is a princess by placing a pea in her bed, covered by 20 
mattresses and featherbeds. The women suffers a sleepless 
night because of the discomfort from the pea, proving she 
was indeed a princess.

The reason that folktale reminds me of plantar fasciitis 
is because the source of this irritating injury is very small 
in size but the effects can be huge and long lasting. Plan-
tar fasciitis is an inflammation of the thick fibrous band 
that travels from your heel to your toes along the bottom of 
your foot. Your plantar fascia originates on your calcaneus 
or heel bone. The inflammation is caused by the repetitive 
stresses, or more accurately, the reaction of your muscles, 
foot structure and plantar fascia to the repetitive stresses 
of distance running. The pain from plantar fasciitis is typi-
cally felt on the bottom of your foot, just in front of your 
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heel bone and is usually worse upon getting out of bed in 
the morning.

While the size of the affected area is relatively small, the 
pain caused by this injury can range from mildly annoying 
to a debilitating level. It can be a mild, short term problem 
or a long term, chronic injury that throws a big monkey 
wrench into your training program and running goals.

Developing a plan to help prevent this pesky injury be-
gins with understanding the cause. You probably already 
know that the root cause is your foot’s reaction to the re-
petitive foot strikes of distance running. But why does your 
foot react with injury and inflammation? Why do some run-
ners have chronic problems with plantar fasciitis while oth-
ers never encounter this particular running injury? I think 
the answer lies with the strength and conditioning of the 
muscles that act on your foot.

Ultimately, plantar fasciitis is caused by your plantar 
fascia absorbing excessive stress. It is either stretched fur-
ther or faster than it is able to handle. One of the primary 
causes of that over stretching is over pronation or a roll-
ing inwards and flattening out of the arch of your foot. If 
you could find a way to control over pronation you would 
eliminate a major cause of plantar fasciitis. Well, I have 
good news. You can control over pronation by strengthen-
ing the muscles that play that very role. Two major muscles 
that provide significant arch supports and control exces-
sive pronation are your tibialis posterior and tibialis ante-
rior muscles. You can strengthen these muscles by plantar 
flexing your ankle (calf raises) and by inverting your foot 
(rolling your foot inward or lateral foot walks).

Those two major muscles aren’t the only ones involved 
in plantar fasciitis. Your other ankle flexor muscles and the 
muscles that flex your toes also play an important role. An-
other often ignored muscle is your peroneus longus, which 
everts your foot as well as flexing your ankle. You can 
strengthen this muscle by performing medial foot walks. 

Even some muscles that have nothing to do with ankle 
strength, such as your hip abductors, can contribute to the 
incidence of plantar fasciitis. If your hip abductor muscles 
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are weak their ability to control impact on your legs is com-
promised and more stress is transmitted to your foot.

Excessive pronation isn’t the only cause of plantar fas-
ciitis. Your ability to dorsi flex your ankle (raise the front of 
your foot up) also plays a role. A study performed at Virgin-
ia Commonwealth University recruited 50 volunteers with 
uni-lateral plantar fasciitis. The researchers concluded 
that “The risk of plantar fasciitis increases as the range of 
ankle dorsi flexion decreases.”1 Ankle dorsiflexion is an im-
portant part of your running stride because it allows your 
body to pass efficiently over your foot. If your ankle does 
not dorsiflex sufficiently your foot compensates by “unlock-
ing” its mid tarsal joint. The resulting increased foot motion 
causes excessive pronation and can result in plantar fasci-
itis problems. How do you increase your range of ankle dor-
si flexion? By strengthening your ankle dorsiflexor muscles 
with strength training and increasing the flexibility of your 
calf muscles with dynamic and static stretching.

This strength training plan will focus on increasing the 
strength of the muscles involved in controlling pronation 
but also includes exercises to improve the strength of your 
hip abductors, ankle plantar flexor and dorsi flexor mus-
cles.

In addition to the listed strength exercises be sure to fo-
cus on calf stretches during your post workout cool down.

• Goal - Prevention of plantar fasciitis

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Four week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - Two of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate to high

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds

1 Risk Factors for Plantar Fasciitis: A Matched Case-Control Study, The Journal of 
Bone and Joint Surgery 85:872-877 (2003)
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Four	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Foot and Ankle Alphabet drill
Towel Pull

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants
Leg Sweeps

Core Basic Plank
Inch Worm

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Foot and Ankle Alphabet drill
Towel Pull

Heel Walking

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Leg Sweeps
Hip Shrugs

Core Basic Plank
Inch Worm

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Foot and Ankle Alphabet drill
Towel Pull

Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Leg Sweeps
Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Core Intermediate Plank
Inch Worm

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Reverse Downhill Walking
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Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Foot and Ankle Alphabet drill
Towel Pull

Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Box Drill
Barefoot Strides

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Core Intermediate Plank
Inch Worm

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Calf Raise Stride
Reverse Downhill Walking
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Weekly	Maintenance

Continue and maintain your strength training with this 
two session weekly maintenance schedule. Perform each 
session once per week.  

Session 1 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Foot and Ankle Alphabet drill
Heel Walking

Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Box Drill
Barefoot Strides

Hip Abduction Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Hip Roll Strides

Core Advanced Plank
Inch Worm

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Reverse Downhill Walking

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Heel Walking

Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Lateral Hill Drill
Barefoot Strides

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Leg Sweeps

Side Star

Core Advanced Plank
Inch Worm

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Calf Raise Stride
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CHAPTER 30
Runner’s	Knee		
Prevention

Runners’s knee is another one of those general 
terms that are used to refer to a group of symp-
toms rather than one specific injury. When you 

hear the term, runner’s knee, you’re probably alluding to a 
knee injury that is characterized by one or more of the fol-
lowing symptoms:

• Pain under or around your kneecap

• Gradual onset of symptoms

• Crunching or cracking sensation in your knee

• Knee weakness or tendency to collapse or give way

• Slight swelling around your knee

• Pain becomes worse when running

• Pain increased after running downhill

• Pain worsens after sitting for long periods of time

If you are suffering from several of these symptoms you 
might have a case of runner’s knee or what is now more ac-
curately called patellofemoral pain syndrome (PFPS). 
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In the past, PFPS has been called chondromalachia, 
anterior knee pain and good old runner’s knee. True chon-
dromalachia is damage to the back surface of your knee 
cap. Chondromalachia has taken the brunt of the blame for 
PFPS in the past because it has been assumed that the pain 
of PFPS was caused by chondromalacia’s characteristic de-
terioration of the back surface of your knee cap. We now 
know that while chondromalachia is one potential cause of 
PFPS, most runners with PFPS don’t have any damage to 
the rear surface of their knee cap. There are several other 
more likely causes of PFPS that are related to abnormal 
kneecap tracking caused by anatomical problems, muscle 
weakness, muscle imbalance or poor flexibility.

The most common anatomical cause of PFPS is some-
thing called a “Q” angle. Your Q angle is the angle of your 
femur as it travels from your knee to your hipbone. Wider 
hips result in a larger Q angle which tends to cause your 
kneecap to mis-track to the outside. Since most women 
have genetically wider hips than men, this explains why 
PFPS strikes women more often than men.

There are four primary muscles that make up the quad-
riceps group on the front of your thigh. These muscles are 
responsible for extending your knee and flexing your hip. 
The four muscles are called rectus femoris, vastus latera-
lis, vastus medialis and vastus intermedius. Your vastus 
medialis attaches to the inside of your knee cap and places 
pull up and to the inside. Your vastus lateralis attaches 
to the outside of your knee cap and pulls up and to the 
outside. If both of these muscles are in balance you get a 
balanced, even pull on your knee cap and it tracks properly 
and smoothly. The problem is that many runners have a 
vastus medialis muscle that is relatively weak in relation 
to their vastus lateralis, which results in a stronger pull 
on your kneecap to the outside. This mis-tracking of your 
knee cap is a common cause of PFPS.

To help prevent PFPS you ideally want your knee cap 
to track smoothly and in line. That requires a balance in 
strength between your vastus medialis and vastus lateralis 
muscles. You can accomplish that by performing knee ex-
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tension exercises, squats, lunges and step ups. 
Excessive pronation can also cause or aggravate PFPS 

because your knee tends to rotate inward during excessive 
pronation. That inward rotation also causes your knee cap 
to become mis-aligned. So, it is also important to strength-
en both your foot muscles and hip abductor muscles to 
help prevent over pronation.

This strength training plan includes knee extension, 
hip abduction and foot strengthening exercises that will 
help keep you away from the misery of PFPS. Don’t forget 
to consistently include both dynamic warm up drills and 
static cool down stretches to keep your flexibility up to par.

• Goal - Prevention of runner’s knee or PFPS

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Four week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - Two of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate to high

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds
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Four	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants
Leg Sweeps

Lunges Lunge

Squats Squats

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Alphabet drill
Towel Pull

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift
Two Leg bench Knee Extension

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Leg Sweeps
Hip Shrugs

Lunges Walking Lunge
Side Lunge

Squats Single Leg Bench Squat

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Alphabet drill
Towel Pull

Heel Walking
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift
Two Leg bench Knee Extension

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Leg Sweeps
Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Lunges Walking Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Squats One Leg Squat to Stride Up

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift
One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Knee Extension Step Downs

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Leg Sweeps
Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Lunges Walking Lunge
Stride Lunge

Squats One Leg Squat to Power Up
Balance Squat

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Strides
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Weekly	Maintenance

Perform each maintenance session once per week.  

Session 1 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift
One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Knee Extension Step Downs
Downhill Running

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Leg Sweeps
Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Lunges Walking Lunge
Stride Lunge

Squats One Leg Squat to Power Up
Balance Squat

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Strides

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift
One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Knee Extension Step Downs
Downhill Running

Hip Abduction Bench Hip Abduction
Hip Shrugs
Hip Rolls

Lunges Reverse Lunge
Side Lunge

Squats Extended Leg squat

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Strides
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CHAPTER 31
Shin	Splint		
Prevention

It’s the words that I dread and yet have become very 
accustomed to hearing – Coach; I have a pain in my 
lower leg! I dread hearing those words because shin 

splints, an injury to the muscles, connective tissues, fascia 
or bones of your lower leg are a potentially chronic injury 
that is, for the most part an avoidable problem. Shin splints 
have nearly reached epidemic proportions among distance 
runners. Some researchers have estimated that as many as 
one in five of today’s distance runners have various degrees 
of shin splint injuries. There are few runners that have not 
felt that unwelcome ache on the front of their shins. In fact, 
most studies agree that from 6% to 16% of all injures re-
ported by runners are shin splints. A recent study reported 
that shin splints are the most common cause of leg injuries 
to athletes of all sports.

Why have shin splints become so prevalent in modern 
runners? Why did runners in the past have fewer prob-
lems with shin splints? I believe the blame can be placed 
squarely on the shoulders of two fairly recent changes in 
the running world – over engineered running shoes and a 
lack of proper conditioning among distance runners.
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What	are	Shin	Splints?

Before we get into the causes of shin splints, it might 
be a good idea to clarify exactly what shin splints are and 
what they aren’t. In the past, shin splints was a generic 
term used to refer to virtually any pain or injury in the 
lower leg. They were loosely organized into one of several 
categories that described the location of the injury. The 
categories were called anterior (front of leg), posterior (back 
of leg), medial (inside of leg), and lateral (outside of leg). 

Most athletes and many coaches still use the term “shin 
splints” when describing lower leg injuries, but health pro-
fessionals no longer use the term because it is too vague. 
Shin splints are now separated into 4 categories. The cur-
rent categories are: medial tibial stress syndrome, tibial 
periostitis, anterior compartment syndrome, and stress 
fractures.

Medial	Tibial	Stress	Syndrome

Medial tibial stress syndrome (MTSS) is the most com-
mon form of shin splints. Pain from this injury is located 
along the inner part of your lower leg. The posterior tibial 
muscle is located on the back of your lower leg bone. It 
wraps around the inner part of your ankle and attaches to 
the top of the arch of your foot. A primary function of this 
muscle is to support and hold up the arch of your foot. 
Each stride you take places stress on the tendons and con-
nective tissues of this muscle. The stress travels up the 
muscle to its origin on the back/inside of your lower leg. 
This inside area of the muscle and attachments are where 
the pain of this injury is felt.

Excessive pronation (rolling inward of the foot) is a ma-
jor risk factor for MTSS. When your foot pronates, this 
muscle must work harder to hold up the arch of your foot. 
In addition to excessive pronation, other risk factors in-
clude: heel striking, high arches, running on your toes, 
overtraining and running on slanted surfaces. Running on 
hard surfaces can also be a factor, but is not a common 
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cause of this injury. Running on very soft surfaces, such 
as grass or sand, can actually be more of a factor because 
of the potential increase in pronation.

Tibial	Periostitis

There is a covering of the lower leg bone called the peri-
osteum. The impact of your foot striking a very hard run-
ning surface can irritate the front of your shin bones. This 
irritation can be transferred to the periosteum which re-
sults in pain and inflammation. The pain from this form of 
shin splints is usually felt on the front of your shin bone, 
directly under the skin. It usually starts about 3 inches 
above the ankle and extends up the bone for 2 to 3 inches. 
The primary risk factors for this injury are running on hard 
surfaces such as concrete, running with heavy, high im-
pact strides and heel striking.

Anterior	Compartment	Syndrome

The muscles on the front of your lower leg are encased 
within a “compartment” made of membranous walls. As 
you exercise, these muscles can become enlarged as they 
swell with blood. The compartment resists this swelling 
and pressure builds up within the compartment. This re-
stricts blood flow to the muscles, which results in pain. The 
pain is usually located on the front of the lower leg, just to 
the outside of the shin bone. The muscle usually involved 
is the tibialis anterior muscle, which is responsible for flex-
ing or raising the front of your foot.

Risk factors include: overtraining, rapid increases in 
training volume, a small anterior compartment and run-
ning on hard surfaces. In addition, there are mechanical 
risk factors involved. Calf muscles that are too tight will 
cause the muscles on the front of your lower leg to work 
harder to flex your foot. That increases the stress put on 
them and increases the chance of suffering this injury. 
This added stress happens at two phases of your running 
stride. The first is at toe off. Immediately after toe off, your 
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foot  dorsi-flexes so that your toes will clear the ground 
during knee lift. The second is just before, during and just 
after foot contact. At this point, the anterior muscles are 
working to slow down and stop the downward motion of the 
front of your foot.

Runners that over stride or land heavily on their heels 
are especially vulnerable to this injury because the anterior 
muscles must work especially hard to stop the downward 
“slapping” motion of the front of the foot.

Stress	Fractures

Stress fractures are small cracks or micro fractures in 
the lower leg bone. These fractures are caused by the re-
petitive low grade impacts of running and other activities 
such as dancing and aerobics. A couple of theories have 
surfaced to explain why these fractures occur.

• Overload Theory – When muscles contract they pull and put 
stress on the areas in which they connect to the bone. This 
stress may cause the bone to “bend” slightly with each impact. 
It is thought that this repeated bending and straightening may 
cause the cracks to appear.

• Fatigue Theory – As muscles fatigue during exercise they be-
come less efficient at supporting the bones, which is one of their 
functions. The decreased amount of support to the bones may 
be a cause of the stress fractures.

Pain from a stress fracture is usually localized to a 
small portion of the bone. This is opposed to other forms 
of shin splints which are more spread out. Diagnosis of 
a stress fracture should be confirmed with an X-Ray or a 
bone scan. If left untreated, a stress fracture can progress 
to a full fracture.

Causes	of	Shin	Splints

As you have seen, each of the four types of shin splints 
carry their own causes and symptoms. But these are only 
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symptoms. What is really causing the epidemic of shin 
splints? I mentioned earlier that I believe the problem 
starts with lack of conditioning and over protective run-
ning shoes. I developed that opinion though many years of 
coaching and running, but does the scientific community 
agree with me? There isn’t a lot of definitive information 
that points to a direct cause, but some recent studies back 
up the fact that lack of conditioning is a primary cause of 
MTSS.

The primary muscles involved in shin splints are your 
ankle dorsi flexors and plantar flexors. The primary pur-
pose of these muscles are to move your foot away from 
(plantar flex) your shin and towards your shin (dorsi flex). 
That is not their only duty. They get involved in lateral an-
kle motions, rotary ankle motions, foot stabilization and 
also in preventing excessive pronation.

A study done at the Geelong Foot Clinic in Victoria, Aus-
tralia, looked at the conditioning or endurance of the plan-
tar flexor muscles. The researchers found that “…athletes 
with MTSS have endurance deficits of the ankle joint plan-
tar flexor muscles, Rehabilitation of athletes with MTSS 
should comprise training designed to enhance endurance 
of the lower limb musculature, including the ankle joint 
plantar flexors.”1

How did this weakness of lower leg muscles come about 
in today’s distance runners? I think it is at least partially 
caused by the highly marketed and over engineered mod-
ern running shoe. Today’s show manufacturers are con-
stantly pushing the latest shoe that provides tons of cush-
ioning and completely supports your foot. That sounds 
great except for one rather critical thing. The shoes are so 
supportive they are like a cast on your foot. As a result, the 
muscles in your lower leg no longer have a job to do. They 
don’t need to work as hard to stabilize your foot. They do 
less work during your running stride. So, your lower leg 
muscles get weaker and weaker. The result – a higher inci-
dence of shin splints.

1 Endurance of the ankle joint plantar flexor muscles in athletes with medial tibial 
stress syndrome: a case-control study, Madeley LT, Munteanu SE, Bonanno DR, J Sci Med Sport 
2007 Dec: 10(6):356-62
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Reversing	the	Trend

So, how do you stop the shin splint epidemic? There 
is nothing you can do to complete prevent MTSS, but you 
certainly do something to reduce your chances of suffering 
from shin splints. If you strengthen your lower leg muscles 
and improve their endurance you have a great chance of 
eliminating this debilitating injury from your running life.

 Here is a sample strength training plan that will help 
you increase the injury resistance of your lower leg muscles 
and decrease your risk from MTSS. Note that this strength 
training plan focuses solely on prevention of MTSS and 
should be used in conjunction with your general running 
strength training program. This plan concentrates on lower 
leg and foot strengthening but also includes exercises for 
some secondary supporting muscles and motions.

• Goal - Prevention of medial tibial stress syndrome

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Four week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - Two of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate to high

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds
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Four	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Foot and Ankle Alphabet Drill
Barefoot Strides

Core Basic Plank
Inch Worm

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Foot and Ankle Alphabet Drill
Heel Walking

Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot walk
Barefoot Strides

Core Intermediate Plank
Inch Worm

Hip Abduction Hip Shrugs

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Reverse Downhill Walking

Step Ups Bench Step Ups
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Foot and Ankle Alphabet Drill
Heel Walking

Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot walk

Box Drill
Lateral Hill Drill
Barefoot Strides

Core Intermediate Plank
Side Plank
Inch Worm

Hip Abduction Hip Rolls

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Reverse Downhill Walking

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Foot and Ankle Alphabet Drill
Heel Walking

Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot walk

Box Drill
Lateral Hill Drill

Bench Drops
Barefoot Strides

Core Advanced Plank
Advanced Bench Side Plank

Inch Worm

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Reverse Downhill Running

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Plyometrics One Leg Hops in Place
Drop and Runs
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Weekly	Maintenance

Continue and maintain your strength training with this 
two session weekly maintenance schedule. Perform each 
session once per week.  

Session 1 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Foot and Ankle Alphabet Drill
Heel Walking

Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot walk
Barefoot Strides

Core Advanced Plank
Advanced Bench Side Plank

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Plyometrics One Leg Hops in Place
Single Leg Lateral Hop and Runs

Bounding

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Foot and Ankle Box Drill
Lateral Hill Drill

Bench Drops
Barefoot Strides

Core Advanced Plank
Inch Worm

Hip Abduction Side Star

Calf Raise Reverse Downhill Running

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Plyometrics Single Leg Lateral Hops
Single Leg Forward Hops

Bounding
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Strength and conditioning will strengthen your 
foot and lower leg muscles, helping you avoid 
MTSS� You can also improve your foot and  

lower leg strength by running barefoot� 

Barefoot running will allow your foot to work 
the way it was designed� Your foot and lower 

leg muscles will no longer be on vacation� 

You can gradually condition yourself for  
barefoot running by moving from highly  

supportive shoes to running shoes with moderate 
support� Then move on to minimalist shoes and 

finally to barefoot running�
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CHAPTER 32
Strength	Training	
For	Weight	Loss

Every runner took their first running steps for 
a specific reason. Some began running in high 
school as a competitive sport. Others may have 

taken up the sport as a way to relieve stress or increase 
their fitness. One of the most common reasons for run-
ning is to lose or maintain weight. Running burns a lot of 
calories but to increase your calorie burning ability to your 
maximum level you need to build big engines. Your engines 
are your muscles. That is where most of your calories are 
burned. This strength training schedule is designed to in-
crease your muscle mass as well as support your running 
and focuses on major muscle groups

• Goal - To increase lean muscle mass and lose weight

• Frequency - Three sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Four week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - Two of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - High

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - About 1 Minute
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Four	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Up Hangs

Core Basic Plank
Kneeling Walk Out

Lunge Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Hip Extension Hip Kickback

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Pull Up Hangs
Biceps Side Pulls

Core Basic Plank
Kneeling Walk Out

Inch Worm

Lunge Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Side Lunge

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Prone Swimmers

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Hip Extension Hip Rollback

Step Ups Bench Step Ups
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Ups
Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Core Intermediate Plank
Side Plank
Crab Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Squat Single Leg Bench Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Double Leg Reach

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension Two Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Decline Push Ups
Bench Dip Power Ups

Pull Ups
Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Core Advanced Plank
Side Plank

V-Up

Lunge Stride Lunge
Walking Duck Lunge

Squat One Leg Squat to Stride Up
Balance Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension One Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Power Ups
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Weekly	Maintenance

Continue and maintain your strength training with this 
schedule.  Perform each session once per week.  

Session 1 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Bench Dip Power Ups

Pull Ups
Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Core Advanced Plank
Side Plank
Inch Worm

Lunge Stride Lunge
Walking Duck Lunge

Squat One Leg Squat to Stride Up
Balance Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Assisted Hamstring Curl

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension One Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Triceps Push Ups

Chin Ups
V-Shoulder Press

Core Advanced Plank
Roman Bench

Crab Walk

Lunge Reverse Oblique Lunge
Dragon Walk Lunge

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Stride Up
Single Leg Bench Squat

Calf Raise Calf Raise Stride

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension One Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups
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Session 3 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Bench Dip Power Ups

Pull Ups
Biceps Side Pulls
V-Shoulder Press

Core Advanced Plank
Roman Twist

V-Up

Lunge Bench Lunge
Power Lunge

Squat Extended Leg Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hamstring Curls Single Leg Reach

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension One Leg Hip Bridge

Step Ups Bench Power Ups
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CHAPTER 33
Competitive		
Mid	Distance	
Strength

Competing in any mid or long distance race re-
quires both endurance and stamina, but if you 
want to excel in the mid distance events of be-

tween 800 meters and the mile you definitely have a need 
for speed. You not only have a need for speed, but also for 
speed endurance. 

The need for speed endurance is one of the biggest dif-
ferences between the nearly pure speed requirements of 
sprinters and the speed/speed endurance needs of a mid 
distance athlete. A sprinter wants to expend all of their en-
ergy within 100 to 400 meters while a mid distance runner 
must maintain their speed for 800 meters to a mile.

Successfully building both pure speed and speed en-
durance requires muscles that are strong, powerful and 
highly resilient. You also need a highly developed and ef-
ficient neuromuscular system that sends and receives the 
signals from your brain to your muscles at lightning fast 
speeds.

This strength training program focuses on improving 
your strength, power and neuromuscular conditioning 
as well as increasing the resiliency or springiness of your 
muscles. 
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• Goal - Advanced running strength and injury prevention for 
competitive level mid distance runners.

• Frequency - Three sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Six week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - Two of each exercise. While one set is usually suffi-
cient for most distance running events, the strength and power 
requirements of mid distance running is more efficiently ob-
tained through multi set training.

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate to High

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds 

I would suggest avoiding any strength training the 
day before and the day after your weekly or biweekly long 
training run. Below is a chart outlining my suggestions for 
strength training timing during an active, moderate dis-
tance training period.

Recommended Strength Schedule
Running Workout Strength Recommendation

Long Run Avoid Strength training the day 
before, the day of and the day 

after a long run

Tempo Runs, Lactate Threshold 
Training, Speed Workouts

High recommendation for 
strength training after your run

Easy or Recovery Runs Medium recommendation strength 
training after your run

Hill Workouts Low recommendation for 
strength training after your run

Rest Day Low recommendation for 
strength training 

Two Weeks Before Race Two strength workout with  
plyometrics

One Week Before Race One strength workout with plyo-
metrics

Race Week No strength Workout without 
plyometrics. No strength training 

within two days of your race
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Six	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Pull Ups

Bench Dips

Core Intermediate Plank

Lunge Walking Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Pull Dips

V-Shoulder Press
Bench Dips

Core Intermediate Plank
Kneeling Walkout

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Oblique Lunge

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Squat Squats
Single Leg Bench Squat

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hamstring Curls Prone Swimmers
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Pull Ups
Chin Ups

Bench Dips
V-Shoulder Press

Core Advanced Plank
Kneeling Walkout

Inch Worm

Lunge Stride Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Step Ups Balance Bench Stride Ups

Squat Squats
One Leg Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hamstring Curls Double Leg Reach

Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body  Bengal Bomber Push Ups
Pull Ups
Chin Ups

Bench Dips
V-Shoulder Press

Core Advanced Plank
Roman Bench

Inch Worm

Lunge Bench Lunge
Walking Duck Lunge

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Squat One Leg Squat to Power Up
Balance Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Knee extension Step Down

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Plyometrics Bounding
Double Leg Vertical Jump
Double Leg Lateral Hops
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Week 5 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body  Bengal Push Ups
Single Clap Push Ups
Bench Dip Power Ups

Chin Ups
Pull Ups

Core Advanced Plank
Roman Bench twist

Inch Worm

Lunge Stride Lunge
Side Walking Duck Lunge

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Knee Extension Knee extension Step Down
Downhill Running

Hamstring Curls Single Leg Reach

Plyometrics Bounding
Single Leg Forward Hops
Single Leg Lateral Hops

Week 6 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Double Clap Push Ups
Bench Dip Power Ups

Chin Ups
Pull Ups

Core Advanced Plank
V-Up

Kneeling Walk Out

Lunge Power Lunge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Power Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Knee Extension Knee extension Step Down
Downhill Running

Hamstring Curls Assisted Hamstring Curl

Plyometrics Bounding
Double Leg Drop and Runs

Squat Jumps
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Weekly	Maintenance

Follow this three session weekly schedule to maintain 
your current level of fitness or move on to more advanced 
plans to improve your strength and fitness.

Session 1- Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Bench Dip Power Ups

Chin Ups
Pull Ups

Core Advanced Plank
V-Up

Lunge Power Lunge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Power Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Knee Extension Knee extension Step Down
Downhill Running

Hamstring Curls Assisted Hamstring Curl

Plyometrics Bounding
Double Leg Drop and Runs

Squat Jumps

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Double Clap Push Ups
One Arm Bench Dips

Pull Ups

Core Advanced Plank
Inch Worm

Lunge Walking Duck Lunge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Power Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Downhill Running

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Plyometrics Bounding
Double Leg Kangaroo Hops

One Leg Hops in Place
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Session 3 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Bench Dip Power Ups

Handstand Shoulder Press

Core Advanced Plank
Crab Walk

Lunge Power Lunge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Power Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Knee Extension Knee extension Step Down
Downhill Running

Hamstring Curls Single Leg Reach

Plyometrics Bounding
Double Leg Lateral Hop and Runs

Double Leg Zig Zag Hops
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CHAPTER 34
Recreational		

5K	to	Half	Marathon	
Strength

It sounds a bit counter intuitive to call the 5K to half 
marathon events a moderate distance run, but when 
you look all of the possible distance running choices 

from 800 meters to ultra marathons, they do fall right in 
the middle of the road. These moderate distance runs re-
quire a unique combination of speed, stamina and endur-
ance versus the more pure speed endurance of the 800 and 
the greater emphasis of  muscular and metabolic endur-
ance in ultra marathoning. 

To properly prepare for moderate distance runs you 
need to train your muscles for the higher intensity speed 
requirements while still providing some injury resistance 
and muscular endurance. This strength program will help 
you accomplish that.

Is this program for you? If you are a beginning runner 
or if you are an experienced runner entering these races 
for fun, fitness or recreation, this would be a good choice. 
If you goal is to maximize your speed and performance you 
may want to consider the more advanced competitive 5K to 
half marathon program.
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• Goal - Basic running strength and injury prevention for rec-
reational level 5K to half marathon runners.

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Six week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - One of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 1 Minute

I would suggest avoiding any strength training the 
day before and the day after your weekly or biweekly long 
training run. Below is a chart outlining my suggestions for 
strength training timing during an active, moderate dis-
tance training period.

Recommended Strength Schedule
Running Workout Strength Recommendation

Long Run Avoid Strength training the day 
before, the day of and the day 

after a long run

Tempo Runs, Lactate Threshold 
Training, Speed Workouts

High recommendation for 
strength training after your run

Easy or Recovery Runs Medium recommendation strength 
training after your run

Hill Workouts Low recommendation for 
strength training after your run

Rest Day Low recommendation for 
strength training 

Two Weeks Before Race Two strength workout with  
plyometrics

One Week Before Race One strength workout with plyo-
metrics

Race Week No strength Workout without 
plyometrics. No strength training 

within two days of your race
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Six	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Up Hangs

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Alphabet Drill

Lunge Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Double Straight Leg Raise

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Pull Up Hangs

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Alphabet Drill

Lunge Walking Lunge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Reverse Leg Raise

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Hamstring Curls Prone Swimmers

Hip Abduction Leg Sweeps
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Triceps Push Ups
Pull Up Hangs

Chin Ups

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Alphabet Drill
Heel Walking

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Squat Single Leg Bench Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Y Leg Raise

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hamstring Curls Double Leg Reach

Hip Abduction Hip Shrugs

Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body  Dive Bomber Push Ups
Chin Ups

Pull Up Hangs

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Oblique Lunge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Squat Single Leg Bench Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Oblique Reverse Leg Raise

Knee Extension Knee extension Step Down

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Abduction Hip Rolls
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Week 5 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body  Dive Bomber Push Ups
Chin Ups

Pull Up Hangs

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Bench Lunge

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Squat One Leg Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Supine Runners

Knee Extension Knee extension Step Down

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides

Plyometrics Double Leg Vertical Jump

Week 6 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Chin Ups
Pull Ups

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk

Lunge Stride Lunge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Squat One Leg Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Dynamic Leg Raise

Knee Extension Knee extension Step Down

Hamstring Curls Single Leg Reach

Hip Abduction Side Star

Plyometrics Bounding
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Weekly	Maintenance

Follow this two session weekly schedule to maintain 
your current level of fitness or move on to more advanced 
plans to improve your strength and fitness.

Session 1- Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Chin Ups

Bench Dips

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk

Lunge Stride Lunge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Squat One Leg Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Dynamic Leg Raise

Knee Extension Knee extension Step Down

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides

Plyometrics Bounding

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Pull Ups

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Squat Balance Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Supine Runners

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hamstring Curls Single Leg Reach

Hip Abduction Side Star

Plyometrics Double Leg Vertical Jump
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CHAPTER 35
Competitive		

5K	to	Half	Marathon	
Strength

Competing at your maximal level in distances 
ranging from 5K to the half marathon requires 
a high level of strength and conditioning in sev-

eral phases of your running including muscular endur-
ance, muscular strength, muscular power, the resiliency 
or “springiness” of your muscle/tendon units, running 
economy and injury resistance. 

While concurrently training all of those systems may 
seem like a rather daunting task, it’s not as hard as it may 
sound. Improving your running strength with a program 
that includes strength building base training, running spe-
cific strength exercises to improve running movement effi-
ciency and power building plyometrics will get the job done.

This strength plan for competitive runners is a good 
generic plan if you are an experienced competitive runner 
that wants to improve your performance in any distance 
race between 5K and the half marathon. If you are a be-
ginning runner or are running for more recreational goals 
such as fun, weight loss or fitness you may be better suited 
for one of the recreational runner plans.
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• Goal - Advanced running strength and injury prevention for 
competitive level 5K to half marathon runners.

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Six week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - One to two of each exercise. One set is sufficient for 
most runners. Some advanced runners can gain some benefit 
from two sets during the first 50% to 75% of the training cycle.

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate to High

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds to 
one minute.

I would suggest avoiding any strength training the 
day before and the day after your weekly or biweekly long 
training run. Below is a chart outlining my suggestions for 
strength training timing during an active, moderate dis-
tance training period.

Recommended Strength Schedule
Running Workout Strength Recommendation

Long Run Avoid Strength training the day 
before, the day of and the day 

after a long run

Tempo Runs, Lactate Threshold 
Training, Speed Workouts

High recommendation for 
strength training after your run

Easy or Recovery Runs Medium recommendation strength 
training after your run

Hill Workouts Low recommendation for 
strength training after your run

Rest Day Low recommendation for 
strength training 

Two Weeks Before Race Two strength workout with  
plyometrics

One Week Before Race One strength workout with plyo-
metrics

Race Week No strength Workout without 
plyometrics. No strength training 

within two days of your race
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Six	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Pull Ups

Bench Dips

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Heel Walking

Lunge Walking Lunge
Oblique Lunge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Squat Squats

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Double Straight Leg Raise

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Hip Extension Hip Kickback

Hamstring Curls Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Pull Dips

V-Shoulder Press
Bench Dips

Core Intermediate Plank
Kneeling Walkout

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Heel Walking

Lateral Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Oblique Lunge

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Squat Single Leg Bench Squat

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Reverse Leg Raise

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hip Extension Hip Rollback

Hamstring Curls Prone Swimmers

Hip Abduction Leg Sweeps
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Pull Ups
Chin Ups

Bench Dips
V-Shoulder Press

Core Intermediate Plank
Kneeling Walkout

Inch Worm

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Medial Foot Walk

Lateral Foot walk
Box Drill

Lunge Stride Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Step Ups Balance Bench Stride Ups

Squat One Leg Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Oblique Reverse Leg Raise

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Hamstring Curls Double Leg Reach

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrant Wrap Arounds
Hip Rolls
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Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body  Bengal Bomber Push Ups
Pull Ups
Chin Ups

Bench Dips
V-Shoulder Press

Core Advanced Plank
Roman Bench

Inch Worm

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk
Barefoot Strides

Lunge Bench Lunge
Walking Duck Lunge

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Squat Balance Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Supine Runners

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Knee extension Step Down

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Side Star

Plyometrics Bounding
Double Leg Vertical Jump
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Week 5 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body  Bengal Push Ups
Single Clap Push Ups
Bench Dip Power Ups

Chin Ups
Pull Ups

Core Advanced Plank
Roman Bench twist

Inch Worm

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Barefoot Strides
Lateral Hill Drill

Lunge Stride Lunge
Side Walking Duck Lunge

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Squat One Leg Squat to Power Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Dynamic Leg Raise

Knee Extension Knee extension Step Down
Downhill Running

Hamstring Curls Single Leg Reach

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Bench Hip Abduction

Plyometrics Bounding
Double Leg Forward Hops
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Week 6 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Double Clap Push Ups
Bench Dip Power Ups

Chin Ups
Pull Ups

Core Advanced Plank
V-Up

Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Barefoot Strides

Bench Drops

Lunge Power Lunge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Stride Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Dynamic Leg Raise

Knee Extension Knee extension Step Down
Downhill Running

Hamstring Curls Assisted Hamstring Curl

Hip Abduction Advanced Hip Bench Drops

Plyometrics Single Leg Forward Hops
One Leg Hops in Place
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Weekly	Maintenance

Follow this two session weekly schedule to maintain 
your current level of fitness or move on to more advanced 
plans to improve your strength and fitness.

Session 1- Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Chin Ups

Bench Dips

Core Advanced Plank
Roman Bench twist

Inch Worm

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Barefoot Strides
Lateral Hill Drill

Lunge Stride Lunge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Squat One Leg Balance Squat to Power Up

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Dynamic Leg Raise

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Downhill Running

Hamstring Curls Body Weight Good Mornings

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Bench Hip Abduction

Plyometrics Single Leg Forward Hops
One Leg Hops in Place
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Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Pull Ups

Bench Dip Power Ups

Core Advanced Plank
V-Up

Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Heel Walking
Barefoot Strides

Bench Drops

Lunge Power Lunge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Squat Extended Leg Squat

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Leg Raise Supine Runners

Knee Extension Knee extension Step Down
Downhill Running

Hamstring Curls Assisted Hamstring Curl

Hip Abduction Advanced Hip Bench Drops

Plyometrics Bounding
Double Leg Drop and Runs
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CHAPTER 36
Recreational		

Marathon	Runner	
Strength

Marathon training is mostly an endurance event. 
That doesn’t mean that strength isn’t impor-
tant. You need strong, resilient muscles to get 

you through your marathon training and your race with 
minimal risk of injury. 

This strength training plan is designed for recreation-
al level marathon runners. It will build a general base of 
strength before developing your running specific motions 
and movements. The goal of most recreational marathon 
runners is to finish the race strongly and injury free, rath-
er than running for performance or for more competitive 
goals. While this program will improve your performance it 
is primarily intended to reduce your risk of injury. 

Because of the time needed for marathon training  
running workouts, this strength schedule is minimized for 
efficiency. The recommended recovery time between exer-
cises is also decreased to further develop your muscular 
endurance.
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• Goal - Basic running strength and injury prevention for rec-
reational level marathon runners.

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Eight week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - One of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds

I would suggest avoiding any strength training the 
day before and the day after your weekly or biweekly long 
training run. Below is a chart outlining my suggestions for 
strength training timing during an active marathon train-
ing period.

Recommended Strength Schedule
Running Workout Strength Recommendation

Long Run Avoid Strength training the day 
before, the day of and the day 

after a long run

Tempo Runs, Lactate Threshold 
Training, Speed Workouts

High recommendation for 
strength training after your run

Easy or Recovery Runs Medium recommendation strength 
training after your run

Hill Workouts Low recommendation for 
strength training after your run

Rest Day Low recommendation for 
strength training 

Two Weeks Before Marathon One strength workout with  
plyometrics

One Week Before Marathon One strength workout without 
plyometrics

Marathon Week No strength workouts
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Eight	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Up Hangs

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Alphabet Drill

Lunge Lunge

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Up Hangs

Core Basic Plank
Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Heel Walking

Lunge Walking Lunge

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Hip Shrugs

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Triceps Push Ups
Chin Up Hangs

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Oblique Lunge

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Hip Rolls

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Decline Push Ups
Chin Ups

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Hip Rolls

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension
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Week 5 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Triceps Push Ups
Chin Ups

Core Intermediate Plank
Side Plank

Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Oblique Lunge

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Hip Rolls

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Week 6 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Decline Push Ups
Chin Ups

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Stride Lunge

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Knee Extension Step Down
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Week 7 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Triceps Push Ups
Chin Ups

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Stride Lunge

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Knee Extension Step Down

Week 8 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Decline Push Ups
Chin Ups

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Bench Lunge

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Side Star

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Knee Extension Step Down
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Weekly	Maintenance

Continue and maintain your strength training with this 
two session weekly maintenance schedule. Perform each 
session once per week.  Do no strength training during 
your marathon taper schedule.

Session 1 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Triceps Push Ups
Chin Ups

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Stride Lunge

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Decline Push Ups
Chin Ups

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Barefoot Running

Lunge Power Lunge

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Side Star

Knee Extension Knee Extension Step Down
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CHAPTER 37
Competitive		

Marathon	Runner	
Strength

Competitively racing a marathon requires muscles 
that are not only strong and resilient, but also 
have a high degree of endurance and injury resis-

tance. Your running specific endurance requires improve-
ments in your lactate threshold, vVO2 max ( your running 
velocity when you hit your maximum oxygen consump-
tion ), neuromuscular conditioning and metabolic endur-
ance. Your muscular endurance is also an important link 
in your running endurance chain that is mostly improved 
by performing your weekly long endurance training runs. 
You can increase your muscular endurance even more by 
performing a strength training program, similar to this one.

If you are a competitive marathon runner that runs for 
top performance, wants to set a new PR, has a specific time 
goal or competes for top finishing positions, this program 
can be a valuable weapon in your marathon training arse-
nal. This program is similar to the advanced competitive 
strength training plan. This marathon specific plan uses 
fewer exercises so you are able to focus more on your more 
time consuming marathon running workouts. It also incor-
porates a shorter recovery time to maximize the endurance 
building potential of these exercises. Emphasis is on mus-
cular endurance and injury prevention.
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• Goal - Advanced running strength and injury prevention for 
competitive level marathon runners.

• Frequency - Two sessions per week with at least 48 hours 
between sessions.

• Duration - Eight week build up plus a weekly maintenance 
schedule.

• Sets - One of each exercise

• Exercise Fatigue Level - Moderate

• Recovery Time Between Sets and Exercises - 30 seconds

I would suggest avoiding any strength training the 
day before and the day after your weekly or biweekly long 
training run. Below is a chart outlining my suggestions for 
strength training timing during an active marathon train-
ing period.

Recommended Strength Schedule
Running Workout Strength Recommendation

Long Run Avoid Strength training the day 
before, the day of and the day 

after a long run

Tempo Runs, Lactate Threshold 
Training, Speed Workouts

High recommendation for 
strength training after your run

Easy or Recovery Runs Medium recommendation strength 
training after your run

Hill Workouts Low recommendation for 
strength training after your run

Rest Day Low recommendation for 
strength training 

Two Weeks Before Marathon One strength workout with  
plyometrics

One Week Before Marathon One strength workout without 
plyometrics

Marathon Week No strength workouts
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Eight	Week	Build	Up

Week 1 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Up Hangs

Core Basic Plank

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Alphabet Drill

Lunge Lunge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Fire Hydrants

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Week 2 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Push Ups
Bench Dips

Chin Up Hangs

Core Basic Plank
Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Towel Pull
Heel Walking

Lunge Walking Lunge

Step Ups Bench Step Ups

Calf Raise Two Leg Calf Raise
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Hip Shrugs

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift
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Week 3 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Triceps Push Ups
Chin Up Hangs

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Oblique Lunge

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Hip Rolls

Knee Extension Single Straight Leg Lift

Week 4 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Decline Push Ups
Chip Ups

Pull Up Hangs

Core Intermediate Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Reverse Lunge

Step Ups Bench Stride Ups

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension
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Week 5 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Triceps Push Ups

Chin Ups
Pull Up Hangs

Core Intermediate Plank
Side Plank

Kneeling Walk Out

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Stride Lunge
Reverse Oblique Lunge

Step Ups Bench Power Ups

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides

Knee Extension Two Leg Bench Knee Extension

Week 6 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Pull Ups
Chin Ups

Core Advanced Plank
Inch Worm

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Lunge
Power Lunge

Step Ups Balance Bench Stride Ups

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Bench Hip Abduction

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Knee Extension Step Down
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Week 7 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Pull Ups
Chin Ups

Core Advanced Plank
Inch Worm

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Barefoot Strides

Lunge Dragon Walk Lunge
Stride Lunge

Step Ups Balance Bench Stride Ups

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Bench Hip Abduction

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Knee Extension Step Down

Plyometrics Double Leg Forward Hops
Bounding

Week 8 - Build Up
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Pull Ups
Chin Ups

Core Advanced Plank
Inch Worm

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Medial Foot Walk

Lunge Walking Duck Lunge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Side Star
Advanced Bench Drops

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension
Knee Extension Step Down

Plyometrics Single Leg Forward Hops
One Leg Hops in Place
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Weekly	Maintenance

Continue and maintain your strength training with this 
two session weekly maintenance schedule. Perform each 
session once per week.  Do no strength training during 
your marathon taper schedule.

Session 1 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Dive Bomber Push Ups
Chin Ups

Core Advanced Plank

Foot and Ankle Heel Walk
Barefoot Strides

Lunge Stride Lunge

Step Ups Balance Bench Stride Ups

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Hip Roll Strides
Bench Hip Abduction

Knee Extension One Leg Bench Knee Extension

Plyometrics Single Leg Forward Hops
One Leg Hops in Place

Session 2 - Weekly Maintenance
Type Exercises

Upper Body Bengal Push Ups
Pull Ups

Bench Dips

Core Inch Worm

Foot and Ankle Medial Foot Walk
Lateral Foot Walk
Barefoot Running

Lunge Power Lunge

Step Ups Alternating Bench Power Ups

Calf Raise One Leg Calf Raise
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise

Hip Abduction Side Star
Advanced Hip Bench Drops

Knee Extension Knee Extension Step Down

Plyometrics Bounding
Double Leg Lateral Hops
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Active Dynamic Stretches   37
Advanced Bench Hip Drop   145
Advanced Bench Plank   106
Advanced Bench Side Plank   107
Advanced Plank   105
Alphabet Drill   116
Alternating Bench Power Ups   81
Ankle extensor muscles   113
Arguments For and Against   6
Arm Swing Drill   49
A - Skips   47
Assisted Hamstring Curl   133

B

Balance Bench Stride Ups   79
Balance Squat   192
Barefoot Strides   122
Basic Plank   102
Bench Dip Power Ups   235
Bench Dips   234
Bench Drops   124
Bench Hip Abduction   144
Bench Lunge   181
Bench Power Ups   80
Bench Push Ups   225
Bench step ups

Alternating Bench Power Ups   81
Balance Bench Stride Ups   79
Bench Power Ups   80
Bench Step Ups   77
Bench Stride Ups   78



Bench Step Ups   77
Bench Stride Ups   78
Bengal Push Ups   233
Bent Knee Push Ups   224
Biceps femoris   127, 128
Biceps Side Pulls   240
Biceps Supine Pulls   243
Bi-lateral   22
Body weight Goodmornings   134
Bounding   200
Box Drill   121
B-Skips   48
Butterfly Stretch   55

C

Calf Raise Series
Calf Raise Stride   89
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise   88
One Leg Calf Raise   87
Reverse Downhill Running   91
Reverse Downhill Walking   90
Two Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise   86
Two Leg Calf Raise   85

Calf Raise Stride   89
Calf Stretch   57
Carioca   44
Chin Up Hangs   238
Chin Ups   241
Chronic static stretching   37
Combining Running and Strength Training   19
Concurrent strength and endurance training   15, 16, 18, 19
Core Series

Advanced Bench Plank   106
Advanced Bench Side Plank   107
Advanced Plank   105
Basic Plank   102
Crab Walk   111



Crunch   96
Inch Worm   109
Intermediate Plank   104
Kneeling Walk Out   110
Oblique Crunch   97
Roman Bench   100
Roman Bench Twist   101
Runners Twist   99
Side Plank   103
Sit Up   98
V Up   108

Core strength   93, 95
Crab Walk   111
Crunch   96

D

Decelerator muscles   157
Decline Push Ups   227
Dive Bomber Push Ups   232
Dorsiflex   114
Double Clap Push Ups   230
Double Leg Drop and Runs   208
Double Leg Forward Hops   202
Double Leg Kangaroo Hops   207
Double Leg Lateral Hop and Runs   209
Double Leg Lateral Hops   203
Double Leg Reach   131
Double Leg Tuck Jumps   218
Double Leg Vertical Jump   201
Double Leg Zig Zag Hops   211
Double Straight Leg Raise   167
Downhill Running   164
Dragon Walk Lunge   185
Drop and Runs   213
Dynamic Leg Raises   172
Dynamic stretching   37, 38, 50



Dynamic Warm Up Drills
Arm Swing Drill   49
A - Skips   47
B-Skips   48
Carioca   44
Heel Kick Drill   42
High Knees Drill   41
Power Skips   46
The Military March   45
Walking Lunge   40
Walking Side Lunge Drill   43

E

Elastic energy   197
Extended Leg Squat   196
External rotation   128
External rotator muscles   135, 147

F

Fatigue   9, 10, 67, 68, 69, 70, 73, 74
Fatigue levels   67, 73
Fire Hydrants   137
Fire Hydrant Wrap Around’s   142
Foot and Ankle Series

Alphabet Drill   116
Barefoot Strides   122
Bench Drops   124
Box Drill   121
Heel Walking   118
Lateral Foot Walk   119
Lateral Hill Drill   123
Medial Foot Walk   120
Towel Pull   117



G

Gastrocnemius   83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 92, 113
General Strength Training   22
Gluteus maximus   147
Gluteus medius   135
Gluteus minimus   135

H

Hamstring Exercises
Assisted Hamstring Curl   133
Body weight Goodmornings   134
Double Leg Reach   131
Prone Swimmers   130
Single Leg Reach   132
Straight Leg Hamstring Pulls   129

Hamstring muscles   127, 129, 133, 147
Hamstring Stretch   51
Handstand Shoulder Press   245
Heel Kick Drill   42
Heel Walking   118
High Knees Drill   41
Hip abduction   135
Hip Abduction Series

Advanced Bench Hip Drop   145
Bench Hip Abduction   144
Fire Hydrants   137
Fire Hydrant Wrap Around’s   142
Hip Rolls   139
Hip Roll Strides   140
Hip Shrugs   138
Lateral Hill Drill   146
Leg Sweeps   141
Side Star   143

Hip abductors   135, 136
Hip extension   147, 148



Hip Extension Series
Hip Kickback   149
Hip Rollback   150
One Leg Bench Bridge   154
One Leg Hip Bridge   152
Steep Hill Sprints   155
Two Leg Bench Bridge   153
Two Leg Hip Bridge   151

Hip extensor muscle   127
Hip extensor muscles   147
Hip flexors   165
Hip Kickback   149
Hip Rollback   150
Hip Rolls   139
Hip Roll Strides   140
Hip Shrugs   138
Hip Stretch   52

I

Improved Running Economy   5
Inch Worm   109
Increased Power   3
Increased Speed   4
Injury Prevention   3
Intermediate Plank   104
interval training   61, 71

K

Knee Extension Exercises
Downhill Running   164
Knee Extension Step Downs   163
One Leg Bench Knee Extension   162
Single Straight Leg Lift   160
Two Leg Bench Knee Extension   161

Knee Extension Step Downs   163
Kneeling Walk Out   110



L

lactate turn point   8, 9, 10
Lateral Foot Walk   119
Lateral Hill Drill   123, 146
Leg raise exercises   165
Leg Raise Series

Double Straight Leg Raise   167
Dynamic Leg Raises   172
Oblique Reverse Leg Raise   170
Reverse Leg Raise   168
Supine Runners   171
Y Leg Raise   169

Leg Sweeps   141
Lower leg rotation   128
Lunge   175
Lunge Series

Bench Lunge   181
Dragon Walk Lunge   185
Lunge   175
Oblique Lunge   177
Power Lunge   186
Reverse Lunge   179
Reverse Oblique Lunge   180
Side Lunge   176
Side Walking Duck Lunge   184
Stride Lunge   182
Walking Duck Lunge   183
Walking Lunge   178

M

Maintenance   23
Maximal aerobic power   66
Maximal strength   66
Maximum oxygen consumption   66
Mechanics First, Intensity Second   26
Medial Foot Walk   120
Multiple sets   61, 62, 63, 64, 74



Muscle elasticity   16, 37
Muscle endurance   65, 66
Muscle failure   68, 73

N

Neuromuscular conditioning   8, 10, 11

O

Oblique Crunch   97
Oblique Lunge   177
Oblique Reverse Leg Raise   170
One Arm Bench Dips   236
One Arm Push Ups   231
One Leg Balance Squat to Power Up   195
One Leg Balance Squat to Stride Up   194
One Leg Bench Bridge   154
One Leg Bench Knee Extension   162
One Leg Bent Knee Calf Raise   88
One Leg Calf Raise   87
One Leg Hip Bridge   152
One Leg Hops in Place   204
One Leg Squat To Power Up   193
One Leg Squat to Stride Up   191

P

Piriformis Stretch   53
Plantar flex   114
Plyometrics   197
Plyometrics Series

Bounding   200
Double Leg Drop and Runs   208
Double Leg Forward Hops   202
Double Leg Kangaroo Hops   207
Double Leg Lateral Hop and Runs   209
Double Leg Lateral Hops   203
Double Leg Tuck Jumps   218
Double Leg Vertical Jump   201



Double Leg Zig Zag Hops   211
Drop and Runs   213
One Leg Hops in Place   204
Single Leg Drop and Runs   216
Single Leg Forward Hill Hops   214
Single Leg Forward Hops   206
Single Leg Kangaroo Hops   215
Single Leg Lateral Hop and Runs   217
Single Leg Lateral Hops   210
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Power Lunge   186
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Pull Up Hangs   239
Pull Ups   242
Push Ups   226
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Quadriceps muscle   157, 158, 160
Quadriceps Stretch   54
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Recovery time   68, 73, 74
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Rest intervals   71, 72, 73
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Single Leg Zig Zag Hops   219
Single set training   61, 64, 71
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Bengal Push Ups   233
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Chin Up Hangs   238
Chin Ups   241
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As a distance runner, you love to run. You  
always enjoy your endurance building long 
runs, your stress reducing tempo workouts and 
your exhilarating interval training sessions. 
But to realize your peak potential as a distance 
runner, reach a top level of fitness and enjoy 
an injury free running life, you need more than 
just running. You need strong, powerful, energy 
producing and injury resistant muscles. You 
need to perform strength training as a  
consistent part of your training routine.

Of course you would rather run than strength 
train, but getting in your strength workouts 
doesn’t need to be time consuming or  
inconvenient. You don’t need to make a special trip to the gym or purchase a lot of 
expensive equipment. You can do all of your strength workouts at the track, on the 
trail, in the park or in your own home because the strength training techniques in 
this book are all natural with no equipment or artificial ingredients required.

These strength techniques and workouts are based upon and designed for your 
needs as a distance runner. They are functional and efficient in nature. Do you 
want to reach new levels of running success? Then follow the advice of Coach 
Grizz and improve your fitness and running performance with Bear Naked Strength 
Training for Distance Runners.

Bear Naked Strength Training for Distance Runners includes over 125 body 
weight strength training exercises and sample training programs for general running 
fitness, recreational running,  competitive running, specific race distances, injury 
prevention and weight loss. No matter what your running goal, Coach Grizz has 
you covered.
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